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Abstract

This thesis explores the ways that the design of public recreational
swimming space facilitates or inhibits participation by community user
groups. A guiding theoretical framework combining Foucault’s (1977)
Panopticon with Bhabha’s (1994) Third Space, was used to describe the
challenges Muslim women confront in accessing recreation that fits within
the conflicting norms of Canadian and Islamic cultures. In addition to this,
the value of all-female public recreation space that provides opportunities
for the transfer of knowledge via all female space was explored.
Through

semi-structured

qualitative

interviews with three

public

swimming pool architects, three municipal decision makers/programmers
(involved in the design process of three different open concept leisure
pools) and six women from a culturally appropriate all-female swim hosted
by the Windsor YMCA, a better understanding of the relationship between
the design process and the experiences of a user group was developed.
Participant observation - my own ongoing participation in the all-female
swim - provided additional insights.
Information gathered from the interviews with recreationists and facility
architects revealed that the responsibility for communicating the needs of
the community rests with the municipal decision maker/programmer. This
person facilitates communication between the architect and the user
groups and hence, requires the appropriate resources (i.e., time, financial,
knowledge) to ensure that all community groups are accessed in the
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design process. A challenge faced here is that while the municipal
representatives interviewed had a strong leisure focus for their design,
organized, competitive groups continue to be the most vocal about their
design requirements. Six Muslim women from a culturally appropriate all
female swim program were interviewed revealing the challenges faced by
these women in accessing recreation as well as the benefits associated
with participating in an all-female recreation space.

Creative strategies

were suggested to solicit input from the myriad non-organized community
user groups.

Some of the recommended strategies included accessing

user groups at convenient locations within the community such as malls
and grocery stores; developing a guiding document to inform recreation
professionals as to how to direct the process; and seeking feedback within
spaces that facilitate a greater comfort level for the user group.

IV
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I. INTRODUCTION & STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Whether one’s preference is for a leisurely stroll through the local park, a
relaxing yoga class or a vigorous game of soccer, the opportunity to engage
in meaningful and ‘fun’ physically active leisure is the right of every Canadian.
This concept, which may seem simple enough, becomes complicated by the
diversity of our multicultural society.

Age, gender, ablebodiness, religion,

class and ethnicity are all factors that affect the types of leisure activities one
may pursue (Dieser, 1997; Edwards, 1981; Paraschak & Tirone, 2003).
Following from different interests in recreation are different forms of recreation
that require facilities and programs to accommodate them (Noonan, Gartner
& Phelps, 1990). In the past, the ‘Muscular Christianity’1 movement fostered
sport and leisure activities that catered to the white, Anglo-Saxon2 male, as
well as research that focused on this dominant group. But in more recent
years, awareness of the rights of women and minorities has justified
addressing the recreation and sporting needs of these groups. It is no longer
acceptable for recreation programmers to simply provide services for the
‘average’ white, male Canadian, without addressing the needs of women and
1 “M uscular C hristianity” refers to a set o f ideas contained in Protestant C hristianity that w ere responsible
for the developm ent o f m odem sport in N orth A m erica and B ritain. B etw een the 18 0 0 's and 18 8 0 's sports
evolved from gam es that w ere “w ild and unruly affairs, m inim ally organized and played irreg u larly .. .and
characterized by m uch drunkenness, gam bling, and violent b ehaviour" (Stevenson. 2003. p. 194) to a “new
efficient, standardized, rationalized, “m od em ” type o f sport involvem ent” (Stevenson. 2003. p. 195). The
“M uscular C hristianity” m ovem ent w as used to generate social acceptance o f m o d em sport by the m iddle
and upper classes (w ho had regarded the traditional gam es o f the low er classes as vile and depraved
spectacles) by connecting p ro p er training and the developm ent o f physical strength w ith “honesty,
openness, strength o f character, and dedication to o n e ’s country" (Stevenson. 2003. p .195). T his m ovem ent
w as responsible for the introduction o f sport into schools as a w ay to teach “m orality, character, m anliness,
piety and patriotism ” to boys and young m en (Stevenson, 2003. p. 196). The “M uscular C hristianity”
m ovem ent, w ith its em phasis on the use o f sport to teach m asculine traits, has continued to affect sport and
leisure research up to the present time.
~ “A nglo-Saxon” refers to an individual w ith B ritish ancestry.

1
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minorities, nor is it acceptable to plan for renovations or new facilities by only
consulting current user groups (Wright, 1975). Better facilities, catering to all
members of the community, will not be created unless groups with special
needs are identified and consulted. Muslim women constitute a user group
with a need for “modest”3 recreation space, protected from the gaze of male
community members. This diverse4 group of women, united by their religious
guidelines, represents a growing segment of the Canadian population
(Statistics Canada, 2003) whose recreation needs must be identified.

In

addressing the recreation needs of special user groups such as Muslim
women it is important to distinguish two key elements: facility design and
program facilitation (Mackey & Soto, 2000). Programs require facilities, and
as the design of a space may facilitate or inhibit a particular program (Mackey
& Soto), the architectural structure of the space becomes the foundation for
programming. Simply put, good design is essential for good programming. My
research explores how the relationships between architects, programmers,
municipal decision makers and a specific user group interact to produce
public swimming pool designs. I am also interested in exploring how design
contributes to the lived leisure experiences of Muslim women as a case study
group. Analysis of interviews, literature review and participant-observation of

4 “M odest” for the purpose o f this discussion refers to private spaces that are not accessible physically or
visually to males.
4 K h a n ’s w ork (1998, 2002) reveals the diverse m akeup o f M uslim w om en in C anada w hose countries o f
origin, socio-econom ic standing, language, culture, and level o f education vary greatly. D w yer (1999) has
com m ented that non-M uslim society tends to hom ogenize these w om en as their w earing o f the hejab
becom es an over-signifier o f Islam ic identity, thus m asking the diversity o f languages, cultures and classes
contained within the Islam ic w orld.

2
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the case study group are used to inform a recommended protocol for the
“social programming”5 aspect of the design process.
Main question:
What is the relationship between the design of public recreation
facilities and the lived experiences of various user groups?

To explore this relationship between facility design and the lived
experiences of different user groups I narrowed down my research to focus
specifically on public swimming pool design and Muslim women. Developing
an understanding of the relationship between this type of facility and this
specific user group contributes to answering this broader main research
question. The research was structured to look specifically at three sub
questions. Through qualitative interviews with architects, municipal decision
makers/programmers and a user group, the relationships between these
parties were examined.

Developing an understanding

of this set of

relationships provides insight into how design ideas flow from architect to
client to user groups and back, and from conceptual to physical spaces.
Insights from Muslim women on how these physical spaces affect their lived

' The legal responsibility to provide equal access for individuals w ith disabilities in both the U nited States
(A m ericans w ith D isabilities Act) and C anada (O ntarians w ith D isabilities A ct) has m ade this elem ent o f
the design process a concern o f the architect, w hile “issues o f adm inistrative and social inclusion tend to be
areas for m anagem ent to tackle” (W hiteaker, 1998, p .70). Thus, access for disability is addressed in the
design stages, w hile access for different groups b ased on socio-cultural elem ents is addressed by
m anagem ent (i.e.. program m ers) often after the facility is built. 1 argue that the socio-cultural m akeup o f
different user groups m ust be considered by the architect in the design stages in order to create spaces that
are equally accessible to all user groups. I have described this concept as the “social-program m ing” aspect,
as it involves the ways that social determ inants such as race, ethnicity, age, and religious beliefs affect an
individual’s perception o f the w orld, and subsequently her/his recreational program m ing needs.

3
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recreation experiences contribute a snapshot view of the connection between
facility design and a specific user group.
Municipally run non-profit recreation programs are generally the most
economically accessible to the average Canadian (as compared to privately
run fitness facilities, pools and clubs); I have thus decided to focus on
facilities that house these programs. I have chosen public indoor swimming
pools due to their consistent presence in Canadian towns and cities, the
vulnerable nature of swimming attire6, the possibility for year round study, and
my own interest in the strong tendency toward open-concept design of these
spaces since the early 1980s.

Research conducted in England (Wigmore,

1993) and Australia (Iveson, 2003; James, 2000) has revealed that the
structural elements of the public pool do affect the recreation participation of
women of various ages. Descriptions of the ‘gauntlet’ where female swimmers
must walk past “kiosks, spectator areas and fitness centre windows” (277) are
provided by James (2000), as well as suggestions to improve upon current
designs for both the pool space (James) and the changing areas (Fusco,
2002; James, 2000) when considering new facilities. In addition to research
on public swimming pools, there is a growing body of literature that considers
the recreation needs of Muslim women living in predominantly non-Muslim

6 W hile sw im m ing attire for both m en and w om en is generally revealing, w o m en 's bodies tend to be m ore
objectified by the m edia and p opular culture (B erry & L auzon, 2003; A ctive Living. M ay 2003). Both men
and w om en are socialized to view and critique the fem ale body, w hich m ay m ake sw im m ing a m ore
vulnerable activity for w om en. This is not to say that m ales do not ever experience discom fort due to
external, or their own internal, surveillance o f th eir bodies. T here is a grow ing b o d y o f research that reveals
how m edia representations o f the hyperm uscular m ale p hysique negatively affects m ale body im age (B erry
& Lauzon, 2003: A ctive Living. July 2003; Leit. G ray & Pope, 2002). A s m ale body objectification in the
m edia increases, it is likely that there will b e a grow ing n u m b er o f m ales w ho m ay experience discom fort,
sim ilar to the discom fort experienced by fem ales, in su rveillance oriented spaces such as public pools.

4
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countries. Guided by the teachings of Islam, Muslim women follow the
maharam/ na-mahram7 distinctions in their negotiations of public and private
space, leading them to require “modest” recreation space. In Canadian
society the simple, ‘fun’, leisurely pursuit of swimming is not possible in many
public places for Muslim women due to the open concept8 nature of the
majority of public pools. What should simply be a right to swim, becomes
politicized and racialized by the individuals and groups in power who want to
see these women assimilate rather than making concessions on their own
part to accommodate client needs.
My research investigated how publicly funded recreation facilities are
designed. I explored how the relationship between the architects, municipal
decision makers, recreation programmers, user groups and potential user
groups interact or fail to interact, in the creation of these recreation spaces.
Using the public indoor swimming pool as a recreation space, I was interested
in exploring why these spaces have become normalized to favour spectator
observation, thus failing to address the discomfort experienced by any
individuals or groups that have heightened sensitivity to the objectification of

7 “M ahram refers to a specific category o f people o f the other sex with w hom m arriage is explicitly
forbidden (e.g.. for a w oman: father, brother, and for a man: m other, sister, etc.). This is a very small
num ber o f people. N a-m ahram are those ‘o f the opposite sex w hose kinship does not represent any
im pedim ent for m arriage’ (K hatib-C hahidi . 1981: M azum dar & M azum dar, 1997a, 1997b). T his category
includes the rest o f the m em bers o f the opposite sex. It is w ith na -m a h ra m , w ho can be kin or non-kin, that
interaction and contact betw een m ales and fem ales is restricted by Islam . F or practicing M uslim s, as
K hatib-C hahidi (1981) points out. the sharing o f space w ith na-m ahram is problem atic. Places, both at
hom e and in the neighborhood, w here one is likely to encounter, m eet, and interact w ith na-m ahram people
becom e defined as restricted spaces for both w om en and men. Thus, spaces p e r se are not seen as
inherently ‘p u b lic’ or ‘p riv ate’, but rather it is w ho one interacts w ith in them that m akes them so (Tett,
1994).” (M azum dar & M azum dar. 2001. p .304).
8 T he notion o f ‘open concept' design discussed in this research applies not only to recreation spaces, but is
incorporated into m any types o f structural design across m any periods (i.e. classical, m odem , post-m odem ,
desconstructivist).

5
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the body in public space. The exclusionary power of gendered (Spain, 1992)
and racialized spaces (Paraschak, 1996), the use of surveillance to control
and constrain the physical body (Foucault, 1977), as well as the existence of
a Third Space where new identities are formed in the margins between
dominant cultures (Bhabha, 1994) will be discussed in relation to the
recreational swimming experiences of Muslim women.

While my research

considers Muslim women specifically, the findings may apply to other groups
with concerns about body objectification9 including pregnant women, obese
persons, victims of abuse (Iveson, 2003), older women (Wigmore, 1993),
teenage girls (James, 2000), Hasidic Jewish women, as well as males with
body image problems10

II. ASSUMPTIONS
i) Recreation is a human right.
In 1976, Canada became “party to the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights...and in doing so we assumed a new
responsibility under International Law to secure for Canadian people the right
to leisure as well as other rights” (Kinsella, 1979, 357). As Kinsella (1979)
explains
[t]he specific entitlement of the right to leisure finds its
tangible content through legislative action, collective
agreements, the developing practice of society with
Body objectification' refers to the breaking dow n o f the physical body into parts. T he connection to the
m ind is severed and body parts becom e critiqued for their ab ility to conform to social norm s o f beauty. The
separation o f the m ind and body can have negative affects on self-esteem and sports participation (Parsons
& Betz, 2003).
10 See endnote 6.
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regard to recreation and the use of open space,...and
the general benefits offered by the developing
recreation and leisure programmes of the society of
which he [she] is a member (358).
The acceptance of leisure and recreation as a human right afforded to all
Canadian citizens has direct effects on policies and programs in Canadian
society.

ii) All space is socially constructed and in that social construction it is
designed to favour some groups over others.
As Aitchison (1999) describes, “[f]ollowing the First World War, the large
scale redrawing of the world map illustrated that human action was as much
responsible for defining national boundaries as any physical landforms” (22).
Just as national boundaries are defined and shaped by humans, so too are
buildings. The architectural structure of a facility from the height of door
frames, room sizes and shapes to the colors used, entrance accessibility and
presence of windows affects how and why a space will be used, as well as
who will use that space. Human beings’ innate abilities for codes and symbols
contribute to the social construction of space that attaches meaning to
architectural form (Tuan, 2001). The social construction of space leads to
recreation facilities that are architecturally designed to allow certain groups
and individuals to feel more comfortable in them than others.

In the most

extreme circumstances, individuals and groups remain absent from a
recreation space due to issues with the architectural structure and the human
behaviour it facilitates.

7
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iii) An individual’s actions are defined by the nature of their world
view/perceptions and beliefs.
It is important to recognize the ways that an individual’s perception of the
world shapes the way that she/he lives. In western culture, Christian religion,
while still a significant institution, has been assigned a tertiary position in
many people’s lives. For many North Americans, religion is associated with a
time and place of the week or year, separate and distinct from daily life. For
people of Eastern religions, including Islam, religion may be a more
encompassing experience that both spiritually and culturally pervades every
aspect of daily life (Mazumdar & Mazumdar, 2001; Taylor & Toohey,
2001/2002; Walseth & Fasting, 2003). To expect a person to deny this
element in order to engage in daily activities such as leisure, may not be
conceivable, nor is it consistent with Canada’s promotion of multiculturalism.
iv) Canada has a multicultural political platform.
Since October 8, 1971, under the leadership of Prime Minister Pierre Elliot
Trudeau, Canada has officially held a multicultural political platform. Included
in the official policy was the federal government’s commitment to “assist
members of all cultural groups to overcome cultural barriers to full
participation in Canadian society” (Government of Canada, 1984, 8).
v) In situations where an individual or group is disadvantaged because
of race, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability,
discrimination against the majority is permitted in order to ameliorate
the conditions/status of the disadvantaged group.

8
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The Canadian government’s adoption of a multicultural political platform
led to further improvements in government policy for encouraging diversity.
Two sections were added to the Canadian Charter o f Rights and Freedoms in
the 1980s. The Minister of State for Multiculturalism insisted that “special
reference be made to ensure that the multicultural fact of Canadian society be
enshrined” in the Charter (Government of Canada, 1984, 8). These sections
are:
Section 15(1): Every individual is equal before and
under the law and has the right to the equal protection
and equal benefit of the law without discrimination
and, in particular, without discrimination based on
race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex,
age or mental or physical disability.
Section 15 (2): Subsection (1) does not preclude any
law, program or activity that has as it object the
amelioration
of
conditions
of
disadvantaged
individuals or groups including those that are
disadvantaged because of race, national or ethnic
origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical
disability. (Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
as cited in Holman, Moriarty & Forsyth, 2001,140).

vi) The behaviour of various groups and individuals in society is
effectively controlled through surveillance by persons in positions of
power, members of the society and the individual via self-surveillance.
Several academics including Foucault (1977) and Goffman (1959) have
demonstrated how an individual’s desire for social acceptance and status
leads one to behave in a particular way when an audience is present. For
Foucault (1977), the prisoner gains a chance for reward or escapes
punishment by acting in a way that pleases the guard. For Goffman (1959),

9
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actors present to their audience a performance of themselves that will lead to
improved

status through

acceptance

and

access

to

socially

valued

knowledge. In both descriptions the behaviour of the individual is affected by
the perception that another person, who has the potential to either punish or
reward, is watching. While the surveyor may have the power to inflict serious
punishment (i.e., removal of a tangible item), she/he may just as easily affect
behaviour through the potential to embarrass or to create the perception of
embarrassment by the individual.

III. THEORETICAL & PRACTICAL JUSTIFICATION

“What architecture really is, is the background to our lives. It’s a stage set
against which we act out everything” (Reed, 1994,14).

Human beings’ complex abilities for codes and symbols contribute to the
social construction of public and private, male and female, and prescriptive
and non-prescriptive space that becomes associated with architectural form
(Tuan, 2001).

Meanings become attached to physical structures, creating

spaces that cater to the requirements of those in the hegemonic centre (i.e.,
white males of British/European ancestry), while simultaneously excluding
marginal groups (i.e., women, ethnic/cultural and religious minorities). The
profession of architecture is traditionally a male domain11, with women only

'' Julia M organ, bom in San F rancisco in 1872. was the first w om an to becom e an architect. T he only
w om an to graduate from the civil engineering departm ent o f the U niversity o f C alifornia in 1894, she was

10
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becoming involved in more recent decades. Thus, the foundation of
architectural design and process is rooted in masculine ways of perceiving,
experiencing and knowing the world. I see this evident in the open concept
nature of public indoor swimming pools, which emphasize the view into the
space for spectators, as much as the view out of the space for participants
(Wong, 1979). The amount of attention devoted to spectator space in the
swimming pool design literature (De Chiara & Hancock Callender, 1980;
Moffat, 1985; Whiteaker, 1998; Wong, 1979) brings to mind Benjamin’s
flaneur (McDonough, 2002), “the stroller in the crowd, observing but not
observed” (Massey, 1994, 234) who roams the public spaces of the city. The
flaneur is always male, his gaze frequently erotic, with women existing as the
subject of his gaze. The male gaze, allowed to comment, compliment, insult
and control with no chance for repercussion from the female subject, is used
by men to control women’s behaviour and movement in public and semipublic
spaces in society. Social exclusion of marginalized groups from sport and
recreation spaces, including women (Kay, 2003) and ethnic minorities
(Collins, 2003) is an effective way for individuals in positions of power to
maintain the status quo. Surveillance, the gendering and ethnicizing of space,

encouraged to enroll in the architecture program at the E cole des B eaux-A rts b y a professor from her
undergraduate program . "T hough she arrived in P aris to begin her studies in 1896, M organ was refused
adm ission for two years because the adm inistration had nev er conceived o f allow ing w om en to study there.
So she entered every prestigious architecture com petition in E urope, and won m ost o f them , forcing the
hand o f the adm inistration. M organ w as eventually adm itted to the field o f architecture”
(http:.//w w w .juliam organ.org. story.shtml retrieved A ugust 24. 2004). M organ cam e back to the U nited
S tates and eventually opened her ow n firm . She w ent on to secure a num ber o f high profile residential and
com m ercial com m issions. M o rg an ’s com m issions included several Y W C A buildings that provided
accom m odations for young, single w om en traveling to urban centres. Included in m any o f these buildings
w ere sw im m ing pools tucked aw ay in the privacy o f basem ent spaces (Spain, 2001). H er pioneering role in
architecture for women and the great obstacles she faced is a testam ent to the strong historical dom ination
o f m en in the field o f architecture.
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and the lack of physical spaces which can facilitate the successful negotiation
of identity, are all challenges shaping the recreation experiences of
marginalized people. Perhaps the greatest challenges though, are faced by
individuals who must confront the compounding effects of marginalization by
gender, ethnicity and class. For example, Muslim women living as immigrants
in a non-Muslim country such as Canada may face the greatest challenges in
their pursuit of socially inclusive recreation experiences.
I have applied spatial theories to the lived recreational swimming
experiences of Muslim women in order to explore the challenges faced by
these women. Foucault’s (1977) theory of social control through surveillance
based on Benjamin’s (1967 in McDonough, 2002) notion of a flaneur,
extended by Spain’s (1992) discussion on the use of surveillance in gendered
spaces as well as Bhabha’s (1994) description of the ‘third space’, are
explored in relation to the case study group. These theories were also
considered in the development of the interview questions for the architects
and municipal decision makers/programmers .
Building on Michel Foucault’s seminal work, Discipline and Punish, I have
considered the degree to which the architectural design of a space is
intended
Foucault’s

to

control

individual

description

of

behaviour through

Bentham’s

Panopticon

surveillance
prison

(1977).

effectively

demonstrates how prisoners can be contained and their behaviour controlled,
all through the construction of a facility that is laid out to allow constant
surveillance of each individual prisoner without possibility of the prisoner
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being able to see other prisoners or the guards. Foucault has demonstrated
how the theoretical underpinnings of this prison design may be applied to
other social institutions such as the school, the church, and the workplace
(Foucault, 1977).

More recently, Shogan (1999) has discussed how this

panoptic approach is used to develop high performance athletes, including
female and minority high performance athletes, through the self-surveillance
of training regimes and coach endorsed lifestyle choices.
While the measure of success of a prison, an educational institution, or a
high performance athlete may incorporate efficient and effective use of time
and space, these measured variables (e.g. a decrease in prison crime, an
increase in student’s grades or an improvement in an athlete’s personal best)
seem to have become naturalized and extended to all experiences of public
space in a capitalist society. For example, initially leisure studies justified and
researched leisure as an event that contrasted paid work activity (Henderson,
Hodges & Kivel, 2002). This was problematic, though, as it failed to recognize
the leisure time of those (mainly women) who engaged in unpaid work. In
more

recent

years,

leisure

research

has

come

to

be

recognized

independently of work (Aitchison, 1999; Henderson, Hodges & Kivel, 2002),
yet seems to have naturalized the ‘productive’ institutions’ desires for effective
use of time and space by maintaining a focus on prescriptive and organized
leisure spaces and activities.
I have

extended

this

discussion

of

behavioural

control

through

surveillance to the realm of leisure activities, and swimming in particular.
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Leisure facilities designed for surveillance and monitoring of individual
behaviour are inappropriate for many groups including those whose
marginalized social positioning means that they can benefit greatly from
meaningful physically active leisure spaces. In the most extreme forms of
control, group members remain absent from the recreation space due to their
inability to negotiate a middle ground or, to overcome discomfort. This
absence of individuals from the public swimming pool is not an obvious issue
as it is marked by absence rather than protest, yet it is relevant with far
reaching implications (e.g., opportunities to build community, health benefits,
safety through knowing how to swim, right to leisure). Included within these
groups are Muslim women.
Feminist spatial theorists have extended Foucault’s (1977) discussion
to demonstrate the effectiveness of spatial division both between genders
(Spain, 1992) and within the female gender (Massey, 199412), in maintaining
male power in society.

Spain has built on Foucault’s work on the social

construction of space, demonstrating how architectural space may be used to
“reinforce prevailing patterns of privilege and to assert power” (Spain, 1992,
7) in ways that may facilitate and perpetuate gender inequality. By creating
gendered spaces, where access to socially valued knowledge is exchanged
in male dominated space, women’s status remains lower than men’s as they
are denied access to these valued spaces and the knowledge contained
12 M assey 's (1994) w ork in E ngland dem onstrates how keeping w om en engaged in paid labor in the hom e
garm ent industry, spatially separated from one another, effectively prevented the developm ent o f fem ale
labor unions in London at the turn o f the century. This is an excellent exam ple o f how keeping these
w om en spatially segregated not ju st from men. but from each other, m inim ized opportunities to develop
group strength and resistance..
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within them. Many scholars have recognized the predominantly female
association with private, domestic space and the predominantly male
association with public space (Spain, 1992, 2001; Wearing, 1998) that exist
across cultures (Dwyer, 1999; Peleman, 2003; van Ingen, 2003). Spain
(1992) has shown how surveillance, facilitated by the Panopticon, is
incorporated into many public spaces that are predominantly coded as
female, “such as teaching, nursing and secretarial work” (211), while male
public spaces are often private and closed door in nature.
Foucault (1977) focuses on the social institutions of the prison, the school,
religion and the military, but his model may be extended to the institution of
sports and recreation (Shogan, 1999). While Spain (1992) does not examine
the gendered nature of sport and recreation space, she does allude to a
connection between sport and the business world (see p.243). As a student
of sport management, I am intimately aware of the strong gendering of
sporting space that contributes to the ‘glass ceiling’ phenomenon experienced
by many women in the business world and the way that decision making in
sport and recreation continues to be dominated by males (Ponic, 2000). Entry
into male sport space, such as the golf course, has become a requirement for
many women in business in order to gain access to the work knowledge
exchanged in these leisure spaces.
Spain (1992) discusses how attempts should be made to work towards
‘degendering’ space in a way that contributes to ameliorating the status of
women via access to socially valued knowledge. Spain’s suggestion is
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somewhat idealistic though, and she admits that “[n]ot everyone would agree
with the central message of [her] book. Radical feminists, for example might
argue that segregation works to women’s advantage by allowing them to
develop power independently of men” (243). Spain fails to develop a
discussion of the potential value associated with an all-female space, and
makes a western feminist assumption that all women would want access to
male dominated space. This raises the issue of ‘ethnicized space’13, and
develops a more holistic picture of the complex ways that gender and
ethnicity intersect to affect a person’s spatial requirements, hooks (1990) has
identified possibilities found in marginal spaces for women of ethnic minorities
who seek to gain and develop knowledge and power in spaces located
outside of the hegemonic centre.

For women of Islamic cultures whose

notions of space are divided by public/private, as well as mahram/na-mahram
dichotomies, access to socially valued knowledge is more feasible and more
desirable via female space. All-female space provides an opportunity for
women of ethnic minorities, who experience the compounding effects of
discrimination by gender, race and often class, to develop support networks
that may allow them to carve out their own spaces and gain access to

13 Paraschak (1996). building on S pain’s (1992) discussion o f ‘gendered sp a ce’, considers the w ays that
‘racialized spaces' have affected the lives o f N orth A m erican aboriginals and the positive role that the
racialized space o f the pow w ow has played in challenging the “ ’n atu raln ess’ o f the E uroam erican w ay o f
life, as well as the m arginality o f ‘tradition al’ N ative cultural practices” (Paraschak, 1996. 15). F or the
purposes o f my discussion the term ‘ethnicized space" is m ore appropriate as the races o f the M uslim
w om en range, while they are united by ethno-cultural sim ilarities regarding religion and style o f dress.
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culturally valued knowledge14, as well as to knowledge valued by the
dominant society.
Bhabha’s (1994) theory of a ‘third space’ is also helpful in guiding this
research. The third space is found on the margins in between two dominant
cultural forms and represents the area where new cultural forms are
constantly being negotiated and renegotiated. Muslim women immigrating to
Canada often find themselves confronting racism from Canadian society
(Khan, 2002; 1998) as well as increased control by male family members and
the Islamic community (Dwyer, 1999; Khan, 2002; Peleman, 2003). Their
existence in this third space between two dominant cultural forms - Canadian
and Islamic - is complicated by the contrasting cultural, ethnic and social
norms and values of each.
Combining a theoretical appreciation for the third space with how the
Panopticon is used to control individual and group behaviour in society
provides me with a better understanding of Muslim women’s recreation
situation. I am proposing a melding of the two theories into a Third Space
Double-Panopticon’ (See Appendix A). It is here where new cultural identities
form in the spaces between two dominant cultures, yet these identities face

i4 C ulturally valued know ledge varies from society to society depending on the w ays in w hich political,
religious, economic and social elem ents com bine to assign pow er and privilege to the holders o f certain
types o f inform ation. M azum dar & M azum dar (2001) explain how “w om en in M uslim societies have
im portant extra-dom estic ro les...p artic u la rly in the w o m en ’s com m unity w here they are respected for their
know ledge and the significant role they play as m arriage brokers, dom estic ritual specialists, healers and
care givers” (308). O f particular interest here is the ro le o f the public bath house in this exchange o f
know ledge. "Public baths in Iran had separate hours and days assigned for w o m en ’s use. Bath m istresses in
charge o f ham m ans [i.e.. the bath house] during w o m e n 's hours played an im portant role in the w o m en ’s
com m unity through their easy access to vital inform ation, w hich th ey often used to control and m anipulate
the behaviour o f other w om en (D avis. 1980, 1994). Such inform ation constituted character references and
w as particularly im portant in the m ate selection p ro cess” (M azum dar & M azum dar, 2001, 308).
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the challenge of surveillance by both dominant groups. The problem created
by this surveillance is that the social norms associated with each group in
relation

to

gender identity,

sexuality,

and

ethnicity

are

often

times

contradictory between the two cultures. While Foucault (1977) considered the
control of the individual within society and the structural elements contributing
to the docile body, his consideration was limited to the individual existing as a
member of the dominant society that created these regulatory structures. For
individuals who experience the regulating effects created by the Panopticon
of the dominant society, as well as the Panopticon of their own minority
society, opportunities for conflict in the negotiation of identity become more
complex. The vast difference in cultural norms between Canadian and Islamic
societies leads to surveillance from opposite sides that potentially contributes
to conflict in identity negotiation. Leisure spaces that accommodate the
cultural requirements of Muslim women, such as all-female swim programs,
allow these women access to space that is sheltered from the controlling
male gaze, and provides opportunities to develop relationships both with
themselves and other women (both Muslim and non-Muslim) in meaningful,
safe and fun recreation space.
Using the theoretical framework of a Third Space Double-Panopticon and
the role of gendered and ethnicized space to guide this research, I developed
interview questions aimed at discovering what, if any, challenges Muslim
women living in Canada face in their pursuit of recreational swimming
experiences. Does a swimming space that facilitates an all-female, culturally
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appropriate swim program provide shelter from the scrutinizing gaze of both
Canadian and Islamic community members? And how does this marginal
space contribute to negotiations of self-identity? Results from this portion of
my research supported the theoretical framework and are presented in the
analysis section for sub-question two.
Perhaps the most valuable practical element of this research, though, is
developing an understanding of the specific spatial requirements of Muslim
women. Photographs that include specific structural and aesthetic15 elements
were used to stimulate discussion during interviews.

In terms of actual

architectural elements, there does seems to be “deal breakers”16. The role
male Islamic community members (including husbands, fathers, brothers, and
Imams17) play in contributing to a woman’s ability to attend an all-female swim
program are also discussed in the analysis section. How do mahram/namahram guidelines affect these women’s spatial requirements? A tangible list
of

architectural

items

that

make

attending

a

swim

program

impossible/possible for Muslim women could be of great value to facility

15 G enerally the structural elem ents o f a building are the responsibility o f the architect, as w ell as any
m echanized elem ents w ithin the space. The aesthetic elem ents o f the facility are often the dom ain o f a
decorator who m ay not be involved in the p ro ject until after the m ain design phase is com pleted (Pratl,
2000). This is significant as the structural design o f the facility m ay m ake it very difficult for the decorator
to provide aesthetic elem ents such as curtains or blinds that provide privacy in a sw im m ing space, allow ing
it to transition from open concept to closed concept at various tim es in the program m ing schedule.
16 “D eal breakers’’ refers to design elem ents that w ould m ake it im possible o r unlikely for a M uslim w om an
to use a sw im m ing space. These m ay include w indow s, glass w alls, changing room layout, skylights,
spectator m ezzanines or other design elem ents that contribute to a recreation space that w ould b e in conflict
w ith religious and cultural requirem ents for m odesty.
17 “Im am ” refers to the m ale religious leader o f an Islam ic com m unity. T he Im am ’s role is to lead prayer,
help people to understand the Koran, and p rovide guidance. He is recognized as an authority on Islam ic
theology and law (http://w w w .google.ca/search ?h D en & lr= & ie+ U T F -8& oi=defrnore& q=define:Irnam
retrieved A ugust 24, 2004). D ue to the close connection betw een religion and law in Islam ic cultures.
Im am s have more political pow er and influence in their respective societies than C hristian priests or
m inisters in W estern societies, m ay have.
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architects and programmers who plan to cater to this user group. The
effectiveness of using photographs to stimulate design discussion with a user
group that may have specific spatial requirements combined with a language
barrier between interviewer and interviewee, was also assessed.
Developing an understanding of the process of designing a public swim
facility helps to identify the gaps in communication between architects,
municipal decision makers, programmers, and user groups. The assumption
that gaps do exist is informed by my own personal experiences attending
pools across Canada, my review of literature, and the experiences shared by
the Muslim women I interviewed. Exploring these gaps is of value in
developing

a

protocol for future

design

projects.

Understanding

the

justification for designing open concept public swimming spaces helps to
explain the design goals of architects and municipalities. Ways that future
public swimming spaces may be designed to achieve these goals, as well as
suit the needs of individuals and groups with heightened sensitivity about the
objectification of the body in public space, may then be achieved.

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
a). Data Collection and Analysis
Twelve semi-structured qualitative interviews were conducted to gather
information used in answering each of the three sub-questions. There were
three different types of interviews conducted: one pilot, plus three interviews
with public swimming pool architects; one pilot, plus three interviews with
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recreation professionals involved in the design of a public swimming pool; and
one pilot, plus six interviews with Muslim women who attended a culturally
appropriate all-female swim hosted by a local YMCA (See Appendix B).
Municipal Decision Makers/Programmers and Architects

Three pairs of architects and municipal decision makers/programmers
were interviewed. These pairs included an architect and programmer involved
in a) a facility currently in the design process, b) a facility located in a
neighbourhood with a large Muslim population, and c) a facility where the
programmer had a role in the design process. The reason for interviewing the
architect and municipal decision maker/programmer from the same facility
was to view the design experience from both perspectives concerning the
facility in question. The interview candidates for this portion of the research
were contacted initially via a formal email explaining the nature of the
research and requesting an interview (see Appendix C).

Interviews were

conducted at a time and place that was selected by the interviewee. One of
the architect interviews was conducted over the telephone, and the rest of the
interviews were conducted in person. A set of clearly worded, open-ended
questions, that had been reviewed and altered by the thesis committee
members, were used for the interviews. The interview questions were altered
by the committee members to ensure that the wording of the questions did
not in any way bias the interviewee’s answers (Babbie, 1989). A pilot
interview was conducted with an outside representative (i.e., a

municipal

decision maker/programmer and an architect not involved in the actual study)
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from each of the interview groups. This was to test for appropriateness of
language and wording in the questions. The pilot interviewees found the
questions to be appropriate and comprehensible and no changes were made.
Upon the advice of the thesis committee, participants were not provided with
the questions prior to the interview to ensure spontaneous and honest
answers. One to two days prior to each interview the participants were
provided, via email, with a consent form outlining the goals of the research
(see Appendix D). This form was provided in advance as it was quite lengthy
and I did not wish to take away from the time the informant was willing to
spend conducting an interview. With the permission of the interviewee, the
interviews were recorded and later transcribed to ensure accurate records for
analysis (Patton, 1990). Information gathered from these interviews was then
analysed to further develop an understanding of the design process of public
swimming pools. The analysis involved taking the transcribed text and
organizing it according to the sub problems. The answers for each interview
question were combined for all interviewees so that similarities and
differences in their answers could be provided in the results section. The new
document was then re-read, along with the overall theoretical framework, and
the literature review related to that particular sub-problem.

Based on the

theoretical framework and practical items emerging from the combination of
these elements a color coded chart was made. After organizing all of the
responses this way, each new document (one per sub problem) was then re
read and flagged with color coded tags relating to each of the main themes of
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the research. This allowed me to go back and present results and analyze
patterns (linked to the review of literature) that emerged relating to the various
theoretical constructs, even when they were not provided through questions
specifically aimed at addressing this theme (e.g., comments on an issue
related to surveillance that arose in a discussion following the actual
interview).
By analysing the general practices, attitudes and perceptions of the two
key groups involved in facility design, a better understanding of the
relationship between these two groups and community user groups has been
developed. Nearing completion of the analysis of the findings it was
determined by my advisor and myself that additional information describing
the education level, working experience and cultural background of each of
the interviews for this section would compliment the analysis. Each of the six
interviewees was contacted via email requesting responses to an additional
small set of questions (See Appendix E). All of interviewees responded to the
email and their information was added to the findings and incorporated into
the analysis portion.
Analysis o f Government Documents and Policies Used by Architects
and Municipal Decision Makers/Programmers.

Upon completing the interviews with the facility architects and municipal
decision makers/programmers, I intended to critically analyse any key
documents they identified that had guided their design process. My goal was
to compare the actual design process to the guidelines provided in these
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documents. This was to understand the ways that policies effectively shaped
the design process. Also, through investigating how these documents are
disseminated, I planned to present suggestions for ways to improve
distribution of such information. As none of the architects or municipal
decision makers/programmers were able to identify any documents that
guided the social programming aspect of the design phase, I was unable to
conduct an analysis of them or a critique of the strategies used to disseminate
them.
User Group: Muslim Women

To develop a better understanding of how facility design affects various
user groups, interviews were conducted with a specific user group. While the
exact results of the case study are specific to this particular user group at this
particular pool, it is my opinion that the information gained regarding the use
of photos in user group design discussions, as well as the recreational
swimming space requirements of Muslim women, is of value and in some
ways transferable to other research (Reece & Sigal, 1986). A set of interview
questions were developed based on the guidelines provided by the theoretical
framework. These questions were then reviewed and altered by the
committee members to ensure they did not bias the interviewee’s ability to
answer. Prior to conducting these interviews, a pilot interview was conducted
and the questions were determined by the pilot interviewee, who was Muslim,
to be appropriate in language and content. Then six volunteers were
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requested18 from a group of Muslim women who attend a culturally
appropriate swim program hosted by the Windsor YMCA. These women were
solicited by me, in person, during the weekly Sunday evening swim. During
the time that I was recruiting interviewees the attendance at the weekly swim
dropped drastically and was even cancelled on two occasions because of
Ramadan. Since this caused difficulties recruiting interviewees at the swim
program, two of the interviews were set up by the Muslim woman who
conducted the pilot interview for this portion. Both of the women included here
had attended the program for a period of months, either in the very recent
past (within the last month), or over a year ago. Once the volunteers were
identified, interviews were scheduled at a time and place that was appropriate
and comfortable for the interviewee. While Babbie (1990) suggests that
“interviewers should dress in a fashion similar to that of the people they will
be interviewing” (189), Dwyer’s (1999) research with Muslim school girls in
Britain has revealed the distinction made by the girls in her study between
their Muslim dress codes, and non-Muslim dress that demonstrates the
transparency of the researcher attempting to dress ‘neutrally’ for the research

18 At the tim e o f the thesis proposal it w as suggested by the com m ittee m em bers that rather than requesting
volunteers, 1 should attem pt to select participants for the interview s b ased on the guidelines o f the
theoretical fram ew ork (i.e.. try to have som e w om en w ho had a m ore traditional approach to Islam and
som e w ith a m ore m odem interpretation: try to have som e w om en w ho had social m otivations and som e
who had prescriptive m otivations: try to have som e w om en w ho had close fam ily/cultural ties in the area
and som e w ho did not). Though I did not have the luxury o f being selective in m y interview participants
and had to rely on every volunteer 1 could get. 1 think that 1 did end up w ith a range o f w om en, in a variety
o f life situations, from a variety o f different ethno-cultural backgrounds. W hile I hold firm to m y opinion
that every w om an at the sw im has a valuable story to tell, and thus intentionally trying to select specific
w om en w as not necessary, in spite o f the circum stances 1 do think that a w ide variety o f Islam ic w om en
participated in the interview s.
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population19, (see Dwyer, 1999, 21 for discussion). With this in mind, I
dressed neutrally for the interviews, but not in any of the styles of Islamic
dress (e.g., Hejab, long skirt and sleeves covered). On the advice of the
thesis committee members, the interview questions were not provided in
advance to the informants to ensure spontaneous and honest answers.
During the interview process, a female translator was required for one of the
interviews. The translator was hired through the Multicultural Council of
Windsor and Essex County. Prior to the interview I met with the translator to
explain the research and the intentions of each question in the interview. For
this interview the entire text of the consent form was translated for the
interviewee before she signed it. All of the women read and signed a consent
form (see Appendix F). With permission from each of the interviewees, the
interviews were recorded and transcribed at a later date. The names and
identities of the participants are disguised to protect their privacy. They did
however consent to have excerpts from the interviews published in this thesis
(Reece & Siegal, 1986). The age of the women participating in the all-female
swim program at the YMCA ranged from very young children (one year and
older) through to middle age (none appeared to be older than 50 years);
however, only women aged 18 years and older were selected for the
interviews. This age delimitation is in part due to the ethical issues

19 Studying the use o f the hejab (M uslim h ead scarf used to cover the hair and neckline) in negotiations o f
identity for M uslim school aged girls in B ritain, D w yer (1999) found that her attem pts to dress in
accordance with the M uslim dress style w as view ed as transparent and inappropriate by the girls she
interview ed. These girls clearly identified D w yer as a fem ale w ho was not M uslim , therefore her attem pts
to dress in this w ay w ere considered “rather dow dy and unfashionable [ and they] w ondered w hy she d id n ’t
w ear short skirts like m any o f their younger teachers!’’ (D w yer. 1999. 21).
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surrounding research with minors, as well as the Muslim guidelines for dress
which do not generally apply to female children20.
The information collected through interviewing this group of Muslim
women was analysed in the same manner as the interviews conducted with
the architects and municipal decision makers/programmers to identify
parallels and divergences with the information gathered in the literature
review. In areas where previous literature was not found, namely how
religious guidelines affect Muslim women’s public swimming pool design
needs, the information gathered was analysed to see how it aligned with and
extended the theoretical framework of the Third-space Double Panopticon.
The Photo-elicitation Interview

The photo-elicitation interview (P.E.I) is a technique of interviewing “in
which photographs are used to stimulate and guide a discussion between the
interviewer and the respondent” (Curry, 1986, 204). It can take many forms
“including interviews with individuals, with groups, with children, and those
who respond more easily to visual, rather than lexical prompts” (Prosser &
Schwartz, 1998, 123 in Prosser, 1998). While the use of photography in
academic research is more commonly used in the field of anthropology, there
are some examples of using photographs, both researcher composed (Curry,
1986) and respondent composed (Bowling, 2002-2003), in leisure research.
In both instances the researcher found the use of photographs to be an

70 T he wearing o f the hejab and clothing that covers all but the feet and hands is generally not follow ed by

girls before reaching the age o f puberty. W hile p u b erty m ay begin as early as nine or ten years o f age. some
M uslim w om en may not adopt this dress code until their teenage years, (personal com m unication.
M ogyrody, V ., A ugust 9. 2004).
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effective way to stimulate discussion with the interviewee. As Collier (in
Hockings,1995) explains “ [p]hotography offers a reflex reportage of real
circumstances, and its recognizable life messages make it a bridge of
communication ...between the informant and researcher” (245).
In the case of user group feedback for recreation facility design, Wong
(1979) suggests using abstract sketches21 to solicit design ideas and
feedback. While this may be effective in allowing for an open mind in the
design process, without ‘boxing in’ possible conceptual ideas (Wong, 1979), it
may not provide specific enough opportunities for user groups with very
precise spatial requirements to comment and provide information. Curry
(1986) has commented that the use of a P.E.I. in the sporting realm
effectively garnered concrete information about specific elements of a sport
that the interviewer as an outsider would not know.

It is my contention that

through the use of pool photographs, specific spatial requirements may be
gleaned from the interviews.
Using photographs to guide an interview provides several benefits
including: increasing ease for gaining access to follow-up interviews (Collier,
1967); creating comfort for the interviewee by allowing the photo, not the
person, to

become the subject of focus,(Collier,

1995); allowing for

compression of time by showing photographs taken at different locations on

- 1 This technique involves using draw ings w here no physical form is laid out for each design com ponent,
but rather abstract sketches are used to illustrate each idea. “Each idea centres around a spatial elem ent o f
the facility, which is isolated from all exterior determ inants and then analyzed from the u ser point o f view ”
(W ong, 1979, 242). See A ppendix I for an exam ple o f this type o f diagram . T he goal o f using this type o f
sketch is to develop a skeleton list o f client needs w ithout having to use a prototype design that m ay ‘box
in ' potential design ideas (W ong, 1979).
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different dates (Curry, 1986) (this allowed me to show photographs of pools
that are characteristic of the typical designs of different time periods); evoking
emotion due to the realistic nature of the image presented (Collier, 1967;
Prosser & Schwartz in Prosser, 1998); focusing discussion since any
tangents that lead to irrelevant information may be re-directed by the
interviewer presenting a new photograph for discussion (Collier, 1967); visual
assistance of images to aid in communication challenges presented by
language differences (verbal and written) in cross-cultural interviews (Collier,
1967); and finally, to be consistent allowing those with more visual than
lexical strengths to have better comprehension (Prosser & Schwartz in
Prosser). “Realistically, the interview return is a blend of precise reading of
exact graphic content and projected attitudes” (Collier,

1967, 61), a

discussion of the specifics of a given space, as well as the way these
specifics are interpreted leading to the way the space is used/not used.
During the middle portion of the interview, directly following two questions
about likes and dislikes of the Windsor YMCA pool design, a set of
photographs was shown to the interviewee. There were three sets (three to
four photos in each) of photos shown including: interior pool photos; exterior
shots looking into pools; and, a set of photos of different changing room
interiors (see Appendix G). The goal of each set was to show a range of
options pertaining to the level of visibility the individual would have in that
space. Due to the ethical implications of using photographs - both because of
their public use in future discussions, and the cultural norms associated with
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being photographed (Fang & Ellwein, 1990) - the photographs used in this
study did not contain any people. The effectiveness of using photographs to
elicit discussion about design elements was then assessed qualitatively by
both myself and the interviewee. At the end of the interview each interviewee
was asked what she thought about using photographs to demonstrate her
specific spatial needs.
Participant-as-observer

In addition to the information gained formally through interviews with the
various parties, I also engaged in participant-as-observer research at the
weekly swim program. By attending the weekly Sunday evening women’s
swim at the YMCA I had the opportunity to: experience first-hand the benefits
of attending an all-female swim program; meet and develop relationships with
the women and children who attend the swim program; observe first hand the
experiences of these women as they swam; informally compare theoretical
underpinnings of the research to lived experiences of the swim participants as
women, as new Canadians, and as Muslims; develop a rapport with these
women that contributed to a greater level of comfort which led to volunteer
informants for the interview portion of my research; develop and use my field
notes when generating interview questions; and compare interview responses
with my own observations of these women’s swim experiences (this aided
when respondents were unable to recall specific examples or if the response
they gave differed from the actions I had observed).
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I attended the weekly swim 20 times between April and December of
2004. My role as researcher was not overtly evident, but was also not
disguised if and when appropriate conversations arose, as I do not think it is
necessary for the research nor is it ethical to deceive the swim participants
(Babbie, 1989). During my introduction to the swim program by a staff
member of the new Canadian’s programs at the YMCA, my desire and
intentions to study swimming pool design and its effect on user groups was
made clear to both the program co-ordinator and the lifeguards who supervise
the swim. At all times during my participation when the subject arose, I was
honest and forthright about my research (Babbie, 1989). In some cases this
led to further information on all-female swim programs. Each week after
attending the swim I wrote in a journal, noting my observations as well as
considering my own personal biases and misconceptions. This journal helped
me to chronicle the shift in my perspective and compliment my understanding
of the research during the analysis of the interviews. To provide an honest
voice for the women I interviewed, it was vital that I was cognitive and
reflective of the ways my ‘personhood’ (i.e. ‘the presence of the researcher as
a person’ Stanley & Wise, 1983, 162) affected my research. Several feminist
scholars writing on feminist research methodologies (Kirby and McKenna,
1989; Reger, 2001) recommend the use of a research journal to ‘express
emotions and to explore and investigate their origins’ (Reger,

614).

Addressing the “conceptual baggage” (Kirby & McKenna, 1989, 49) each
researcher brings to their research “changes the traditional power dynamics
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or hierarchy which tends to exist between the researcher and those who are
researched” (Kirby & McKenna, , 53). It is also valuable as it “allows you to
identify, at a later point in the research, whether any pre-established goals,
assumptions or responsibilities may be overly influencing how your research
is developing” (51). The writing and reflection that came from this journal and
through writing a researcher autobiography (see Appendix I) have helped me
to understand why I am passionate about this research, and to understand
my role as a research tool through which these interviewees can speak. My
experience as participant-observer also helped me to develop interview
questions. For a step by step guide to my research methodology please see
Appendix H.

b) Limitations and Delimitations
i) The case study nature of the user group will provide an understanding of a
specific user group at a specific facility. This exploration of one group of
women’s experiences will contribute to understanding the larger set of
challenges confronting

Muslim women’s access to

recreational swim

programs. Through exploring this relationship between gender, culture and
recreation space, more accessible programs and facilities may be provided
for Canadian Muslim women. A person’s life experiences and social
determinants (e.g., age, sex, religious beliefs, gender, class) combine to
create a relationship with space that is unique to that individual (Tuan, 2001).
As such, it is impossible to develop an exact picture of ways that a given
space will affect every person who enters or fails to enter it. But, important
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patterns emerge within and between groups. The lack of Muslim women
participating in recreational swimming programs at public pools in Canadian
communities is a pattern marked by absence.
ii)

As the researcher, I am unable to escape the effect my own life

experiences may have on how I interpret and analyse the information I
gather. Though I am not a Muslim woman, I have taken steps to consider the
way my biases may affect my research (see Appendix I), and to educate
myself on the ways that Islam may affect a woman’s experience in space. I
feel that my own experiences immigrating to Canada as a child, and that fact
that I am female and participant in many swimming programs has aided in my
appreciation of accessible recreational swimming spaces. In committing to a
truly feminist methodology I think it is important to embrace and reflect on the
subjective nature of the researcher as a research ‘tool’.
iii) I have selected three sets of architects and programmers/municipal
decision makers. I realize that by interviewing only three sets I will not be able
to make generalizations to a larger set of design relationships, but I think that
in order to gain a better understanding of the design relationship and how it
contributes to public swimming pool design, more in-depth interviews are
required. The knowledge gained here may be used at a later time to guide a
larger project of this nature.
iv) I have interviewed six Muslim women who attend the weekly swim
program at the Windsor YMCA. Through these interviews I have gained
valuable insights into their lived recreational swimming experiences and the
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associated

benefits and challenges they face. By exploring how the

intersection of gender and culture affect spatial needs for recreation,
knowledge found here may contribute to improved recreation facilities and
programs for Muslim women in Canada. While it would be of definite value to
interview Muslim women who do not have access to a swim program, it would
add an additional element to an already sizeable project. In addition to
interviewing Muslim women who do not attend the all-female swim program, it
would also be of value to interview Muslim men in the community. Male family
and community members may have a significant influence on the recreation
spaces these women

can access (Peleman,

2003) and the spatial

requirements that deem a recreation space appropriate or inappropriate for
their daughters, wives, and sisters. To gain some insight on the influence of
men on these women’s recreational space needs, I did ask the women I
interviewed about the role that men played in this issue.
v) The use of static photographs in the photo-elicitation interview is of value in
bridging any communication challenges between myself and the Muslim
women I interviewed. A video clip, setting the context of each photograph,
would have helped in providing a larger context for each photo shown. This
aspect was not integrated into the research methodology due to the size of
the current project and the cost and difficulty of producing and transporting a
video clip in addition to the photographs.
vi) The architect who designed the pool that hosts the all-female swim
program will not be interviewed. This means that the connection between
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user groups, the architect, and facility programmer/municipal decision maker
will not actually be explored. As the goal of the research is to consider the
current and future design of swimming facilities, it is the architects and
programmers involved in these projects who are of interest for my research. I
think that the lack of connection speaks to the need for this research,
vii) While the all-female swim participants range in age from very small
children through middle age, I will be interviewing women over the age of 18
years. This delimitation is in part due to the ethical issues regarding
interviews with minors, and also done because the Islamic dress guidelines
do not apply to girls before the age of puberty. While there will be a gap
between these girls at puberty and those who are 18, females under the age
of 18 years were not interviewed due to the time and size limitations of the
proposed project.

SUBQUESTIONS
Main Question:
What is the relationship between the design of public recreation
facilities and the lived experiences of various user groups?

This problem has been explored through investigating the perceptions of
the various parties, identifying the roles they play in the design process, and
interviewing a specific user group - Muslim women.

with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission

V. SUB-QUESTION ONE: DESIGNING AN INDOOR PUBLIC SWIMMING
FACILITY
What is the role of architects, municipal decision makers/programmers
and user groups in the process of designing an indoor public swimming
facility?

Review of Literature
Historically, swimming pools in North America are one of the few public
spaces were women

have

had

a role in operating,

designing and

programming. Spain (2001) has traced the role women played in the
development of the urban landscape in major American cities such as New
York, Boston and Chicago. Emerging from the need for public baths for
growing immigrant populations and justified by Christian morals and by the
connection to the municipal housekeeping programs22, women from uppermiddle class backgrounds became involved in the design, construction and
running of public bath houses. One of the key organizations that contributed
to the public bath house, and later to the public swimming pool movement,

“ The m unicipal housekeeping program s o f the late 1800s and early 1900s, organized by upper-m iddle
class w om en in m ajor urban A m erican cities, connected w o m en ’s charitable C hristian organizations to
various 'n ee d y ' populations w ithin grow ing cities. P rogram s included teaching im m igrants how to properly
clean their homes (to avoid the spread o f diseases), literacy and playground developm ent, and the
construction and running o f public bath houses. B ath houses w ere required for the large w aves o f
im m igrants coming into urban areas, living in tenem ent housing that lacked p ro p er bathing facilities. The
involvem ent o f upper m iddle class w om en in program s such as these outside o f the dom estic sphere w as
justified by their connection to typically fem ale responsibilities such as housekeeping and cleanliness and
their charitable (i.e.. unpaid) nature (Spain, 2001).
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was the Young Women’s Christian Association (YWCA). This organization
recognized the need for safe accommodations for women traveling to urban
centres (Spain, 2001). Julia Morgan, the first female architect, was involved in
the design of many of the YWCA buildings constructed in the early twentieth
century (http:/juliamorgan.org/story.shtml retrieved August 24, 2004). The
combination of their involvement in the public bath movement and in the
provision of women’s accommodations led several chapters of the YWCA to
include swimming pools in the basements of their housing accommodations.
These facilities were tucked away in the basements to provide modest
recreation space for the women staying in the YWCA residences (Spain,
2001). Spain has
labeled the places created and operated by women
volunteers “redemptive places”. They were sites of
assimilation both socially and politically, and of moral
influence. They allowed immigrants to move from
Europe to America, black migrants from the rural
South, to the urban North, and women from
dependence
on their families to
economic
independence. Redemptive places were temporary
institutions for a society in flux (14).
These places discussed by Spain (2001) are significant because they identify
the connection between spaces created by women for other women and
immigrants, developed under the auspices of non-secular involvement in the
community. Spain’s (2001) research identified that while women did play an
important role in the development of the public bath houses and early
swimming pools in American cities, men took over involvement and control of
these spaces as control of public recreation facilities was assumed by
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municipalities and funded by tax dollars. The trend towards assimilation of
various populations (Spain), characteristic of this time in American history, is
directly opposed to Canada’s current platform encouraging multiculturalism
and diversity. However, the way that these spaces performed as ‘redemptive
places’ may have many parallels that hold true today for Islamic female
immigrants. The role these spaces play in maintaining ethnic diversity as well
as aiding in assimilation into Canadian society needs to be investigated.
Through the 1900s the number of public swimming pools continued to
grow in urban areas as various forms of physical activity, including swimming,
came to be recognized as vital elements of a proper education and as a way
to train young people for military service (Malszecki, 2003). The trend, post
World War II, towards rectangular-shaped, competitive pools became the
norm in Europe and Canada (Sargent, 1976) and most swimming pools
existed as facilities connected to schools with programs focusing on
development of technique and skill in a prescriptive manner (Paton, 1970). In
the 1970s, the recognition that most public swimming pool users had a
recreational motivation, rather than competitive one (de Shane, 1970;
Sargent, 1976) sparked discussion amongst recreation professionals as to
the value of designing pools that catered to the recreational aspects of
swimming,

rather than

solely focusing

on facilities

that

could

host

competitions and competitive training (de Shane, 1970). A suggestion made
in a Recreation Canada article (de Shane, 1970) pronounced the value of
shifting a public pool’s focus from competitive to leisure. This idea gained
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interest over the next decade and soon leisure pools became the standard for
new community pools (Moffat, 1985; Paton, 1987; Sargent, 1976; Wong,
1983). The leisure pool of the 1980s can be characterized by several features
including: the growing desire for cost-effective facilities that could recover
construction and operation fees through high volume use by community
groups (Paton, 1987); the recognition of the needs and use patterns of
particular user groups (Moffat,

1985;

Sargent,

1976);

effective

price

structuring to balance out user fees with maintenance and operation fees
(Paton, 1987; Sargent, 1976); and the desire to service the needs of
specialized user groups such as small children (Moffat, 1985; Wong, 1983),
the aging population (Holmes, 1985) and disabled persons (Adair, 1979).
Public recreation experts and facility architects began to recognize the value
of designing facilities that catered to the recreational needs of the community.
Paralleling this evolution in public pool design, architecture firms in North
America specializing in sport and recreation exploded in size and number in
the mid 1970s (Cohen, 2002). Originating from a few engineering firms that
concerned themselves with the structural requirements of large capacity
crowd seating at professional stadia, sport architecture began with a focus on
baseball stadiums (Cohen, 2002). As firms specializing in these sport spaces
began to grow in number and specialization they became involved in
university sporting spaces. Initially focused on competitive sporting spaces,
the value of building

recreational venues to

recruit students gained

acceptance, and thus the birth of the modern college recreation centre. The
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“[s]ocial developments of the 1960s and 1970s - chiefly movement toward
coeducational campuses and the development of women’s sports programs pointed toward a change in college sports architecture” (Cohen, 2002, 51).
Rather than building competitive spaces that could facilitate recreation
programs at particular times, facilities catering primarily to recreation grew in
number through the 1970s and 1980s (Cohen, 2002).
Opened in 1983, the John Wooden Centre at the University of California at
Los Angeles (UCLA), was pivotal in recreation facility design. Canadian David
Body, an athlete and architect, designed the UCLA facility. The John Wooden
Centre was the first recreation facility to use “white walls, carpeted floors,
extensive use of glass, art [and] plants” (Cohen, 2002, 54) and marked the
beginning of recreation-only buildings that incorporated big open space with
lots of natural light. Cohen’s (2002) brief chronicling of the birth and growth of
sports architecture, and mention of the John Wooden Centre, provide a
connection between some characteristics that may have shaped current
public recreational swim spaces. The incredibly male dominated makeup of
the

profession

(Cohen,

2002),

combined with

its

historical

roots

in

professional sporting spaces designed for spectatorship, may be linked to the
trend toward the excessive use of glass and open-concept design that began
with facilities such as the John Wooden Centre. Masculine ways of knowing
and perceiving the world, intricately linked to male sporting experiences
through the lifespan (Tuan, 2001), lead males (and male architects) to
experience recreation space in a very different way than females.

While
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professional sporting spaces continue to be male dominated, recreation
spaces cater to a very different population with different motivations and
needs, including women and children. Thus, transferring design concepts
from

professional sporting spaces to recreational sporting

spaces is

inappropriate. The naturalization of open-concept, surveillance oriented public
swimming space may be directly related to the male dominated profession of
sports architecture.
In reviewing the literature on public swimming pools being built in Canada
in the 1980s, two articles published in Recreation Canada are of particular
interest for this discussion.

Henry Wong and Don Moffat, from the

architectural firm Moffat, Kinoshita & Associates, are two architects who
specialized in the design of public recreational pools in Canada in the 1980s.
Both men, in their discussion of multipurpose pools (designed to meet the
requirements of competitive as well as recreational user groups), mention
with disdain the “airtight, light-proof, rectangular” (Wong, 1983, 24) “boxy,
windowless pool “(Moffat, 1985, 18) of the post World War II era. Included in
Wong’s (1983) discussion of the multipurpose pool is the use of technology to
create flexible spaces that may be adjusted for competitive as well as
recreational use23. Wong (1983) also discusses how the psychologically
humbling effect created by axis and symmetry similar to that used in
“cathedrals, court houses, parliament buildings, monuments, museums,

3 T his flexibility surrounded the use o f a hydraulic floor that could be low ered to m eet the depth
requirem ents o f com petitive sw im m ing at certain tim es, and then raised to suit the recreational sw im needs
o f sm all children, the disabled and non-sw im m ers (W ong, 1983).
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government buildings and others” (28) should not be applied to public
swimming pools. He critiques the boxy pools of times past for placing the
change rooms at the short ends of the pool creating an “awesome
perspective leading the eyes to the opposite end of the pool. This spatial
experience is not unlike that which is perceived upon entering a church”
(Wong, 1983, 29) and encourages quiet and controlled behaviour that is the
opposite of what a recreation space should inspire. Moffat (1985) considers
the use of blinds to shield the pool from bright sunlight when necessary (as
the increased use of glass could contribute to high glare at particular times of
the day), yet does not consider how they could be used to provide some
privacy for the persons within the swimming space from the gaze of outside
eyes. In addition to this, both men devote a portion of their discussion to the
way that various users will ‘feel’ in the swimming pool space. A “romantic feel”
(Moffat, 1985, 20) created by a fountain on a small island peninsula; the
shallow graduated depth of water so children “feel comfortable playing in the
water” (Moffat, 1985, 20); and the recognition that “people are supposed to be
informal, relaxed, be merry and have fun” (Wong, 1983, 28) are examples of
the consideration given to the feelings the swim space should inspire in its
users. In addition to these articles, Wong (1979) also presented a paper
discussing

the

importance

of

effective

communication

between

the

community and the design professional at the Second Canadian Congress on
Leisure Research. This paper is important because it clearly outlines the
rationale for using glass for both the view out24 and view in25, as well as to
4 View Out: "To satisfy the desire for closeness w ith nature by keeping in contact w ith the outdoors; To be
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reduce heating and lighting costs. Persons outside of the pool area are
enticed to come swimming when they see the people already inside enjoying
the water (Wong, 1979). Wong (1979) recommends that communities should
be wary of the prototype design as it “proposes one specific solution
regardless of the geographical, climatic, social, economic, cultural and other
criteria unique to individual sites” (243) and suggests the use of bubble
diagrams and abstract sketches when working with the client (see Appendix
J). This less specific set of diagrams allows for the architect and client to work
towards a design idea that is not affected by a preconceived and perhaps
inappropriate prototype swimming pool model (Wong, 1979). While I agree
that finding ways to prevent a ‘boxing in’ of potential ideas is important, the
use of diagrams such as these may be too abstract when working with groups
that have very specific spatial requirements, such as Muslim women. Instead
of helping, communication between architect and user group may be further
complicated by using these roughly sketched diagrams. For all the emphasis
placed on “working with the recreationist instead of for the recreationist”
[author’s original emphasis] (Paton, 1987, 41) there is absolutely no mention
of diversity in any of these articles. Perhaps, parallel to the academic leisure
research of the time, practioners, like academics, were satisfied to categorize
inform ed o f the weather; T o be inform ed o f the tim e by the day-night cycle” (W ong, 1979, 243).
25 V iew In: “To express the activity and in turn to stim ulate participation: It is generally v ery frustrating to
pass by a stadium in w hich a com petition or perform ance is taking place and hear the applause and
cheering but not see w hat is going on inside. T he sense o f cu rio sity is aroused but cannot b e fulfilled.
Stadium s have to preserve this visual barrier because the v iew is their source o f incom e. O n the other hand
a sw im m ing p o o l’s m ajor incom e is generated from participation. .. .To express the function and character
o f the building itself: T his view is meant to be perceived from a distance, such as from an autom obile.
L arger glazing - that occupies the w hole w'all or part o f the building- is necessary to fulfill this function”
(W ong, 1979,243).
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their populations into simply male/female, adult/child and able/disabled
dichotomies and pat themselves on the back for their efforts, without
recognizing the increasingly multicultural urban Canadian society.
The leisure pools of the 1980s are now being replaced by the next ‘wave’
of public pool design - the ‘Lifestyle pool’. The new lifestyle pool takes into
account the aging demographic of the Canadian population (Roach, 2000) as
well as the “revival of a sense of self-improvement whereby health is seen to
equate with physical shape, social freedom, pleasure and conviviality”
(Rauch, 1994; Vigarello, 1993 in Vignal, Champely & Terret, 2001, 442).
Lifestyle pools combine opportunities for leisurely recreation with fitness,
health, rehabilitation, therapy and socialization (Roach, 2000). I have not
found literature addressing the ways that these new lifestyle pools are being
designed to cater to the ethnically diverse Canadian population, including
Islamic women. The literature, in addition to catering to the aging ‘white’
population, focuses mainly on the successful development of public-private
partnerships26 that many municipalities have lucratively negotiated in the
pursuit

of

making

public

recreation

facilities

cost-effective

and

less

cumbersome on local taxpayers (Roach). Lifestyle pools continue to carry the
open concept design of the leisure pool with them, as well as the devotion to
spectator space which has survived from the windowless, rectangular box
26Public-private partnerships occur in the recreational setting w hen a public facility is tendered out to a
third party to be m anaged and run. The third p arty pays a rental fee (e.g., to o perate a public pool, an
equipm ent shop or food concession stand in the facility) in exchange for the opportunity to profit from the
operating o f a well run public recreation facility in w hich the third party collects u se r fees. This type o f
partnership has proven successful for m any m unicipalities as it takes the b urden o f running/providing a cost
effective recreation program for the com m unity taxpayers o ff the shoulders o f the local recreation
departm ent (Bisson, M arch 11, 2004 “An E xploration o f P ublic-P rivate Partnerships for Com m unity
C ulture and R ecreation D epartm ents” Internship Report).
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pools of the 1950s. Thus, while the intentional move away from competitive
pool spaces has led to these more ‘fun’ oriented, naturally lit, open concept
designs, the allocation of spectator space has remained consistent. There is
a justifiable

reason for deck space to be allocated for parents to

supervise/observe their children while they participate in swimming classes;
however, the need for additional spectator space both within and above (i.e.,
an overlooking mezzanine) the pool area, as well as outside the pool area
(i.e., through glass walls) is not justified if the pool is truly a recreational
space. The opportunity for strangers to observe a swimming competition, like
any athletic event where a specific outcome is measured and awarded, may
draw the interest of involved community members. However, the observing of
strangers while they participate in recreation and leisure does not seem to
warrant the same justification27.
Women’s involvement in the early design of public swimming pools in
North America recognized the need for space that was protected from the
male gaze (Spain, 2001). As public recreation facilities became the domain of
municipal governments, women’s involvement in public pool design and
programs dissipated. Over the years, under the influence of a patriarchal
society, public pools have become increasingly open concept. The attention
given to making pools universally accessible to the physically disabled has
contributed to

improvements

in access for this

population, and

has

27 S pielvogel’s (2002) article discusses the spatial organization o f a Japanese fitness club and the w ays that
clients and sta ff are controlled through spaces designed for surveillance. H ow the “architecture o f the
fitness club is tied to pow er inequities that serve to regulate and m anage bodies according to late capitalist
ideals o f efficiency, productivity and h ygien e” (Spielvogel. 2002. 189) is discussed.
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demonstrated

conscious

recognition

by

architects

and

recreation

programmers that they need to address accessibility in the design of the swim
space. But this does not mean that public pools are any more ‘universally
accessible’ than they were thirty years ago. The improvements in public pools
for the physically disabled have occurred parallel to changes in design that
have made public pools less accessible for many populations who experience
increased sensitivity to the objectification of the body in public space (James,
2001; Taylor & Toohey, 2001/2002, 1999; Wigmore, 1993). This is not to say
that improvement for one group (i.e., the physically disabled) had occurred at
the

cost of another (i.e.,

Muslim women).

Rather,

this

comparison

demonstrates that while there has been recognition of the need to make
public pools more accessible to select populations, other populations have
been overlooked in this process. The suitability of the open concept design of
public pools is a serious issue that recreation policy makers, public swimming
pool architects, and recreation decision makers and programmers need to
address.
Leading up to the design and construction of a new public swimming pool,
several groups must interact.

Effective communication between community

members, municipal recreation staff and architects is required to achieve a
facility design that is suitable for all potential user groups. In addition to these
three groups, a consultant may be hired to conduct research on the potential
user groups (Heit & Farrell, 1979; Pratl, 2000) or possible architectural firms
to be considered for hiring (Cohen, 2002b). As Heit & Farrell (1979) explain,
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the decrease in funding available for in-house recreation research in the late
1970s led many organizations towards hiring an outside consultant. Today,
the continuing steady decline in funding for sport and recreation has
contributed to even lower levels of government funded research on sport and
recreation. As a result, the amount of time and money committed to
researching community needs for a new facility is questionable.

Are

municipalities willing to devote scarce resources towards researching the
needs of user groups? Or, do they look to the architect as an expert in
swimming pool design, taking their cues from her/him?
Communication between the individuals designing the space and those
who will actually use the space faces many challenges. The language of
design as well as the architectural drawings used to demonstrate design
ideas are often incomprehensible to the lay person, including recreation
professionals “who may only contribute to the planning of one athletic, fitness
or recreation facility project in [their] lifetime” (Cohen, 2000, 84). This can be
further complicated when dealing with user groups who do not speak or
understand

English

well.

In

addition

to

the

challenges

to

verbal

communication, financial and time constraints may make it difficult to identify
and approach various user groups in the community. The architectural firm,
once selected, is likely faced with a huge number of deadlines and a grueling
work schedule with several projects ongoing at any given time. Researching
their clients’ needs may not be feasible, and the firm may choose to focus on
the design requirements presented to them by the municipality as its client.
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This is problematic, though, in cases where the municipality looks to the
architectural firm as the expert, and the architectural firm looks to the
municipality as a client with specific needs to be met. The staff in both
situations is likely stretched for time, making communication between the two
groups and the community members difficult. Organized, more competitively
based user groups such as swim and diving teams may be more easily
accessed and vocal about their needs (Mackey & Soto, 2000). Seeking out
non-organized, recreationally based user groups who are not vocal about
their needs may be difficult, especially when communication is complicated by
ethnic,

cultural,

and

language

barriers,

as well

as

politics,

gender

discrimination and social constructs (e.g., perception held by those in power
that people that don’t use the space don’t want to use the space). Failure to
identify and consult with all potential user groups in the community
contributes to a public swimming pool design that suits the needs of more
organized, vocal groups, while less vocal groups - such as Muslim women may find these spaces inaccessible. Through exploring the current role of the
various parties involved/uninvolved in the design process, ways to improve
communication, and subsequently improve design, may be revealed.
The extent to which large, international firms specializing in sports
architecture (Cohen, 2002) has influenced Canadian recreational swimming
facility design needs to be explored. Many of the larger sport architecture
firms are American (Cohen, 2002) and it was interesting to see if distinctions
were made between designing for American or Canadian communities.
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Significant differences in both population demographics28 and political
platforms29 between the two countries contribute to the existence of different
user groups, as well as different approaches to servicing the needs of these
groups. Pool designs that work in the American context may not be
appropriate in Canada, and firms that specialize in pool design need to
recognize this.
Directional Propositions
Through interviewing three facility architects and three municipal decision
makers or programmers I explored the roles of the various parties in the
design process. I expected that through these interviews I would develop a
better understanding of the communication process that occurs, and the ways
that this contributes to the design of public swimming pools. My own
experiences as a recreation programmer at a public pool, combined with the
literature, led me to believe that an overall desire for cost-effective facilities,
and a design process faced with tight fiscal and human resources, would be
the main reasons that less visible and vocal user groups, such as Muslim
women, are not consulted. I expected that the responsibility to provide
accessibility to

persons with cultural differences,

similar to providing

28 “ In recent years, im m igration has becom e an increasingly im portant com ponent o f population grow th in
Canada. In 2001. 5.4 m illion people, or 18% o f the total population, reported that they w ere bom outside o f
the country, the highest level in 70 y e a rs...In contrast, only 11% o f the population in the U nited States w as
bom outside o f the country in 2 0 0 0 ....T oday, im m igrants [to C anada] are m ost likely to com e from A sian
countries'7 (Statistics Canada. 2003, 19-20).
29 C hanges to C anadian im m igration policies in the 1960s. “w hen national origin w as rem oved as criteria
for entry'7 (Statistics Canada. 2003, 20) com bined w ith the C anadian g o v ern m en t’s adoption o f a
m ulticultural political platform in 1971 (G overnm ent o f Canada, 1984) has contributed to a significant
increase in im m igrants from A sian countries. D ifferences in A m erican im m igration policies have
contributed to significantly low er im m igrant populations (Statistics C anada, 2003) in the U nited States, as
w ell as a culture that encourages assim ilation rath er than diversity.
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accessibility to persons with disabilities, would not be widely considered or
accepted by the architects and recreation professionals I interviewed.
It was interesting to examine the role of gender and ethnicity in the
planning of public recreation spaces. I expected to find the recreational
design profession to be a male dominated ‘white’ field, and the decision
making process of the municipalities to also be male dominated. My
experiences of public pools as a woman, competitive swimmer, recreational
swimmer, lifeguard and aquatics programmer, as well as my review of
literature, led me to believe that surveillance opportunities created in these
spaces favour the needs of white males of European and British ancestry.
Because our understandings of space are so intricately linked to our own
personal life experiences (Tuan, 2001) I expected that many men, including
the men interviewed in this research, would be unaware and/or resistant to
the problems created by open-concept swimming pool design for users
groups such as Muslim women.
International sport architecture firms, namely American firms, likely
influence the design of Canadian recreation facilities. I expected to find that
the architects I interviewed recognized the value of designing a facility that
caters specifically to the needs of the community where the pool is being built.
Whether or not they would agree that design concepts suitable in the
American context may be inappropriate for a more multicultural Canadian
population was hard to predict. It is likely though that due to the strong
American influence in North American recreation journals, such as Athletic
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Business, these

design

concepts

would

have

been

naturalized

into

recreational facility design.
Results
Demographic Profile
All six individuals interviewed for this portion of the research (3 architects
and 3 recreation professionals) were male. Four were born in Canada, one
was born in Wales (moved to Canada as a young man) in the United
Kingdom and one was born in Italy (moved to Canada as a boy). Of the four
individuals born in Canada, three indicated that they had British ancestry and
one had Italian ancestry. The recreation professionals had been working for
their current municipality for four, fifteen and eighteen years. These
individuals had been working full time in the field of recreation for twenty-five,
twenty-six and thirty-three years. All three recreation professionals had some
form of post-secondary education in recreation ranging from college diplomas
(3)30 to either part (1), or all (1) of a university degree. At the current time
these individuals had previously been involved in the design of three, eight
and eleven public swimming pools. At the time of the project being discussed
in this research, two of the recreation professionals had some previous
experience with pool design. The architects interviewed had been working as
architects for fifteen, eighteen, and thirty-eight years. All three had a Bachelor
of Architecture from a university in Canada (2) or the United Kingdom (1).
Two of the three architects specialized in community pools and recreation

30 F or all o f the findings the num bers in brackets follow ing the statem ent describes the n u m b er o f
individuals w hose answers specifically correlated with that finding.
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facilities, but all three also designed a variety of other public buildings
including schools, libraries, and office buildings. All six of the interviewees
indicated that they were Canadian citizens. Each of the three architects
directly (2) or indirectly (1) identified each of the three municipal employees
as being a key person involved in the design process.
Findings
In working towards answering this portion of the research I interviewed
three

swimming

pool

architects

and

three

municipal

decision

makers/programmers. These individuals were selected based on their
involvement in the design of three specific facilities. All three of these facilities
have been designed and/or built in the last ten years. They were selected
because they are representative of the typical leisure focused, open-concept
public

swimming

pool

design

being

built today

in

many

Canadian

communities. The interview questions directed at the architects and municipal
decision makers/programmers were similar in many cases. The results will be
presented together when the questioning was similar.
Previous Experience

Of the three architects interviewed, only one had extensive experience
designing public pools prior his experience with the pool in question31.
Another architect had participated in the design studies of two pools but had
not been thoroughly involved in the process of designing a pool prior to
working on this project. Since this project, the architect has worked on ten
31 T his architect has been designing public sw im m ing pools and leisure oriented pools in Canada since
1979. In total he has w orked on 64 facilities in C anada, the U nited States. K orea, and N ew Z ealand p rio r to
his involvem ent in this project.
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more public pools. The third architect had no previous experience designing
public swimming pools, but since this project has been involved in the design
of two other pools.
Of the three municipal decision makers/programmers interviewed, one had
extensive experience consulting on the process of designing and building
community recreation facilities,

including pools, and one

had limited

experience with design/build projects (2 other facilities). The third had no
experience

with

public

pool

design.

The

municipal

decision

maker/programmer with extensive experience in facility design/build projects
had been hired by the city in part because of his previous experience. The job
descriptions of the three municipal employees at the time of involvement in
the design of public swimming facilities were32 Supervisor of Aquatics,
Recreation Coordinator of Aquatic Services and Director of Culture and
Recreation.
Two of the architects said that their previous experiences and the
experience of their firm were instrumental in securing this project.

Marc33: “Well, let’s talk about it from the firm’s point of view, because it’s the
firm that got the job and perhaps that individual, ‘Jim’, who was the partner at
the time, the firm’s experience was YMCA’s... They had done [several
different YMCA’s], and they had a good track record with YMCA’s. They had
done one or two community centres early on in the seventies but procuring

32 As the one facility is currently in betw een the design phase and the building phase this individual still has
the sam e jo b title. The other tw o individuals have since changed jo b positions. T he m unicipality that is
building this pool is a sm aller com m unity w ith no current indoor pools and only one outdoor pool. As such,
they do not have a full tim e aquatic program m er w ho is involved in the process. T his is the reason w hy I
refer to this group as m unicipal decision m aker/program m er.
13 All the nam es and identifying places in the interview s have been changed to protect the confidentiality o f
the interview ees.
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this job, I believe, was based on two things, a good combination with a sister
firm in [City Z] that gave them the local presence, and his ability to sell that
the YMCA experience can be translated into the community centre
experience"._______________________________________________________

The architect who did not have any previous experience said that his firm had
garnered this project because they were the liaison architects for another
major building project in that community, which in turn was financing the
community centre. The two recreation professionals with experience in pool
design said they felt their experience positively affected their involvement in
this project.

Mike: “On the positive side I would think that because I had been involved as
a consultant...and led community groups through that, the community
planning process, that it has complemented my ability to bring this project
online”.___________________________________________________________
The programmer with no previous experience in pool design said that his
extensive experience working in aquatics over the years compensated for
this.

Peter: “No, and I think only because of being in aquatics for so many years,
and understanding what we were looking at. We had a pretty good list of what
we wanted this pool to do for us, and we also had a list of what we didn’t want
this pool to do for us”._______________________________________________
When asked to describe their role in the design process of said facility, two
of the architects specified that they were the pool architect and not involved in
the other portions of the recreation facility. All three architects said, either
here or later on in the interview, that their key role was to listen to the needs
of the client and translate that into a design.
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Marc: “Well once the pieces had been laid out, which was a whole process of
amalgamating the library, and the banquet halls, and the gym and the pool
and the site...then I was brought on to let’s call it ‘flesh out’, to detail all of
I those items, listen to the user concerns and then design the pool”.

The municipal decision makers/programmers all described being a part of
the design process right from the beginning. Providing information about the
programming needs of the community (3), participating on a committee that
researched the project (3), and providing input based on their experience in
aquatics (2) were ways that these individuals described their involvement in
the design process.
Design Objectives

All three architects and all three municipal decision makers/programmers
said that the main design objective for each of these public swimming pools
was a leisure focused community use space.

Marc: “They wanted concepts for leisure, for senior use, for teaching of young
kids, yet they also didn’t want to ignore the lane use, and then they wanted
the slide to attract the younger population, and then they wanted the whirlpool
to attract the older population and adults. So they wanted, what was then, the
full package leisure pool”.____________________
____
John: “It’s the main objective is to provide a recreation facility and it’s gonna
have something for everybody, not just the swimmers,...ah, not just the old
folks, not just the teenagers, something for everybody...”.
Mike: “The first objective, it has to be very family orientated. We have moved
away from doing the very traditional rectangular or square 25 meter
swimming pool. We’ve determined that we need something different and we
need to build a swimming pool for non-swimmers...there’s a pool in Medicine
Hat that we are modeling this after, which involves, it’s a leisure pool that has
got zero grade entry into, it’s got lots of toys that attract children and families
and then the opportunity is when all of those families are at work and at
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school it has the dual benefit that it will attract the seniors in who may need
aqua-fit that are non swimmers...”.
In

addition

to

the

leisure

focus,

all

three

municipal

decision

makers/programmers said that while each of these pools has space designed
to accommodate lengths swimmers to some degree, none of these pools
were designed to cater to competitive swim groups and lengths swimmers.

Peter: “That it be user friendly, open to all...that it have a zero depth entry,
which is like a beach style entry, rather than a jump in style pool and that it
have a lap pool but it be non-competitive. That definitely came from the
councilors that are in that ward, they did not want it to be a competitive pool,
we did have rivals from the swim clubs that had an issue with that but the
bottom line was that it was only going to be a four lane lap pool and they are
___
leisure lanes, they are not the actual standard swim lanes”.
Community Feedback

While the main design objective for each of these facilities was a leisure
concept community use space, the most vocal user groups identified by all six
interviewees were, and continue to be, the organized competitive swim
groups.

Jeff: “Our goal was the leisure pool concept. Maximize that side versus the
interests of primary special interest groups or aquatic user groups, who in
many cases were more interested in the heavier competitive component side.
Which drove us into the fifty meter need or the full six lanes or the ability for a
three meter diving board. A variety of things came out of that conversation.
So to have really solid input from the general user isn’t something you tend to
get. It’s more the formalized groups that will come forward to speak to you.
Interviewer: “Okay, so that was the challenge, was trying to get those groups
that weren’t organized to come forward?”
Jeff: “That’s right. And also to let the other ones know that this isn’t the
intention of this pool”.
___
______
______
_____
_____
The architect who had extensive experience with pools gave this rationale.
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John: “[It’s] always the swimmers because they are the most organized.”
Interviewer: “So the competitive?”
John: “Yeah, they know what they want; other people don’t know what they
want. What they’ve never seen, they’ve never missed...So we’ll go into a
place and we’ll say okay well before we start let’s just show you what we feel
now are the main ingredients of a modern day aquatics centre. Start off with
the pictures of a twenty-five meter pool, fifty meter pool, because a
competition pool is still the main source of challenge in terms of saying okay,
________
we need to have a lap pool right?”
Seniors was the only other group identified by one programmer and one
architect as being vocal about their wants and needs during the design
phase.

Marc: “With regards to pools it’s always swim clubs. Most often right off the
bat there is at least one in every community that is a group of collected
parents mostly, obviously, that want their children to be able to swim in a
great facility, which is., and they band together. The next most vocal group
would be, as a group you would have to say only seniors really because they
have a forum, maybe through a seniors club that exists that would be able to
come to the City. Other than that there isn’t really a group because students
don’t represent themselves and Moms and Dads don’t represent themselves,
you know, there is no forum for that, they’re too busy."____________________
Researching Community Needs

All three of the municipal decision makers/programmers described some
process of seeking feedback from the community via the use of phone (1),
newspaper surveys (2) and web surveys (1), as well as information/feedback
kiosks set up the local mall (1), or holding meetings where members of the
public could come and voice their needs and concerns (3). The research for
one facility was coordinated by the Aquatic Supervisor with the help of three
area supervisors. For another, a project management team consisting of
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members of the town council, including the Director of Culture and
Recreation, coordinated the research for this project. The third programmer
described a much more informal process where much of the needs of the
community were voiced through one specific local politician who was
responsible for bringing the project to fruition. In this case, there were minimal
user group feedback sessions, while for the other two projects both general
user group and special interest user group sessions were held.
When asked about the resources, both financial and human, devoted to
researching this project prior to and during the design phase there was a
range in the amount of time and money spent. One municipal decision
maker/programmer said that seventy-five percent of his work time was
devoted to the development of a master plan for the recreation facility which
included the pool complex. He estimated that well over a half a million dollars
had been spent on his salary, consultants, and surveys (including a
newspaper and web survey), as well as travel expenses for the project
management team to visit pools and facilities in other parts of Canada.

Mike: “The [City of X] completed a Culture and Recreation master plan in
1995, so that process took approximately two years to go through. So at the
end of that what council had in front of them was a very substantial document
that detailed what the present needs, and wants and desires from a culture
and recreation perspective, and then they planned out the next ten years...I
could give you a list of the studies that we have done to get us ready for this
stage, it’s quite exhausting, and to tell you the truth that’s one of our
strengths, is that we have studied the community, we have listened to the
community, we have developed policies and we have developed action steps
that very slowly have gotten us to the stage where we are today where we
can stand up and say here is our master plan ... for culture and recreation”.
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Another municipal decision maker/programmer said that thirty percent of
his working time and the working time of his three subordinates went into
researching the community needs of the pool. No additional consultants were
hired and no specific budget was allocated to this project, but rather any
resources that were needed for surveys and focus groups were obtained
through the existing city aquatics budget. The research for this facility began
approximately two years prior to building. Phone surveys, special interest
group feedback sessions, general town hall meetings and interactive mall
kiosks directed at younger children were used to garner community feedback.
The municipal decision maker/programmer from the third facility said that
similar to the second facility, no specific budget was set aside to conduct
research and all research for the pool was conducted out of his office, with
two of his staff members devoting a portion of their time to working on this.
The time frame for this research was much shorter though and was estimated
by him to last for approximately two months before the design process began.

Peter: “ So there was no dollars set aside to say okay well [Bob], you’ve got
fifty thousand dollars of your salary to spend., no, that all just came out of our
operating salary for pool and beaches..[we made sure that] the user groups,
when we went out in the east, central, and west, that we had donuts and
coffee, that was just a given, you know we provided that because we asked
people to come out. Um so there was no real allocated dollars to it, it just
came out of our regular operating budget out of aquatics."_________________
When asked how user groups or potential user groups were/are identified
in the community all three of the architects, in one way or another, said that
the client identified these groups.
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John: “By the recreation people. Obviously we can’t do that, we can suggest
some of the people that could be part of the group. But whereas in [City Y] for
instance with the forgotten Muslim, because we weren’t aware that there were
that many there.”
One architect said that in some communities the user groups were more
visible, whereas in others, especially newer communities, user groups could
be difficult to project.

Marc: “You’d
well if you go to like the [name of large urban city] area you
know they’re present, they’re visible ah, ... significant user group there if they
are Asian or Oriental, if you’re going into let’s say you’re going into this
community, you may not know, ah., who the significant users are. Until you
begin to talk to the staff, or if it's a new community they may not know until,
they are projecting what that community is.”
When asked how community needs for a given facility were researched, two
of the architects said that they relied on their clients to conduct reliable
research on community needs.

Marc: “They had already done that [researched community needs], you’ve
seen the reports, the reports then get translated into a feasibility study, the
feasibility study will list the square footage and give a basic budget. And then
sometimes you agree with that report, you don’t go into details as to how they
did the research, usually it is done by a telephone survey, you kind of respect
that it was done in a professional manner, what you find though is that you
might disagree with the amount of square footage, or the program, or the
numbers attached to ...So you don’t challenge the study but you may
challenge the numbers that have evolved from the study.”
The third architect described visiting other pool facilities in both Michigan and
southern Ontario with the building committee that was composed of the
aquatics programmer and members of the local council.

Ian: “We went to a number of facilities and we talked to coordinators, the
directors of facilities, what worked? What didn’t work? You know, how would
certain features perform better than others and as a result we sort of
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j developed a program, a building program. So there wasn’t a specific need
| from the community saying you know what we really need is this.”__________
The community was acknowledged by those involved in the building project to
be a low income area and both the architect and programmer involved in the
project mentioned this fact in their interviews.

Interviewer: “Was there community user town hall meetings, or consulting
with
different
groups?”
Ian: “You know we did but it was very selective in that we didn’t have...we did
have some closed groups after the project was already in the design stages.
We presented it to the community and there was, you know I mean
[community Y], it doesn’t have, it’s a poorer community so I think they were
ecstatic that they were getting this facility, anything that they brought into the
community for them was a plus.”
In the case of this facility, built in the low income area, the main decision
maker and guiding force for the project, identified by both the architect and
the programmer, was a local politician representing that area. Rather than
conducting more focus groups, the needs of the community were voiced
through this one individual. While two of the three architects conducted focus
group sessions with different members of the respective communities they
said that it was the responsibility of the client34 to identify these groups and
coordinate meetings between them and the architect.

Marc: “You rely on your client there to have, to do that, you’re not going to
open yourself up for everybody to come in because there would be no
structure for that. If the client wants to have focus groups with those particular
individuals you will have them or they may decide no, that we are
representing them and we’ll contact you. Because you could open yourself up
,4A11 o f the architects spoke about the ‘clie n t’ as the person or people from the recreation departm ent with
whom they worked on the project. W hen used in this paper, the term ‘clie n t’ refers to these individuals and
not the m em bers o f the various user groups.
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to all sorts of user groups to come in and then the process will just take so
! long and it’ll be, it’ll just end up being so broad."_________________________

j

The Role o f the Recreation Professional

All three of the municipal decision makers/programmers said that they felt
their role in the design process had been significant. One said that the
research that he and his team had done prior to selecting an architectural firm
and their experience had given them the opportunity to be clear on what they
wanted for their community.

Mike: “Because I had intimate knowledge about what the survey was saying
and I had attended all the focus groups so when we hired the architect to do
the pool we purposely hired one of the architect teams because of the skills
that they had in developing a pool...we already knew what we wanted, it
wasn’t the architect saying option A, option B, option C. We went in there and
said very clearly our community has said this, this and this and we have gone
to these pools, so these are the things that we are very clear about, these are
the elements we want..”
The other two municipal decision makers/programmers communicated the
value of their experience in aquatics as their contribution to shaping the
design process.

Peter: “Yes, and partly because of the years of background in lifeguarding,
training staff, supervising staff as well as instructing...So I think my
involvement was very much the programming aspect, the safety aspect, and
how are we going to conduct training of that, training of our staff for that
facility...”__________________________________________________________
When the architects were asked if the recreation department’s familiarity or
unfamiliarity with the design process of a public pool affected the way the
process occurred, all three architects indicated in some way that it did. The
programmer with no previous experience in public pool design was working
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with the architectural firm that also had no prior experience in pool design. As
such, this architect did not have the prior experience while working on this
project to make a comparison between working with this programmer on this
project versus a more experienced programmer on another project. The
architect did comment, though, that in more recent experiences with the same
municipality, a learning curve could be identified.

Ian: “I think that the City of [Y] had a really knowledgeable staff in designing
this facility, but you know there is a learning curve and I think that every
project you do, you know we’ve done three pools and each pool will become
a little different and each pool we learn something...you do misjudge certain
things you think that you know this should be this way and it really should be
that way and you learn from those judgment calls and I think the City of [Y]
probably did the same thing so that each time they design a facility., we can
develop a better product.” _________________________________________
This architect later on in the interview talked about the role the architect can
play in influencing the client’s direction.

Ian: “So our experience with pools, I’ll say, dictate to a client you know we
should really look at this type of facility. And you know clients do look at you
for that, they look for your expertise, whether it’s through research or just your
past experience. Ah [but] past experience isn’t necessarily the best way to
tackle these things, there’s architects that make mistakes over and over
again. Just because they do a lot of buildings doesn’t mean that those
buildings are successful._____________________________________________
The other two architects, who had either some (1) or extensive (1) experience
in working with recreation professionals, said that the more experience and
research the individuals working in the recreation department had, the less
they relied on the architect for guidance.

Marc: “Yes, you do notice if you go into a municipality that has built a number
they are [a] much educated user and staff group, they understand the limits
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and constraints, they understand the need for communication. A first time
user is a little bit more difficult, you have to take your time and explain the
process to them.”__________________________________________________
The other architect explained that the lack of experience for this particular
municipality in designing and building a pool was compensated for by the
large amount of research they had conducted prior to selecting an
architectural firm. This was also the architect with the most experience
designing public pools (64 community pools) and when asked if this particular
community was typical of the groups he said that it varied greatly.

John: “I think that they had done a lot of homework and they picked up our
website..”
Interviewer: “But in general do you find that in certain cases people have
done a lot of homework and in other cases they haven’t and does that affect
your role? Do you need to give them a lot more or less guidance?”
John: “Oh yeah, some people [in municipalities] just like some architects,
they say oh we can do a leisure pool and they just do shit, whereas that’s not
the way it works these days.”_________________________________________
Although

this

question

was

not

included

in the

municipal

decision

maker/programmer interview, one of the interviewees did comment that in his
experience with community design/build

projects the amount of prior

experience and research conducted by the municipality did affect the design
process. This interviewee was also the municipal decision maker/programmer
with the most experience in facility design/build projects. This comment was
made in response to a question about how successful he thought they had
been in achieving their original goals for a public swimming pool.
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Mike: “Oh, I think extremely well, and in fact the.. I think that because we
were so clear about what we wanted that the architect has been able to
deliver what we wanted, because of the research that we did prior to. We
probably saved, ah, probably six months off the process because of the
research that we had done so that we could communicate with the architect
where maybe another community would not have done the pre-research and
the architect would have had to take them through that whole planning
process, we had already done that before we hired the architect, in fact umm..
the architect had to get up to us, where usually it’s the reverse of that.”
Interviewer: “Yeah? You think that would be, in other projects that you’ve
been involved in, that would be the case? Where the architect would be
guiding the municipality?”
Mike: “Yes.”
Interviewer: “That’s more common?”
Mike: “That’s more common. That’s more the standard way of doing it.”
Interviewer: “Now one thing that I have thought about and I would imagine,
and you can tell me if you think this is true: that you would have a situation
where the municipality would look at the architect, and in cases where they’ve
never done this before they’re going to say well you’re the expert [the
architect], what do you... you know, this is what we think we want and what.,
and then the architect might look at this municipality like it’s a client, and you
[the municipality] have to tell me what you want and I can give you what you
want.”
Mike: “Yeah. Most architects would say it doesn’t quite work that way, it’s
more of a collaborative process that they go through. Umm, where it isn’t
ah,..simply put it isn’t where the client says, this is what I want now go and
draw it and that’s the role of the architect. But I think that because the team,
the project management team and the, urn, I’ll only mention this once but
there was an internal project management team from our finance area, from
our planning area, our environmental services and parks and recreation,
culture and recreation clerk.... They were so talented that in a sense, you
know, professional, that ah when the architect came in he wasn’t coming in to
people who had never been involved in a planning process before because
each of the professional people on the town staff comes from different
streams. We’ve all had experience at building major capital facilities. So the
team, the internal team, is very, very strong, and um very resourceful.”______
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The View In, the View Out and Marketing the Pool Space

All three architects said that they intentionally incorporated certain design
elements to market the pools space to those outside of it in order to stimulate
revenue generation. Two of the architects talked about intentionally making
the pool space viewable to people outside of the building.

Marc: “Yes, I would think that the entire package wanted to keep revenue
coming in so the fact that they wanted to hit all demographics, the slide was I
think a component in to keep interest for all age groups. Ah... perhaps the
whirlpool was put in to keep interest for the seniors. A h....”
Interviewer: “Is there any visual elements? Like would the glass walls have
been something intentionally done?”
Marc: “Oh definitely, definitely, I forgot all about that. Right off the bat we had
learned from the YMCA’s, which are revenue generating facilities, that they
had gotten away from just hiding the pool away in the back of the box or down
in the basement or whatever. They had realized that you have to show your
wares and we had always agreed that marketing the pool is the best thing to
do, so we opted to put this corner [pool] right at, as soon as you came in, and
we used the library as a way of marketing the entire facility off to the um ...”
Interviewer: “To the street?”
Marc: “To the street right. And then the rotunda was the way of mediating
both of them. There were concepts though where we wanted to take the pool
and put it out at the corner, but physically that wasn’t working because usually
our best way of doing it is to get the pool right off the street. In this case we
couldn’t do that so we opted to make the pool off the rotunda so... it’s
intentionally to market, to show your wares and we tend to tell communities
that you can’t just assume that people will come, you have to tell them that
you are here and there is something going on. And that came from the
YMCA’s because they had learned that lesson.
Interviewer: “Because they had learned that it worked well?
Marc: “Because they have to generate programs to make money, whereas
these facilities don’t necessarily have to but they should and they do.”
Interviewer: “The use of glass for [pool Y], was that for the view in?”
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1 Ian: “That was definitely intentional, absolutely... the glass was specifically

designed for viewing from the outside, ah but also to bring in enough daylight
into the space. And you know that’s a, there’s a real careful balance there
because obviously the more light you bring in the more difficult it is to control
temperature and light and those type of things. So it’s a bit challenging there
but in leisure pools, leisure style pools, you have to have that component for
those very reasons. One, it is a billboard and you know you try to make it as
interesting as possible. The fact that the roof is curved, you know those things
are all done intentionally, it’s purposeful. It really does act more as a draw and
you know to try to make it aesthetically pleasing.”
And one architect talked about making the pool space viewable to people in
the food court/social centre of the facility, but not to persons outside of the
building.

Interviewer: “So what I’m interested in mostly is, in terms of the view in to the
pool and the view out, do you ever incorporate that as a way to generate
revenue?”
John: “All the time. We offer the client theming, well we’re probably the only
guys that do, in Canada., a lot of people don’t want it, they say ‘oh no, that’s
hokey’, well alright, that’s fine. But the people up in [various Canadian
communities were this firm has built pools]- and they’re temperatures there
are always freezing or down to minus forty or something like that, so they said
'what we want is a tropical decor’ so that’s what we give them. They’ve got a
mural going right around the wall with a horizon and an ocean coming in and
then we’ve got palm trees and all that type of thing, a tropical decor. So hey,
you go in there for the feeling, so you can take that feeling and make it
educational, or local to the particular area. We’ve done a lot of those, we’re
just finishing one off in [a prairie town] where it’s all oil wells, it’s the prairies,
it’s dead flat, and so the mural is the prairies but its got oil wells in it, and its
got granola fields, the flowers...and that’s all on the wall as well so that
localizes it for them.”
Interviewer: “So when you are talking about that though, you’re saying it’s
generating revenue by making it attractive on the inside?”
John: “Yeah, yeah.”
Interviewer: “But do you ever intentionally make it, because I’ve come across
some literature on this and also in other interviews, where a lot of the glass is
used so that people outside of the pool can see people inside the pool having
fun, and can then visualize themselves in the space, and that’s what is
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sometimes given as part of the justification for using so much glass, is to
make it like a marquee space.”
John: “That’s a load of baloney!”
Interviewer: “Yeah?”
John: “You can’t see into those pools, if it’s a bright day outside you can’t see
into the pool.”
Interviewer: “Yeah, but even from the foyer of the centre?”
John: “Oh okay yeah it’s different when you are inside. Inside, yes, because
that’s the other thing that we tend to do when we do one of these centres,
instead of just going in there and saying ‘the pool’s over there, the ice arena
is over there, blah, blah, blah’ we wrap all these things around what we call
the social centre, the social core. Which is the snack bar or a food fair right?
So when you go into the foyer you’ve got a food fair all around and you’re
looking into the arena, into the pool. You’re looking into it,...So you can see
from the central area into all these places right? That’s the experience, rather
than trying to see in from outside, you never do.”
Interviewer: “Okay, so what you would, the view when you are inside the
building, you design so that you can see into the different sort of pods, but as
far as from outside the facility you don’t think it’s worthwhile to make it glass?”
John: “Unless it’s a nice view, you don’t want to be looking out at the parking
lot, or a garbage dump or turnpike full of cars.”
Interviewer: “Okay so like if there was a main road passing by you wouldn’t
necessarily design so that people from the road could see into the pool?”
John: “Oh I’d avoid that yeah.”
Interviewer: “It would be more important that the people in the pool could see
out to something scenic?”
John: “Yeah.”
The rationale for all of this was that by making the pool attractive via fun and
enticing design elements the people outside the immediate pool space would
be enticed to come swimming, thus supporting revenue generation.
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Though this question was not included in the interview for the recreation
professionals, one of the members of this group did discuss how the view into
the swimming space was incorporated as a marketing tool to stimulate
revenue generation. This discussion came up at the end of the interview
when we were discussing possible programming solutions for catering to
people who need more private recreation space.

Interviewer: ’’Does the pool have a lot of windows?”
Mike: “The way it’s designed right now it does have a lot of windows, um.. as
you enter the building, one of the whole features is that you’re going to be
able to visually see the pool. Now, and that’s, that, part of that design is for
um.. revenue generation, is that the you know...
Interviewer: “To entice?”
Mike: “To entice people in. Cause it’s going to be very colorful and very
attractive, and you’re going to see people having fun, so that the idea would
be, if they’re having fun then I can have fun too with my family. The issue
about what do we do about people who um... have hesitations because they
don’t want other people to see them with just a bathing suit and that, I don’t
think it really has been addressed from a design standpoint because there are
not going to be curtains that I know of right now. There’s no way of blocking
visual contact in the pool right now and it hasn’t been designed for it. When
you get on to the lifeguarding and the Royal Canadian, .. the ah Royal.. Red
Cross and the ..
Interviewer: “Royal lifesaving?”
Mike: “Royal lifesaving, sorry. Ah, you can get into different types of bathing
suits and what you can wear and what you can’t wear. The problem with a lot
of fabric is that it gets caught up in the filter system and it can really cause
you a lot of havoc in the filtration and sometimes safety issues if there are
drains and things like that, that if something is flowing it could get caught in
the drain and pull people down. There have been all kinds of different
problems, even with long hair and things like that. The only problem, and
maybe it can be addressed through programming, that we would only ahem.,
take people who are of that nature and it may be also programming of what
time you do it in the day,., in the evening and things like that. One of the
things we saw though in looking at the design features of this is that we
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looked at it at different times and um,, we went up to visit a pool in Medicine
Hat and what they do there is have the swims for the older women during the
day when there is very few other people in the building, all the children and
j parents are at school and work.”______________________________________

Surveillance

Through the course of the interviews with the three municipal decision
makers/programmers and three architects there were some examples given
by various

interviewees

of

situations

where

a

relationship

between

surveillance and the design of a space had been an issue. As this relationship
directly correlates to the theoretical framework these portions of the
interviews will be provided here.
One

example,

given

by

a

municipal

decision

maker/programmer,

concerned the very open reception area of the recreation facility.

Peter: “Back to one of your questions about design., our front counter does
not work to how we thought it would.”
Interviewer: “Front counter? Like the reception area?”
Peter: “The reception area. It’s very open, it’s two and a half stories high, it’s
very echoey, and um,.. is round and all open, it’s a really, really eye pleasing
and beautiful, but if you were to ask our staff, they hate it.”
Interviewer: “Because?”
Peter: “They feel it’s, they’re out in the open, they don’t like that fact that they
feel they’re vulnerable, and the...but the sight lines for the way it’s designed
are the best because you can see down the hallway, you can see down the
hallway [pointing to either direction]. But they don’t look at it like that. But we
didn’t design it for the staff, we designed it to, um, for security issues, to make
sure the staff had all vantage points, because what we heard from other
municipalities was that their front desk was either A, not big enough, or B, it
did not have visibility to the public and or sightlines to the complex.”_________
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A second set of examples came from one of the architects, who made a
couple of comments over the course of the interview about older persons and
their comfort level in relation to their bodies being on display.

Interviewer: “Yeah, have you ever noticed anything, like I’m just thinking
when you say all that stuff, it seems to be a lot of catering to an aging
population and do you ever have any feedback about older people, older
bodies not feeling comfortable? Because I’ve read some things about,
actually from England, there was a study of older women and they were
talking about how they didn’t feel comfortable at some pools. Is that anything
that you ever?”
John: “Well we find older people they do feel badly about their bodies, let’s
put it that way, but when you put a leisure pool in it’s how you program it. If
you program to an older group or whatever then they’ll go in and enjoy
themselves and everybody else is in the same position. Whereas if they go
with their grandchildren or something like that then they do feel a little bit
uncomfortable.”
Interviewer: “So it’s the contrast of having the younger bodies there that
makes them feel?”
John: “Yeah, I think if it’s programmed for them at a specific time then it’s no
problem....Well [Interviewer] are you familiar with the [name of local pool]?
Did you ever go to the [name of local pool] when you were over here?”
Interviewer: “No, oh wait is that the other fifty meter pool?”
John: “No that would be [name of different local pool]. But the pool in [name
of a city district], [name of city district] is regarded as the nearly dead area of
[name of city] where all the old folks live right? And it’s a pool that didn’t have
any windows and it had on the upper floor looking down on it, well basically
[that’s] what it was, [it] was a pool on one side and an ice arena on the other
side, in the middle where the changing rooms and above that there was the
bar and all of that, and it looked down on the pool itself. So, being [name of
city district], with all the old folks, you know you were asking the question
about their bodies and all of that, the ladies, the old ladies would have a
session and they didn’t like this so they went to council and said ‘we would
like curtains put along those windows at the top right, on the inside of the pool
hall. And that solved the problem...I don’t know why people use so much
glass in pools because ah, the [name of large local pool complex] we put a
skylight in the middle right, and it was great, there’s daylight in there all the
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time. It didn’t need the windows. So when you put all this glass in the pool
what are you looking out at, usually the parking lot.”
Later on in his interview this architect also mentioned that they directed their
parent/guardian viewing areas to be less like sports seating.

| Interviewer: “Now when you say the informal seating, do you think that helps
I to make people feel more comfortable as far as the grandparents are more
comfortable, the kids are more comfortable, you know it’s more like an
interaction instead of being watched?”
John: “Yeah, well instead of the barrier that used to go between the pool and
the seating, now what we’re doing is just building a little wall two feet high.
Same as we did on the whirlpool side, which allows the kids in the pool to
come and sit there and talk to their parents and sit in the chairs and tables
alongside. Ah, or they can drape their towels over it and feels as though you
are close to your parents and you are close to your kids. Whereas going and
sitting in bleacher seats is like going to a hockey game or going to a football
game or something like that.
Interviewer: “Yeah, it’s more of a spectator relationship than ah..”
John: “Very formal yeah.”

_____ _____

Access for Disability

One of the municipal decision makers/programmers mentioned in his
interview the importance he placed, during the design phase, on providing the
physically challenged with pool access that was located away from the main
viewing area.

Jeff: “So the two points collide there. So the first one in terms of design was
to have the ramp right in front of the primary viewing area was I guess the
farthest away from the main change rooms I guess in part and also put more
so on display people with potential need for use of equipment or just in
general, a little bit more self-conscious entering the pool, would have to go
right in front of everyone.”____________________________________________
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The above comment, as well as several other comments made during
these

interviews,

focused

on

providing

access

for

individuals

with

impairments. All three municipal decision makers/programmers said at some
point in their interview that accessibility for disabled persons had been
considered from the beginning stages of the design process and that a local
member of an accessibility council had been consulted for each facility.

Mike: “So in a sense, we’ve looked at that and when we looked at the pools
we looked extensively at that, of what is going on not only from a male, or
female-male, male-female and all of that, and also what about the disabled
person? How does a disabled person get out of street clothes? Out of a
wheelchair, or crutches or a walker and get into a bathing suit and then
successfully get out into the water. So, and I don’t think this is revolution
anymore, but we are installing more family change rooms, than we are the
traditional gang male change rooms and gang female change rooms. Now,
that is for us, that is significantly important even in some of those, one or two
of those change rooms will be totally accessible for the disabled, so in the
design process um each municipality has to have an accessibility committee.
Interviewer: “Okay, now you’re talking about physical accessibility?”
Mike: “Physical accessibility. So whether it be wheelchair, sound, colors,
textures and things like that. On the initial design phase we have consulted
with the municipal accessibility committee to take a look at how we’re doing
things. And how the disabled can get in and how a person who is visually
challenged or hearing challenged, or whatever the disabled may be, the
disability may be, that they will be somehow at least heard or accommodated
in the final design.”
___ _______________________

Peter: “The building department was very much involved from the beginning
cause we were working on a very narrow piece of land., that um, we were
going to be right on that borderline of where we could build to. So the building
department was very much involved with that. We also required, which the
building department has um... and I don’t want to say it’s the office of
disabilities, but it really isn’t, it’s someone who is the advocate for, um ,
people with disabilities, for the city. So when you walk onto [pool Y’s] pool
deck you’ll see that the pool deck around the main poof, around the leisure
pool are tiled differently, and it’s for visibly, ah, visually impaired people so
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that they can actually have some sight depth and could tell that there’s a
difference and if they got to know what that pool’s tiling layout and they saw
the other pool’s tiling layout then they know ok, I’m not at that pool, I’ll need to
be next to this one.”
Interviewer: “Was that something that um, from the start, would that have
been something., was that a concern, like the legal issues of having
accessibility?”
Peter: “No, we knew it was going to be accessible, ah., it wasn’t, I mean you
can’t, that’s part of the building code now.”______________________________
In addition to the municipal decision makers/programmers, two of the
architects also made comments on the influence of disability access in the
design process.

Marc: “Yeah, because I can’t make assumptions on their part, I can’t say that
you know the Muslim women will want change rooms of this type because I
don’t know how significant they’re going to be as a user in the end. So now
with handicap, it’s legislated but what we never know is how many people end
up using it. So if you took that extreme and you said well okay for Muslim
women it’s legislated, you have to provide x number of change rooms like
this, everywhere. It would be the same situation as the handicap situation.
Interviewer: “Yeah, it’s like this huge cost for maybe no, maybe two or three
people?”
Marc: “Exactly. We went to Austria where they had a huge recreation
complex that would break all the rules as far as accessibility was concerned,
um, gorgeous facility, we asked the user, how do you deal with handicap?
Oh, we help him when he comes in. So they knew that it’s only one guy in the
whole community, we just help him when he comes in.”
Interviewer: “Do you think though in your own experience that almost draws
so much attention that there might be other groups that kind of don’t get as
much attention because that is such a priority.”
Marc: “For the handicap?”
Interviewer: “Yeah.”
Marc: “I don’t think anybody would dispute the need for handicap it’s just that
once you begin to, if you’ve legislated handicap, once you start legislating all
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the others then I think you open up um, a threshold of everybody saying
well...It would be a real challenge from a design view with all those
legislation. I think that the best design is dealing with the users and the users
themselves, and you trust that the users are representing the entire
community or the entire student body and then you can tailor this for that
community, that for that community. You don’t want to take legislation and
spread it across the board”___________________________________________

John: “ Now we’ve got all the rules and regulations and things that we’ve got
to conform to and we’re always looking at those rules and regulations and
seeing what the intent is, because some of them are so drastic that it’s like
the Gestapo. You can’t do this and you can’t do that, da dat, da dat, dad ah.”
Interviewer: “Now when you say rules and regulations is that in terms of
disability access and things like that?”
John: “Well disability access, this is an interesting one, the American
Association,.. Disability Association or whatever it is now, they’ve come up
with three means of access to swimming pools. One is the ramp, the other
one is the lift and the third one is the transfer from a wheelchair onto a ledge.
We developed that one..[goes on to explain how the process occurred]. So
we did that and then we discovered that the height we were working to which
is about 18 inches is ideal for the transfer of a wheelchair. So that’s where
that has come from.”

Diversity

When asked about how the increasingly diverse Canadian community
affected them as design professionals and recreation professionals there was
a variety in the responses. Some interviewees had specific examples of
projects they had worked on that incorporated particular ethnic needs into the
design (3 architects) and some said that they worked in areas where they did
not

see

a

lot

of

diversity

(1

architect;

2

municipal
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decision

makers/programmers).

One

programmer recognized

the

need

in

his

community to try and program services to varying ethnic groups35.
Diversity - The Architects

One architect was currently working with a university to design a campus
recreation centre, including a pool, where Muslim students and their specific
needs had been considered in the design.

Marc: “You are much more aware that you’re not designing for let’s say an
average community anymore. It just opens your eyes that there can be
different users out there. I mean the process of recognizing physical
disabilities was about a ten to fifteen year process and now it’s just ingrained
in us that we always have to make ourselves aware for it and that bar just
keeps getting raised. You realize, oh my god there is another level of design
out there now for visually impaired or whatever. So for other users, ah seniors
is an increasing group who are more vocal and aware of what their needs are,
and of course Muslim women. You just continually get educated and
surprised that there is always more needs”
Interviewer: “How do you think would be a good way for... I’ve looked a lot at
accessibility for the disabled and how they have been so instrumental in
increasing their voice, very instrumental and now it’s the law. How do you
think that people who need more privacy, how would they go about achieving
that?”
Marc: “Yeah, so you could go the route of the disabled, but is that the right
way to do it? I mean do you want to institutionalize it? Do you want to get it
legalized? Representation is critical, like for instance in [university A] they’re a
vocal body within the student population, the student population raised money
[to pay for the facility] therefore they’re gonna get what they want.”

35 It was only in the pilot interview for the m unicipal decision m aker/program m er, conducted w ith an
aquatics supervisor w'ho had been involved in one o f these pools (at the tim e this person w as an area
program m er), that a concrete exam ple o f how cultural diversity affected aquatics program m ing w as
provided. The exam ple provided was for a city pool in a neighborhood that had recen tly attracted a large
Eastern (i.e., Indian and Pakistani) population. In this case the interview ee described how because m any o f
these new Canadian fam ilies had not enrolled their children in sw im m ing lessons in their hom elands, they
w ere seeing a program m ing need for youth and teen sw im m ing lessons. The pool in question w as attached
to a high school and in m any o f the gym classes there w ere m any pre-teen and teen students, new to
Canada, w'ho had never learned to swim.
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When further probed about his experience working with the Muslim students
at this university on their design preferences he stressed the importance of
the recreation staff in identifying various user groups within the general
population and acting as a liaison between architect and user groups.

Marc: “So as a designer I mean I can’t seek them out, I can ask the questions
having gone through it once before, if I was to do let’s say the University of
Windsor, I would ask the question, are you sure of your user groups? And I
would have to rely on my client if they were,., there would be no forum, how
they would communicate back to me through the client, which would have to
be the university or community centre, how do they get there? Again,
representation, it's a double edged sword.”
Interviewer: “So you rely on them [the client] to recognize this as a
substantial user population and they have to just address that and consult
those people?”
Marc: “Yeah..”
One of the architects, who lived on the west coast of Canada, said that while
he had several experiences working with different ethnic groups, he did not
find that this posed a challenge when providing access for different people.

John: “Ah not so much over here on the west coast, everybody chips in and
enjoys what’s there. But you know if you’re talking about different ethnic
groups now, ah.. I go back to one we did in [name of a community] a couple
of years ago. We go back there quite often because we drive through there
quite a lot. And it’s full of Orientals, and they love it. So as far as ethnic
groups, and because [name of community] is an Oriental community, it’s part
of it. And they are enjoying it. It’s informal and that’s what they like. Ah it’s a
family thing, that’s what they like. Grandpa for instance will get right down
there by the kids, and he’ll sit or the other thing we do is to make sure that
they can get onto the pool deck and sit closely watching the kids in an
informal way. None of this benches or bleachers or all of that. And so having
done that, they sit there watching, and they see ‘hey in that pool there I see
four guys older than me’ so the next time Grandpa is dragging the kids down
to the pool.”
__________ _________________________________
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The third architect had recently completed a school in a heavily Islamic
neighborhood and the theme of the school was centered on multiculturalism.
This architect said that while he had this example of diversity in designing a
school he didn’t have examples for recreation.
Ian: “In a recreation I can’t say necessarily in a recreation... we just finished a
school where it embodied that principle. The school is largely Muslim, actually
it’s [name of school], ah, I don’t know if you are familiar with it but if you’re
doing research in this area you may want to look at that. And what we did was
we sort of modeled that school after multiculturalism. And so the building
doesn’t look middle eastern, we’re not saying that, it’s not that literal, but
some of the elements that we put in there are certainly dealing with
multiculturalism and it tries to sort of use those principles in the design.
Whether its interior architecture ah, we have a motif on the front which has
the nations of the world, the flags of the nations of the world and that draws
your attention to the front of the school. The actual architecture of the school
is modern and we feel that they are coming to a new country, it’s a symbol of
newness, we’re sort of demolishing an old school and building this brand new
facility for persons, sort of immigrants to the country. So in that instance the
theme of the school is multiculturalism, so it has affected that building. In
recreation, and I’m kind of interested in that because we haven’t touched on
any of those issues, but I think that that’s sort of into where your research is
leading..? Muslim women? And.... Their special needs?”
Later on in the interview, when I inquired about the possibility of creating
spaces that could be flexible, changing to accommodate different user
groups, this architect stressed the need to keep the user group focus broad
enough to accommodate as many people as possible.

Ian: “And of course you know those things could be done. There’s ways to
control that so you could sort of encompass both strategies. I think one of the
things you don’t want to do, and especially in pools is really stereotype the
user groups because you really do want to open it up to multi- ..many different
people. But um, yeah I never actually thought about that until you said it. But
certainly I think that the user definitely dictates what the end result is going to
be, and our philosophy, we...that, that’s very strong with us, it’s a strong
element in our design process is that you know the client, the client’s needs
have to be met. If this was for instance a Muslim community that came to us
and said these are our very strict guidelines, we are happy to design it that
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! way. Now you know we would try and be creative in that process and say ok
this is the issue that you have, now how can we solve that problem, and that’s
our job, it’s obviously to look and do the research and to find out how this
thing can be manipulated so that yes, on these days you would have ah...”
Interviewer: “You would have women’s only swims., yeah.”
Ian: “Because it’s much more, you know it’s also programming, ah you know
when are they going to be able to use this facility. You have other, and if you
have a facility like a leisure pool where you have a waterslide and therapeutic
pool, you know it would be, I think it would be a little bit onerous on the
community to have you know a dozen or even a hundred Muslim women in
there and the rest of the space can’t be used for anything else. So I’m not
sure how you would, but I’m sure there’s ways you can develop that obviously
___
and that gets into staffing and those sorts of things.”_______

Diversity

-

The Municipal Decision makers/programmers

When each of the recreation professionals was asked how the increasingly
diverse Canadian population affected them in their job one said that he did
not see a lot of diversity in the pool setting.

Jeff: “ Well I guess in a., we don’t have as much in the way of ethnic, ah
cultural diversity, ah we don’t see as much of that coming in to our operation.
There is certainly some, but it’s more in the age categories that we are
starting to see some major impacts, the baby boomers are coming through.”
Another explained that due to the largely rural base of his community it was
hard to identify any cultural pockets.

Mike: We’re only 27 thousand people so in comparison to [name of nearby
larger city], [it’s] a very multicultural community. And the city is large enough
that the multicultural and the single cultural communities have almost staked
out some geographic areas in the city, so you know if you want to eat at an
Arab area type of restaurant you know where to go in the city, and if you want
to eat at an oriental and have some selection about different oriental there’s a
section of the city. We’re only, 1991 we became a town, other than that we're
very rural based, and we’re still very, very rural based. Um.. you can’t identify
the pockets. What we can identify in [Town X] is that we can identify old town
[X], which when we look back at our heritage was very French, and if you look
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back at the geography even today you can still see strip farms that were very
traditional in the early settling, and if you look also at some of the name of
streets they are a mix of French and English, but to per se, ...um,.. was there
a definite cultural group that identified themselves, that we chose not to listen
to or not to identify, there isn’t in [City X]. I will tell you, on our project
management team, [Sherry Khan], who is a Pakistan lady, and is from the
university and has been on the multicultural council of [Y] and on the Red
Cross, um.. not only did we have men but we had women, and [Sherry] was
one of the women and played the role of being able to suggestion from a
cultural standpoint what type of facilities. And [Sherry] made this comment to
us, and I’ll always remember this, is that, part of the facility is a large meeting
room area that can be designed as a banquet facility, and in her culture what
they like to do in their celebrations, whether it be weddings or births or
whatever, in national celebrations, they like a facility where they can bring in
their own food, they want a warming kitchen basically and that’s all they need
they don’t want it catered to because there isn’t a caterer whose going to
design the food that they want to eat, so they, when the families come, we
would call it the potluck. Um, .. so they want that type. So she was very
instrumental in you’ve got to understand what this community wants. How
many of them in a sense are in our population of 27 thousand, I can’t tell you.
That would be an example where that’s an interesting point.”______________
This same recreationist said that the only influence of any cultural significance
coming through their research for this recreation facility was the community’s
strong desire for soccer fields which could perhaps be correlated with the
largely European makeup of the community. The third programmer who
worked in perhaps the most ethnically diverse community said this:
Peter: “Well, the Muslim population is definitely a big issue, Ah, we did,
[Barbara Smith at pool Q] offered a Muslim ladies group swim where we had
to have only female staff in the building, um, they have approached us here at
[pool R] because we have ah..,only two, or four windows across the back that
can then be blackened out but we have not heard back from them. But... I
really don’t, I don’t really look at things as a challenge or a threat... I look at
you know here is an opportunity, how can we embrace or encourage that
opportunity to you know come in and use our facilities, whether it be a pool or
a community centre, um, and what’s the best way for that project to be ... that
user group to be approached... and swallowed up I guess you could say., in
the recreation needs... I think recreation is such an important part for
everybody and unfortunately not everybody is involved in it... and I think
that’s where when you talk about government agencies, that’s where they are
missing the boat is you know we have this huge problem with obesity in
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children, well you know, why are you not throwing money into these rec
centres so they offer programs, get a dietician in there, you know let’s look at
what the problem is, if those kids sitting and watching game boys why are
they you know... we’ve all offered kids programs but they just don’t run, they
run for about a month or two or for a session and then they die.”
American Influence

When asked about how international influences, particularly American,
affected

Canadian design of public swimming

pools,

the two

more

experienced pool architects both had examples of cases where Canadian
facilities were seen by U.S. architects or clients, and in turn these Canadian
facilities influenced the design of American recreation spaces.

John: “Ah, actually it’s the Canadians that influence the Americans when it
comes to pools, leisure pools, yeah. Doing the [name of large
competition/leisure pool], as a group, there was three of us that did [this pool],
three teams from [name of city] we got together and said alright, we’ll do it as
a group. And we got a guy called [Dave Smith] who is with [name of
architecture firm], the pool guru’s down in the United States we figured we’d
get them for the fifty meter pool. They’ll give us everything that we need to put
in a fifty meter pool. And he came up and when we went for the interview he
did his thing on fifty meter pools and I did my thing on leisure pools and what
have you and he said ‘can you give me some of those slides?’ And he is now
doing, or his company now, he is retired, but his company is now the guru of
the leisure pools down in the States. He does every type of leisure pool, the
first was in 1990. So it’s since 1990 that leisure pools have been going down
into the States. We’ve been doing them up here since 1980.
Interviewer: “Oh really? So do you think then that as far as the trend it might
have come from England to Canada and then down into the States.”
John: “Definitely, yeah.”

_______

______

____

___

Marc: “I would say that we, we have to stay in touch with what they’re doing
down there and bringing those ideas up, ..I don’t think communities look south
of the border unless they’re right at the border maybe where they can
physically go across and we would represent those ideas here, but even
within Canada you get a big disparity between what is considered an aquatic
centre or community centre. If you go out west they put more money and time
and resources into building a bigger version of this than they do here...So
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! now in terms of big firms, that wouldn’t come to play at a community level,
they are just too big, where it comes to play maybe is at the university level
where for we’ve for instance we’ve tried to get a project out of [name of a
Canadian university] where we teamed up with an American company and
[this university] was looking south of the border for American companies to
pair up with Canadian companies because they’ve got expertise of doing so
many of these whereas universities don’t do them that often here, ah,
communities I don’t think, would look south of the border. We had a situation
where it was the reverse, where an American client, [name of client] looked
I north of the border saw [Canadian project his firm had designed], liked us,
and we teamed up with an American company to bring our expertise in [this
type of facility] down to them. So even though they are in a big pool of [this
type of organization], they were behind in terms of their process thinking and
they had to come north of the border so that was an interesting flip.”________
The third architect said that he thought that in the case of this particular
facility, American designs greatly influenced this project. This facility was also
built in a city right on the Canadian-U.S. border.

Ian: “Well I you know I think they affect us tremendously, I think that ah most
of these are tested in the United States, although we went to Toronto and
Mississauga and Oakville and those places we really borrowed most of our
ideas from the Americans because facilities you know are just that much
better. My kids played hockey and soccer when they were growing up and
some of the facilities that they played at [in the United States] were
unbelievable and you know we can only hope to have a fraction of that.”_____

Analysis of Findings
In general, the findings from this section either support or extend the
descriptions provided in the literature review. They will be presented here
along with why they are significant in relation to the theoretical and practical
underpinnings of the research. A few challenges to the literature will be
presented at the end.
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Male creators, female partakers

Consistent with the male domination of architecture and municipal
recreation management in the literature, all six of the interviewees for this
portion of the research were male, and none were a visible minority. The
interviewees were selected based on their association with a particular pool
and as such, aspects of their demographic profile such as sex and ethnicity
were not predetermined in the way that it was for the interviewees attending
the all-female, culturally appropriate swim. In addition to this, there was also
an interviewee in this section who spoke using male-dominated language
(i.e., ‘he’ referring to architects or other people in general). This is significant
because of the intricate linkage between personal experience and one’s
understanding of space (Tuan, 2001). The life experience of a white male
living in the hegemonic centre differs greatly from that of a minority woman
living on the margins of the dominant culture. Masculine ways of knowing and
living in the world leads males to understand space differently than females.
At the crux of this issue is that decision making in sport and recreation, in
areas such as facility design, continues to be controlled by white males from
mainstream culture who through no fault of their own do not know and
understand, because they do not live, the needs of user groups such as
Muslim women. The goal for truly servicing diversity in the community will
more likely be met when the decision makers mirror the diversity of the
community itself.
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In the meantime, in order for a recreation space to fulfill the needs of all
potential user groups, representatives of different groups must be included in
the design process. Effective communication between those involved in
creating the facility and those for whom the facility is built to serve is crucial.
(This is further discussed in the next section). While at some point in all of
these interviews I attempted to demonstrate the relationship between Muslim
women and people with a sensitivity to body objectification in general, few of
the interviewees seemed to strongly appreciate the value more private
recreation space could have for other members of a community. There were
two examples given over the course of the interviews where different
interviewees identified a group of people that they had encountered who
required more private recreation space. One recreation programmer spoke
about his efforts to have the accessibility ramp moved away from the space
directly in front of the main viewing area, and one architect gave an example
of a pool in his community where older women had petitioned the city council
to get money for curtains to cover the window looking into the pool from the
mezzanine. In both cases, these design alterations were made to enhance
the comfort level of a particular user group. This demonstrates awareness of
the ways that surveillance can affect the behaviours and comfort levels of
some marginalized groups.

While there were only six participants (three

architects and three municipal decision makers/programmers) for this portion
of the research, the fact that all were male aligns with Ponic’s (2000)
assertion that decision making in sport and recreation continues to be male
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dominated; that the profession of architecture continues to be male
dominated (Spain 1992; 2001); and that the role of women as creators and
decision makers for municipal recreation space is minimal (Spain, 2001),
Communication Facilitation

Communication between the individuals designing a facility and the people
that facility is intended to serve is crucial if the final product is to successfully
meet the users’ needs (Wong, 1979). The findings indicate that it is the
recreation professional who is responsible for facilitating communication
between the architect and the community user groups. The experience of this
individual and her/his capacity to identify and access user groups in the
community thus becomes crucial to the success of the design. While the
architect may be able to guide the recreation professional, she/he may not
have intimate knowledge about the makeup of the community in which the
project is occurring. It is up to the recreation staff to provide this information
and either speak for the community or facilitate opportunities for the
community to speak for itself. As such, it is important that the municipality is
selective in choosing an appropriate person to carry out this job, and that it
provides adequate resources to that person. It is equally important that
appropriate information on ways to go about identifying and accessing user
groups is provided to recreation professionals via industry journals and
conferences.
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Accessing the Unorganized

Each of the three facilities discussed in these interviews has been/is being
developed with a strong community use leisure focus, as opposed to a
prescriptive, competitive focus. All of the interviewees recognized the value of
this in serving the community as well as in achieving cost recovery. It seems,
though, that while the literature presents the leisure pool as the standard in
pool design since the 1980s (Moffat, 1985; Paton, 1987; Sargent, 1976;
Wong, 1983), each of the municipalities had to counter strong resistance from
special interest groups (i.e., competitive swimming, competitive diving) in
order to develop a leisure facility. Consistent with Mackey & Soto (2000), the
groups most vocal about their wants and needs for each project were and
continue to be, the organized competitive groups. In each case, though, the
architect and recreation professionals involved maintained a firm commitment
to a leisure focus. But, if the unorganized, leisure oriented users are going to
be primary users of the facility, how can they be accessed and consulted in
the design process? This presents a challenge and one that seems to require
resources and a commitment to good research in order to be met.
Suggestions for doing this, based on the information gathered in this
research, are provided in the analysis of sub-question three.
Experience o f those Involved

The three architects interviewed had a wide range of experience in dealing
with public pools. All three architects said that they learned more about what
to do and what not to do the more that they worked on pools. All described a
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very informal process of evaluating the success of the pool design. Two of
them said that they learned a lot just by returning to the pools they had built
and interacting with or watching the staff and users. While there are many
great opportunities to learn from a design by interacting with staff and user
groups, it would seem that an opportunity is being missed here. The groups
that use a facility are also the groups that find the space comfortable enough
for them. I think a wealth of information could be learned from individuals who
chose to utilize other pools in the community or did not use pools at all. One
recreation professional did mention that at the opening of this pool there were
women who expressed concern over the large number of windows looking
into the pool. When asked what happened to these women he said that he
assumed they just got over their discomfort. Through a more formal
evaluation process, people who chose not to engage in a space due to their
discomfort may be identified and consulted.

A commitment to evaluation

based on seeking out positive and negative community feedback leads to
better design for future projects.
All three recreation professionals said they felt their involvement had
played a role in the outcome of the design. For the two facilities that were
built, they gave specific examples of tangible ways that their input could be
seen in the facility (e.g., location of accessibility ramp and sight lines). The
architects also said that they relied on the municipality as the ‘client’ to
conduct research on community needs in a professional manner. The role of
the recreation professional thus becomes pivotal in shaping the design
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process. They are in essence the filter through which community needs are
processed and disseminated to the architect. The recreation professional has
a large responsibility to identify user groups and communicate, either directly
via user group feedback sessions or indirectly via the recreation professional,
about the needs of these groups to the architect. The interviewees suggested
that the experience of the recreation professional may affect the amount of
research that is done as well as the amount of direction that is required from
the architect. The two architects with more experience in public pool design
said that the amount of research and experience the community had in facility
design prior to engaging the architect, did affect how much guidance they
required from the architect. Also the municipal decision maker/programmer
with the most previous experience in this process said that the process had
varied greatly in previous projects he had been involved in, based on
experience and the amount of research conducted by the community.
Resources for Researching

Linked to the role that the experience of architects and recreational
professionals played in the design process is the amount of resources
(financial and human) devoted to researching community needs prior to the
design phase. While no amount of funding can guarantee that research is
done in a thorough manner, lack of adequate time and resources does make
it difficult for even the most talented individual to conduct good research. In
each of the cases studied, there was some amount of time and money
devoted to researching community needs prior to the design phase, but there
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was variety in this. It is difficult to make a comparison between the three
facilities as to how the amount and type of research affected the outcome and
success of the design, but the community with the least experience in facility
development did also conduct the least amount of research and the facility
with the most amount of experience (based on the experience of the
individuals involved in the project) did conduct the greatest amount of
research. This is not to assume, though, that less research led to a less
successful design, but rather that those who had more experience also
directed the project towards producing more research.

This suggests that

perhaps the more experienced individuals have realized through trial and
error that research really does affect the outcome of the design.
The View Out, The View In and Marketing the Pool Space

An important element in the design of each of these facilities was the
attention paid to making the swimming pool space attractive and enticing to
persons outside of the immediate swimming space (either in the facility
foyer/social space or to the people passing by the outside of the building
either in cars or on the sidewalk). This is consistent with Wong’s (1979)
discussion of the value of the view in to stimulate interest in the pool space
and encourage larger numbers of participants to pay user fees and
participate. Once inside the pool, the view outside helps to inspire a
connection with nature and seasons via natural light and weather conditions.
This connection with the natural world inspires a more positive and relaxing
experience while at the pool, encouraging participants to remember their
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experience fondly and to return on future occasions. Revenue generation is
vital to the success of a facility and eases the strain on taxes that pools add to
municipal budgets. But, in order to serve all members of the community, there
is a need to provide programming opportunities for individuals and groups
who are uncomfortable with the surveillance relationship created by the view
in and view out. Through the use of curtains or blinds, as well as
programming at times when a facility is not as busy, revenue may be
generated by servicing groups that benefit from more private recreation space
such as Muslim women. One architect lamented the excessive use of
windows facing onto pool parking lots and busy roads and offered skylights as
an alternative. His pool design, though still very open concept, did utilize
considerably fewer windows than the other two designs. Another architect,
who is currently designing a university campus recreation centre that included
Muslim students in its user group feedback sessions, demonstrated36 how
with intent and awareness of specific needs of different users, the benefits
associated with the view in, the view out and programming of more private
recreational swimming can all be realized.
Role of American Influence on Canadian Design

Unlike Cohen (2002), only one of the architects said he thought that
American leisure pool design influenced Canadian spaces. Both of the other
two architects said that in their experience it was Canadian recreation spaces
that had been used as examples for similar American projects. One architect
36 T he pool space will be enclosed by alternating panels o f patterned opaque glass and transparent glass.
T hese patterns make the pool space attractive to those outside o f it. D uring all-fem ale and all-m ale sw im s
blinds roll dow n to cover street level sections o f transparent glass.
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said that this was likely because American sport architecture firms were much
larger and most would not bother bidding on a community recreation centre or
pool as that would be too small a project for them. Instead, he said that
American influence could be seen in university campus recreation projects
that were much larger and attracted American firms. Another architect, who
had been designing leisure pools in Canada since the 1970s, was able to
pinpoint an interaction with a large American firm that led to the introduction
of leisure pools into a region of the United States in the early 1990s. While
the intention of this question was to see if any of the architects made a
distinction between designing for Canadian communities and designing for
American communities based on differences in political platforms related to
diversity, this distinction was not discussed by any of the interviewees. This
may be in part because of the lack of an appropriate probe by the researcher
and in part because diversity was not an issue that seemed to factor strongly
into the design, the way that other social determinants such as access for
disability and the aged did.
Conclusion

The interviews conducted for this section of the research garnered a
wealth of information and successfully answered the question: What is the
role of architects, municipal decision makers/programmers, and user groups
in the process of designing an indoor public swimming facility? The recreation
professional is the key liaison between the community and the designer.
While the architect can provide advice on her/his experience related to
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previous projects, as well as projected facility costs and ways to meet budget
projections, she/he does not possess the intimate knowledge of the
community that is required in order for the design to be a success. It is up to
the recreation professional to identify user and non-user groups in the
community, and to provide an opportunity for these groups to voice their
needs. One challenge faced in this process is that organized, competitive
groups continue to be the most vocal about their design needs, while the
major users, who consist of a melange of different leisure oriented groups, do
not have an organized forum for voicing their concerns and needs. Creativity
must be used in understanding the constraints these groups face when
providing feedback via conventional routes such as town hall meetings, and in
finding ways to access these groups and seek their feedback (e.g., setting up
kiosks in malls and grocery stores to provide single working mothers a
chance to provide feedback quickly and easily; going to seniors centres to
seek feedback from the elderly; going to sites of ethnic gatherings to seek
feedback from minority communities). A formal evaluation process of
gathering community opinion at sites outside of the facility (i.e., at other pools
and non-swimming public sites) may garner valuable feedback from non
users of the facility. This would greatly compliment the informal evaluations
already conducted. Feedback that was formally sought at one of the facilities
centered mainly on programming suggestions. This may be, in part, due to
the naturalization of constructed spaces (i.e., people take for granted that
buildings just ‘are’, and don’t think about the people who created them),
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making it difficult for the general public to connect ‘it’ (i.e., a building) with
something that was created by individuals who had specific knowledge and
perspectives. Actual involvement of user groups in the design process may
act to counter this. The involvement of user groups in the design phase
depends on the approach the recreation professional chooses to take - either
to speak for the community to the architect, or to facilitate opportunities for the
community to speak for themselves. The latter is perhaps the most effective
to ensure important details are not filtered out by the recreation personnel’s
role as middleperson, but the former can be effective if the recreation
professional conducts thorough research and is an effective listener.

VI.

SUB-QUESTION

TWO:

WINDSOR

YMCA

ALL-FEMALE

SWIM

PROGRAM

What are the lived recreational swimming experiences of Muslim women
attending the culturally appropriate all-female swim program at the
Windsor YMCA?

Review of Literature
As Wearing (1998) has described, leisure is vital as it provides not only a
“space for expressivity and role reinforcement; but also a space for learning
new roles, ‘playing’ with role identities and for developing individual identities
apart from those associated with the family or work” (Wearing, 1998, 43). This
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may be a decidedly westernized view37, in terms of the escape from familial
responsibilities, but the positive benefits associated with physically active
leisure hold true for women of eastern cultures as well.
Consistent with the tendency for lower levels of participation in recreation
by ethnic minorities and by females, research shows participation in
recreation

by

women

of

norvEnglish

speaking

ethnic

minorities

is

substantially lower compared to women in general (Dew 1992 in Toohey &
Taylor, 1995; Taylor & Toohey, 1996). Toohey & Taylor (1995) point out that
research has demonstrated that sport can act as a vehicle to improve
Aboriginal self-esteem, adding “[i]t would not be unrealistic to assume that it
could do the same for women of different ethnic backgrounds” (196).
The lack of research in this area prompted Taylor and Toohey to conduct
a more in-depth examination of the particular issues related to sport and
recreation for women of culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds living
in Australia. An exploratory study revealed barriers faced by women of
diverse cultural backgrounds included racism, language barriers, and the
need to observe certain religious practices in addition to the barriers to
recreation faced by women38 in general (Taylor & Toohey, 1999). One issue

3 / Research on various ethnic groups and their leisure patterns has show n that w om en from non-W estern
cultures tend to value and enjoy fam ily recreation tim e o ver individual recreation tim e (Paraschak &
Tirone, 2003).
W om en’s access to recreation space is com plicated by structural barriers, such as tim e constraints, lack
o f transport and econom ic capital, as w ell as socio-psychological barriers, such as the ethic o f care
(H enderson, Hodges & K ivel, 2002), lack o f encouragem ent from fam ily, social services, and issues
surrounding body-im age and identity in recreation space (Jam es, 2000; W igm ore, 1993). In the past, focus
on a m arket ideology that justified leisure as a w ay to develop a healthy econom y led to a lack o f focus on
the leisure o f women. M ore recently, leisure has com e to be accepted as a hum an right rath er than as a
catalyst for a stronger econom ic m arket, w hich has had a po sitiv e effect on the research regarding w om en
and leisure (Aitchison 1997 in H enderson, et. al.. 2002). T he gendering o f recreation space is strong w ithin
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that was a common barrier for many of the women interviewed was the
religious and cultural practices of Hindu and Muslim cultures that discourage
tight fitting or revealing clothing, as well as the presence of men in recreation
space (Taylor & Toohey, 1999). These findings led to a subsequent study that
looked specifically at the recreation needs of Muslim women living in Australia
which revealed that “many Muslim women experience considerable difficulties
accessing programs and services that meet their religious requirements, and
consequently feel systematically constrained in their recreation participation”
(Taylor & Toohey, 2001/2002, 85).
The need for all-female space and the dress requirements of Islam have
traditionally kept many Muslim women from participating in sport and
recreation in both Muslim (de Vries, 1997) and secular countries (Taylor &
Toohey, 1999, 2001/2002; Walseth & Fasting, 2003). It may have been
assumed in the past that this lack of participation was due to lack of interest
or motivation.

Walseth and Fasting’s (2003) research on Egyptian Muslim

women’s attitudes towards sports participation has revealed some fascinating
information. All twenty-seven of the Muslim women interviewed agreed that
Islam encourages sports participation for women, and many of the women
interviewed demonstrated a strong relationship between sport and religion
(i.e., their participation in sport was an integral part of living a religious life).

patriarchal cultures, with m en and boys having m ore tim e and space allocated to organized recreation
opportunities. This tends to flow over into non-organized recreation, with recreation space being m apped so
that it favors access to males. R ecreation in C anada generally occurs in public recreation space, and public
space is allocated as ‘m a le' in W estern cultures: thus these spaces tend to be dom inated by m ales during
non-organized time (e.g., free sw im tim e at a public pool), as w ell as in non-organized spaces (e.g., park
space that is not constructed to facilitate com petitive or prescribed activities).
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The respondents were categorized by the type of veil worn39 as an indicator
of the ways that they interpreted Islamic practices and Islamic text. A striking
finding of this study was that “while the informants who did not use veil or who
used hejab said that God encouraged them to do sport, the informants with
nikab or krimar veils [more traditional/fundamentalist] emphasized that they
had to participate in exercise and sport” (Walseth & Fastings, 2003, 56).
These women interpreted Islamic text to encourage sport and therefore by
engaging in sport and exercise they believed they were pleasing God and
ensuring a higher level for themselves in heaven. The conflict here, of course,
is that these women also have much stricter requirements for recreation
space, and thus participation for these women, as well as other women (more
modern/secular interpretations), remained low (Walseth & Fasting, 2003). As
the study was conducted in Egypt, which is a secular country, these women
may have experienced to a certain extent the constraints created by a
Double-Panopticon, but perhaps to a lesser extent than Muslim women living
in countries such as Canada or Australia, where the norms between the
dominant culture and Islamic cultures may be greater.
One of the key issues for one recreation programmer who Taylor and
Toohey (2001/2002) interviewed, was locating venues that could facilitate
culturally appropriate recreation opportunities for Muslim women, particularily

39 This was based on previous literature that suggested that “a p articular kind o f veil w as used as a sign o f a
fundam entalistic interpretation o f Islam (C hristiansen and R asm ussen. 1994)” (W alseth & Fasting, 2003,
49) w here m ore m odern interpretations w ere connected to not w earing a veil or w earing a hejab (covers the
hair and neck), and m ore fundam ental interpretations led to a g reater degree o f covering in the form o f a
K rim ar (covers hair neck and breasts), or a N ikab (w hich covers the face as w ell as the hair, neck and
breasts).
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swimming pools. The programmer explained that “[n]one of the public
swimming pools, which are philosophically assumed to be available for all
community members, were prepared to meet the conditions” (Taylor &
Toohey, 2001/2002, 100) of space that is all-female and not accessible
physically or visually to males. The tight-fitting, often revealing nature of the
clothing worn during swimming makes it a leisure activity that, for Muslim
women, requires modest recreation space. In contrast to other recreation
activities such as walking, cycling, sports games and aerobics, the wearing of
loose fitting clothing that covers all but the face, hands and feet is much more
difficult in the water. Consistent with this, the coordinator for the Windsor
YMCA’s culturally appropriate recreation program has informed me that
swimming is the most popular portion of the program. The female participants
have explained that this is because they can use the gym and cardiovascular
exercise equipment at any time and just wear appropriate clothing. It is really
only the swimming that they cannot partake of at any other time (Maghnieh,
personal communication, March 24, 2004).
Swimming as a recreation and leisure choice for women seems to be
growing. Literature from the 1980s suggested that men outnumbered women
in attendance at swimming pools (Moffat, 1985), but more recent studies
conducted in Britain (Wigmore, 1993) and France (Vignal, Champely & Terret,
2001) point to an increase in women’s participation in recreational swimming.
Vignal, Champely & Terret’s (2001) research in Lyon, France, found that
more than half the users of public indoor swimming pools in Lyon are female,
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and that women tend to be more interested in swimming as a form of relaxing
exercise, while men “prefer to concentrate on performance, endurance and
technique” (455). The trend towards non-competitive, leisure pools that began
in Europe in the early 1970s and has since spread across North America
(Sargent, 1976) may have led to many pools being more suited to the leisure
behaviours of women over men, and may be a reason for the increase in
female participation seen in Lyon (Vignal, et. al., 2003).
Wigmore’s (1993) research on all-women’s swim programs in Hallam,
England revealed similar motivations for recreational swimming. When faced
with the possibility of the all-women’s swim being cancelled, not one of the
women said she would actually miss the act of swimming. Rather it was the
“company of the other women they met at the pool, where they could discuss
issues of concern or just talk about anything without having to weigh up every
word [and]...the freedom from family commitments”(Wigmore, 1993, 194) that
they would miss most. The decidedly western (i.e., individualist-oriented)
female value of leisure as an escape from family commitments may be in
contrast to an eastern female value associated with family leisure (Paraschak
& Tirone, 2003), but the focus on swimming as a relaxing form of recreation
(as opposed to being prescriptive and result-oriented) may well be a motivator
for Islamic women as well. The facilities that housed the female swim
program in Wigmore (1993) are not described and therefore it is not possible
to provide some justification for why the women interviewed “commented on
how ill at ease they felt walking on the pool side in their costumes, many
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trying to hide themselves with their towel, feeling their body was not the right
size or shape” (194) even though this was a women’s-only swim. The
heightened self-consciousness of the body upon entering the swimming
space may be due to the presence of windows that permitted outsiders to see
into the pool, or be due to the perceived/actual gaze of other women who may
critique the individual’s body. This would be an example of the way that
women internalize the values of the dominant society and the accompanying
male gaze, which becomes internalized and acted out both as the individual
being observed, and as the observer. All the women interviewed in this study
were willing to overcome this discomfort for the benefits experienced once
they got in the water (Wigmore, 1993).
Parallel to the heightened sensitivity to one’s body experienced in the
public pool space by the women in Wigmore (1993), the teenage girls
interviewed by James (2000) also described the discomfort they felt in public
swimming pools due to the presence (i.e., gaze) of boys, as well as other girls
who they felt could be critical of them. A key finding of this Australian study
was that unlike the women in Wigmore’s (1993) research who were willing to
overcome their discomfort in the pool area in order to enjoy the benefits of
swimming, many of these teenage girls said that they would not enter the
space of the public swimming pool if boys were present (James, 2000).
All girls were conscious of the critical gaze of others
when they were at the pool. In Goffman’s (1959)40
terms they were acutely aware of their audience and
4(1 C o ffm an 's (1959) work. The Presentation o f the S elf In E veryday L ife, concerns itself w ith the w ays that
individuals perform in public spaces and the contribution o f the au d ien ce’s presence to such a perform ance.
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how they believed that their audience perceived them
affected their usage of the pool. There seemed to be
mixed views about which audience the girls were
most conscious of at the pool. It ranged from boys
that were known and liked, to boys who were
unknown, to girl friends, to the popular girls. Yet it
could be argued that all of these audiences are in a
sense refracted through male eyes (James, 2000,
275).
James (2000) has identified the constraints faced by teenage girls in the
space of public swimming pools due to “the situational factors of audience
and place” (267). While these females may differ from Muslim women, since
their main constraint was the potential for embarrassment regarding the
objectification of their bodies in a secular way (James, 2000), these women
are relevant because they represent a group of females who, like Muslim
women, remain absent from this public recreation space due to the presence
of males and the spectator/observation orientation of the space. Some of
these girls described going to pools and beaches that were further away from
home where they would not be recognized (James, 2000). This coping
strategy is identical to the strategy described by Peleman (2003) where
Moroccan Muslim women took their children to malls and parks outside of
their communities so they could enjoy public space from a position of
anonymity. This behaviour suggests that the presence of other known males
and females constrains the leisure patterns of some women, while the
presence of strangers is somehow less threatening. This may be due to the
role individual perception of the gaze plays in participation/absence of
individuals in particular spaces. It may be easier to negotiate the perceived
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gaze of a stranger(s) as this person (group) may have less ability to inflict
control or discomfort onto the woman.
In contrast to the majority of public swimming pools, the Mclvers Baths is
an ocean pool on the Sydney beach of Coogee that has been open
exclusively to women and children since 1914. The pool, run by the Coogee
Ladies Swimming Club, “has been of special value to women as a safe public
leisure space in which they can be hassle-free and transcend some of the
normalizing aspects of the male gaze....It is spaces like these in the city
which enable women to be ‘chorasters’41 rather than objects for the gaze and
control of male flaneurs” (Wearing, 1998, 140-141). An anti-discrimination
case filed in 1992 by a male who felt an all-female pool was discriminatory to
him was denied. A tribunal decided that there were enough other local pools
that could

be accessed

by males and that women

suffer unlawful

discrimination in the form of sexual harassment to such an extent that they
can justify some forms of discrimination towards the dominant society. The
coalition that formed to defend the suit
asserted that the absence of men from Mclvers was
fundamental to the protection of particular forms of
sociability and interaction which are not possible in
other spaces that are universally accessible.
Specifically, they identified Mclvers as a place in
which women and small children could escape an
objectifying male gaze and male boisterousness and
violence (Iveson, 2003, 222).

4lG rosz (1995a in W earing, 1998) explains that ‘ch o ra ’, “P la to 's space betw een being and becom ing or the
space in w hich place is m ade possible, contains m any o f the characteristics w hich m asculinist know ledge
has expelled. Rather than being the object o f the stro ller’s gaze, the concept o f ‘ch o ra’ suggests a space to
be occupied and given m eaning b y the people w ho m ake use o f the space. The space gives birth to the
living experiences o f hum an beings - it is open to m any po ssib ilities” (132-133). A ‘cho raster’ is an
individual w ho through interactions in the space o f the chora, contributes to the reshaping o f that space.
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Included in the user groups42 that rallied to keep Mclvers all-female was a
group of Muslim girls from a local school, several local female Muslim
refugees and the local women’s support network (Iveson, 2003).
Muslim women historically have enjoyed the trips to the public bath house
as a way to socialize with other female members of the community (Ardalaan,
1991; Mazumdar & Mazumdar, 2001, 2002; Touba, 1991). Ardalaan (1991)
describes how a trip to the bath house for Iranian Muslim women was a much
anticipated social event, accompanied by the sharing of food. “Since the bath
was a public place all the women gathered in one large bathing room so
[they] had ample opportunity to visit and gossip” (Aradalaan, 1991, 69). The
‘public’ space described here is an all-female public space. This is consistent
with the notions of public and private space described by Mazumdar &
Mazumdar (2001), where all-female space that includes women who are not
related by family ties is considered public space in eastern cultures. The
guidelines of purdah contribute to the division of space by both private-public,
as

well

as

na-mahram

and

maharam

distinctions,

making

western

“assumptions of privacy, community, family relationships and religion”
(Mazumdar & Mazumdar, 2001, 303) inconsistent with the use of space in
eastern cultures. This inconsistency has led many scholars to portray Muslim
women as the marginalized and oppressed victims of a male dominated
4 The user groups w ho enjoyed the safe recreation space p rovided by M clvers as described in Iveson
(2003) included “older w om en; w om en w ith disabilities; w om en w ho had undergone traum atic su rg ery ...;
w omen from religious groups including m any nuns; w om en from diverse cultural backgrounds; w om en
with small children, nursing m others and pregnant w om en; w om en seeking sanctuary in the gentleness o f
our pool and the com panionship o f other w om en. ..survivors o f rape and dom estic v io len ce” (Ivenson.
2003. 223) as well as lesbians (Iveson, 2003).
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society, when in fact “there exists a differential distribution of social
knowledge - the man’s and the woman’s - this knowledge is structured in
terms of relevancies and women’s relevance structures intersect with those of
men at many points” (Nelson, 1974 cited in Mazumdar & Mazumdar, 2001,
303). Mazumdar & Mazumdar (2001) also describe the role of the public bath
house (also referred to as the hammam) as a space for women to exchange
socially valued knowledge.
Bath mistresses in charge of hammams during
women’s hours played an important role in the
women’s community through their easy access to vital
information, which they often used to control and
manipulate the behaviour of other women (Davis,
1980, 1994). Such information constituted character
references and was particularly important during the
mate selection process (Mazumdar & Mazumdar,
2001, 308).
In accordance with Spain’s (1992) assertion that the gendering of space is
problematic for women because of the transfer of culturally valued knowledge
in male space43, the bath house may be a place in Muslim culture where all
female space is beneficial for women as it provides access to culturally
valued knowledge (such as potential marriage alliances) that men cannot
access equally. When Muslim women come to live as immigrants in a country
such as Canada, their access to information that is culturally valued by their
ethnic community may be all the more vital in maintaining and elevating their
status. By providing all-female swim spaces in Canada, Muslim women may
have an opportunity to access culturally valued knowledge in a space located

43 In w estern countries this transfer o f know ledge tends to occu r in m ales spaces that fem ales have
restricted or minimal access to such as w ork and leisure spaces that are m ale-dom inated (Spain. 1992).
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away from males and the pressures of the dominant Canadian culture. The
success of the all-female swim program in the city of Toronto, and the positive
response from Muslim women (Korn, 2003) is an example of such a space.
In addition to the exchange of culturally valued knowledge, there is also
an important religious element to swimming for Muslim women. Islam
recommends physical exercise for women and “[activities which are
particularly recommended include horse riding, swimming, archery, wrestling,
running, and mountaineering” (Taylor & Toohey, 2001/2002, 89). Qualitative
research has shown that Muslim women express a strong desire to
participate in activities such as swimming, but that they often do not
participate because few facilities and programs are structured to meet their
requirements (Mazumdar & Mazumdar, 2001; Peleman, 2003; Taylor &
Toohey, 2001/2002, 1999; Walseth & Fasting, 2003). Fasting & Walseth
(2003) have considered the role religion has played in Muslim women’s
motivation to engage in sport and recreation, finding that interpretations of
Islamic text identify swimming as a key form of recreation encouraged by the
Islamic prophets and God. In addition to engaging in swimming themselves,
women are encouraged to “Teach [their] children swimming and archery, and
tell them to jump on a horse’s back” (Quaradawy, 1992, 296)”( in Walseth &
Fasting, 2003). The more fundamental the interpretations of Islamic text, the
more likely these women were to feel that they had to engage in the activities
outlined in order to assure themselves a place in heaven. This finding is
important because it creates an interesting dynamic for Muslim women living
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in Canada. As previously mentioned, the women in Khan’s (2002, 1998) work
described the challenges they faced in negotiating personal identity when
faced with the conflicts created by the Double-Panopticon. As the more
fundamentalist Islamic groups tend to be the furthest from the dominant
Canadian culture in terms of many cultural norms and values regarding
gender and ethnic practices (as compared to more modern44 Islamic groups),
women in these groups may experience the most conflict in negotiating a third
space identity. It may be surmised, then, that culturally appropriate, all-female
swim spaces may be of greater value to these women.
Directional Propositions
Through interviewing the female participants of the Windsor YMCA’s
culturally appropriate all-female swim program I expected to find many
consistencies with the literature I have reviewed, as well as some differences.
In keeping with the literature that connects recreation participation with
improved self-esteem (Collins & Kay, 2003; Wearing, 1998), I expected to find
that involvement in the swim program had this positive effect for the women
involved. I assumed that the lack of a critical male gaze, the friendly,
supportive atmosphere, and the opportunity to improve physical swimming
skills, would likely contribute to improved self-esteem for the participants. The

44 W hen referring to ‘m odern’ Islam ic groups here I use the term ‘m o d e m ’ based on H jaerp e’s (1983) (in
W alseth & Fasting, 2003) four different ideological tendencies describing how M uslim s interpret Islam.
M odernist view s “believe that society’s laws should b e inspired by Islam ic values and principles,..this often
involves radical ‘reinterpretation’ o f Islam ” (W alseth & Fasting, 2003. 46). Thus the term m odern often
im plies ‘better’ in m any contexts, but I w ant to m ake clear I do not im ply ‘b e tte r’ in this situation, but
rather ‘different’. The ‘m o d e m ’ interpretations o f Islam are not ‘b etter’ but rather ‘d ifferen t’ from
traditional/fundam entalist interpretations and this is relevant because it affects perceptions and in turn
actions.
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opportunities to meet other women of similar linguistic, religious and cultural
backgrounds might also be regarded as a valuable component of attending
the swim. A space where freedom from the stresses of life’s daily challenges
for new Canadians - linguistic barriers and the conflicting ethno-cultural norms
creating by the Third-space Double-Panopticon - might also be found.
The literature regarding the challenges Muslim women face in accessing
appropriate recreation spaces both in Muslim (deVries, 1997; Mazumdar &
Mazumdar, 2001) and non-Muslim countries (Taylor & Toohey, 1996, 1999,
2001/2002 ; Walseth & Fasting, 2003) would likely also be shared by the
women attending the YMCA program. I expected to find that the connection
between religious observances and the spatial requirements of recreation
facilities would result in a minimal number of programs and facilities that cater
to these women’s needs. I was interested to find out what, if any, coping
strategies these women used to access recreation in creative ways45
consistent with their religious guidelines. In addition to this, I expected to find
that these women interpreted Koranic guidelines as encouraging sports
participation (Walseth & Fasting, 2003).
Opportunities to access socially valued knowledge may be found at the
weekly swim program. In my own experiences attending the swim over a
period of months I have watched, and been a part of, developing friendships.
45 T his query is based on other literature that provides exam ples o f w ays that M uslim w om en have accessed
certain spaces and the values associated w ith them through creative interpretations o f Islam ic guidelines.
P elem an ’s (2003) research describes how M oroccan M uslim w om en living in B elgium drive to m alls and
parks outside o f their im m ediate neighborhood to enjoy these spaces from a p osition o f anonym ity , safe
Irom the controlling gaze o f m ale com m unity m em bers. M azum dar & M azum dar (2002) recount an
exam ple o f fem ale com m unity m em bers in India paying a blind m an to recite a serm on for them. This
provides these w om en w ith access to m osque p ray er tim e led by a m ale, but protected from the visual gaze
o f men.
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There have been several occasions where I have been able to provide
information to another woman (e.g., how to register for university courses as
a mature student), or information has been provided to me (e.g., the
existence of an all-female pool at the University of Ottawa). Based on my
experiences, I expected that other women would be able to provide similar
examples. The swim program is only a year old and many of the women who
attend are mothers of small children. As such, I did not expect to find
information about potential marriage alliances (similar to those described by
Ardalaan, 1991 and Mazumdar & Mazumdar, 2001) being exchanged at this
point.

But, if the program continues, this type of knowledge might be

transferred between participants in the future. What types of information
constitute socially valued knowledge for these women was of interest to me.
Perhaps this would take the form of information about a particularly good ESL
(English as a Second Language) course, a housing or employment
opportunity, or enrollment for children in the local Islamic school.
The use of societal surveillance to control women’s behaviour, to prevent
them from accessing socially valued knowledge, and to maintain the privilege
and power of men by keeping women marginalized, might not be consciously
recognized by the women attending this swim program. The great power of
designing spaces that allow for surveillance is that it creates a feeling of
discomfort and isolation. This may lead a person to think or feel that her/his
discomfort is a personal issue, and to deal with it through individual coping
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strategies46 or absence, rather than group agency. The women who attend
the YMCA swim program vary greatly in their swimming attire. Some women
wear long pants and a shirt over their swimsuits, others wear long cycling
shorts and t-shirts, while others wear one piece swimsuits and bikinis. The
current research regarding women and surveillance at swimming pools
pertains to teenage girls in Australia (James, 2000) and middle aged women
in England (Wigmore, 1993). In both cases body discomfort and coping
strategies were discussed, but the role religious beliefs play in body image
has not been considered. I was interested in exploring the extent to which
Islamic religious requirements concerning modesty positively or negatively
affected body image. What role does self-surveillance play in constraining
and controlling Muslim women’s negotiations of body image and identity? I
expected to find some similarities to women of western cultures as well as
differences due to religious and cultural variations. I thought the role
swimming attire plays in outwardly demonstrating these beliefs would be
interesting to discover.
The one aspect of this research that I thought might refute previous
literature is the generalization that women of eastern cultures value family
based leisure activities over individual experiences (Paraschak & Tirone,
2003). In attending the swim program I observed and interacted mainly with
the women who spend time in the length swimming section. While some of
these women attend the swim with their children, the children stay in the

She' teenage girls in Jam es (2000) covered w ith tow els on the pool deck and w ore baggy t-shirts as ways
to cope with the discom fort o f w earing a sw im suit on the p ool deck.
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shallow play area of the pool. Others do not attend the swim with children, but
rather with friends. Several of the women with whom I have spoken have
mentioned that this weekly swim program is their time for themselves. The
program provides a babysitting service and their children stay and play there
in the gym while the mothers go swimming. While many of the women do
attend and spend the time swimming and playing with their children, this
significant group that chooses to participate without their children presents a
challenge to the current literature. The motivations for desiring individually
oriented leisure, away from the responsibilities of family, would be interesting
to explore. Parallels and divergences between Muslim women and women of
western cultures described in the literature (Wearing, 1998; Collins & Kay,
2003) were thus explored.
Results
Demographic Profile
The six women I interviewed ranged in age from 20 to 34 years. Three
were born in Canada, the other three were from Pakistan, Afghanistan and
Abou-Dhabi. Of the three women born in Canada, one woman’s parents were
from Lebanon and she had been born and raised Muslim. The other two
women were of Italian or Scottish/British ancestry and had converted to Islam,
one in her late teens, the other in her late twenties. Both of the women who
had converted to Islam had been practicing Muslims for at least three years.
Two of the six women's first language was English, the other first languages
included Persian, Arabic (2), and Urdu. Other languages spoken included
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Indian, Uudoo, French, Punjabi, Sommalian, Italian, Spanish, Arabic, and
English. One woman required a translator for the interview. Five of the six
women had at least some post-secondary education. One woman had
completed tenth grade, one was currently in college, another had completed
college and three had university degrees in Arabic Literature, English
linguistics and Engineering respectively. Three of the women were married,
one was engaged to be married and two were single. All three of the married
women had at least one child. Of the women who were not born in Canada,
two of them had lived here for five years. One had been living in Canada for
only six months. Five of the six women wore some form of a hejab and loose,
covering clothing in their daily life. All of the women had attended the swim
program regularly (2 times/month) for a period of at least four months. Only
one of the six women was not currently attending the swim program.
Findings
The women I interviewed first began participating in the weekly swim
program for four main reasons: to have fun (3); to learn to swim (1); to
exercise (4); and because it was the only place they knew of that catered to
their religious requirements (3). They continued to swim there for these same
reasons in addition to the social interaction that they enjoyed through
attending (2). Of the six women, only two had gone swimming at other pools
in Windsor, and both described feeling uncomfortable at these pools due to
being watched by others or made fun of for wearing clothes in the pool.
Jennifer: “Yeah, I went swimming once with clothes on there and it was the
worst experience, I totally didn’t feel comfortable you know? And like, there’s
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a lot of little kids there and they’re Muslim too so they understand but then
there are other kids who are always poking fun, like ‘why is she swimming in
that? Take off those...’ .... And plus it’s like all open windows and there’s
guys, guy lifeguards and everything so it was weird but my little brother really
wanted to go so I was like okay.”
Recreational Swimming Opportunities

Two of the women had been swimming at all-female pools or beaches in their
country of origin and one Canadian born woman had also been to visit
relatives and during this time gone to all-female beaches. Only the woman
from Afghanistan had never been to a pool in her homeland. She explained
that she did not even know about swimming or swimming pools until she
came to Canada. The pools found in these predominately Muslim countries
were described by one woman:
Fayza: “They were more private, and you can find your privacy there and then
you have more fun...we have separate pools for ladies and gents....the pool
is separate, like it’s a separate building, a separate pool there made only for
women,., the owners, the managers, the people who are serving there, they
are all-female... you can come any time and you can swim, it’s not necessary
that you have to come on Sunday and then you can only swim for two hours.
There you can come anytime during the week and then you can swim.”
None of the women could provide a concrete example of another place in
Canada where there was an all-women’s swim program like the one provided
by the YMCA, though one woman speculated about some swimming
opportunities she had heard about in Toronto. This same woman was positive
that there were no other programs in the Windsor area, explaining that if there
were the news would ‘travel fast’ and that other Muslim women would pass on
the information.

Ill
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Benefits Associated with Participating

The women described the positive benefits of this program including the
health benefits of being able to exercise and maintain one’s physique (4);
having fun (3); providing their children with an opportunity to have fun (1);
meeting new people (2); and an opportunity to socialize and exercise in an
environment where they could relax, not having to worry about feeling selfconscious because men are around (2).
The social aspect of the swim program was considered very important by
five of the six women. The woman who found it less important had been a
competitive swimmer when she was growing up (prior to converting to Islam)
and had also grown up in the Windsor area, and her motivation for attending
was more fitness oriented. The women who were newer to Canada greatly
valued the opportunity to come and meet other women.
Fayza: “Definitely, you come to know a lot about people, and specially those
that are immigrant here, I guess they should come and they should try to
attend because there are people to learn the new ways, to adapt to new life,
it’s I guess more easier to adapt to the changes if you come to meet people, if
you have company and friends.”______________________________________
Knowledge Exchanges

When asked if she had ever spoken with another woman at the pool about
things going on in the local Muslim community the women were somewhat
divided, with two women stating that they would not talk about such issues
with other women, while the other four provided examples ranging from
upcoming dinners, prayers and speeches at the mosque, to discussions of
the Koran as well as comparisons between their religion and Christianity. One
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woman also provided an example of a ‘heated’ discussion that occurred
between one of the lifeguards (who is Christian) and three of the women at
the swim (who are Muslim) about the pool closings for Ramadan. The
conversation ended on a friendly note, though, with both sides coming to a
better understanding of the other’s position.
Jennifer: “ We even got into one really, really heated, ah not heated but
indepth conversation with [Sue], me, [Shanaz],.. we all had, I don’t know how
it came up but it was like something about Christmas and ..or how it was
closed on a certain holiday, oh during Rammadan, nobody was hardly there,
remember? And we ended up getting into this big thing with [Sue] and she
was saying, I don’t know, .. it was just a really political, opinionated
conversation. And that was really fun, it was interesting to hear her point of
view.”
When asked if she had ever learned something from another woman at the
swim that had helped her in her daily life, only one woman said that she had
not. The other women listed sharing knowledge about information such as job
opportunities (1); recipes (1); home life (2); shopping and store sales(2); as
well as the opportunity to practice English (1).
Aasiyah: “Cooking recipes, stores that have sales, things like that... Women
are women, we love to talk, we love to share ideas. Yeah just over the
weekend we went shopping at a discount place at the outlet mall. So my
Mom’s friend called her up and said ‘we’ve got to go to the store, Liz
Claiborne is having a sale! Skirts are like nine dollars! Let’s go!’ so we’re like
‘okay!’”___________________________________________________________
One woman who had converted to Islam also described how information she
had learned from another woman at the swim might help her in dealing with
her father, who was Catholic and disapproved of her religious choice.
Jennifer: “When we were talking with Fayza she was giving me a few pieces
of information about Islam and Christianity that will definitely help me
whenever me and my Dad are having an argument. Yeah, she said some
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things that I didn’t even know and I’m pretty well versed when it comes to
comparative religion.”_______________________________________________
Recreation and Self-Esteem

All the women described feeling positively about their experiences at the
swimming pool. Only the woman who had grown up training on a competitive
swim team did not feel that she had improved her swimming skills by coming
each week.

The other five

all described feeling

‘great’ about their

accomplishments.
Farishta: “I’m like a dolphin [laughs], makes me feel like ugh [flexed arm
muscle] so good!”__________________________________________________
Perhaps the most incredible experience, though, was for one woman who had
been born with a shortened Achilles tendon and had had difficulty with most
types of sport and recreation growing up.
Aasiyah: “It was great. I was like I can... because you know, me personally I
was born with a tightened Achilles tendon so I had trouble walking all my life, I
was in special shoes and everything. My parents, new to the country, were
frightened by the idea of the surgery...And I didn’t realize that muscles
perform differently in water than they do outside of water and the next thing
you know I’m swimming back and forth! I’m like ‘oh my goodness!’ I think that
the first time I realized it I was almost in tears because I was like ‘I can
swim!’... I can swim! I can swim! That was great."________________________
Family Versus Individual Orientations to Leisure

All six women provided an example of at least one female family member
they had brought swimming including a sister, cousin, daughter, or mother.
Program Likes and Dislikes

The women liked that the swimming program was organized in such a way
that the pool was available to them for two full hours (3) and that it was a
recreational swim where some semi-structured instruction was available to
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them if they wanted it (2). Also valued was the private, all-female nature of the
program (3).
When asked what they did not like about the way the program was
organized, one woman said that she liked everything about the program and
had no complaints. Three of the women said that they were hesitant to be
critical of anything as they were so appreciative of having anything at all in
which they could participate. When further probed, two of the women wished
that it could be offered more than once a week, and one woman wished for
more help from the swimming instructor. Two of the women expressed
concern that the window looking down into the pool was not always properly
covered and sometimes not covered at all.
Daifa: “Things that [I don’t] like is that window, that one window it’s up there,
even though like we know that there’s nobody around but still it can show,
people can look through it and look at us. And they close it sometimes but not
always, that’s not well organized..When they close it and when not, .. and
when you see it’s disorganized it’s only when it’s busy and there is too many
women. Then at that time my suggestion is that they need more supervision,
supervisors, you know staff watching.” ___________________________
Aasiyah: “The only thing that, ah..the fear that a man can walk in at any
time... the fact that they had the windows that, the windows at the top where
if you are at the second level then you can look down and you can see..just
the constant worry that... I don’t think they ever gave us the comfort level that
‘we would announce if a man was coming your way.”

Pool Design Preferences

With regards to the design of the pool facility including the changing rooms,
deck space and actual pool space, two women had no comment, positively or
negatively. Things that the women liked about the design of the pool facility
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included the separate changing stalls and shower stalls (1) and the fact that
there was only one window high up and it was easy to cover (3).
Stacey: “But at [pool Y], I’ve taken my kids there but I’ve never swam there
and that one’s really open so.. Even my daughter doesn’t like that it’s open,
even she’ll go swimming and she might wear a t-shirt and leggings,..but she
doesn’t like that ‘oh it’s all open’ and you can see the road and you can see
everything. That’s one thing that she doesn’t like about that place, but so I
guess that it’s nice that it is enclosed [YMCA pool] and there’s only the one
window up top so that it’s easy to cover up. It’s not like you have the whole
wall opened up, and you’re trying to cover it up. You know like at [pool Q] if
you were to cover up all those windows that show outside it would take a long
time.”
When asked what they disliked about the pool design one woman
commented that there were not enough changing stalls and that the fabric on
some of them was ripped or gone completely. The only other concern with
design that was voiced by two women was that the window that looked into
the pool wasn’t always covered but one woman mentioned that the lock on
the front doors of the building helped with this concern. The lock was also
used as a tool to encourage other friends to attend the swim.
Jennifer: “I think the first time I came that window was open and I got
nervous and was like ‘what the heck?’ but they were like ‘don’t worry, nobody
is in here’ so I guess that’s not really a problem. As long as they cover it up
and then we feel secure, as long as they’ve got the doors locked, as long as
we., you know they have our trust as of now.
Interviewer: “Do you think that was important at the start., that there was
trust between whoever organized it?”
Jennifer: “Yeah, because a lot of people were questioning me, they were like
‘no, I don’t think so’, they were really doubtful. I’m like ‘no, for real, they don’t
even let a man in the building. They have a lock, they keep the door locked
and they let you in if you’re a women’ and then they are like ‘oh really?’
Because people are very questioning, Muslims don’t joke around when it
comes to what their faith says. We really follow it to a ‘t’.“
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In this portion of the interview three of the women mentioned the hygienic
condition of the pool. One woman wanted to know how often the pool water
was emptied and the pool cleaned as some of her friends would not come to
the pool or bring their children swimming because they said the pool was not
clean and there was too much chlorine used. Another woman also mentioned
that the chlorine was sometimes too strong, while yet another commented
that she preferred this pool as it was cleaner than other pools in the city that
she had swam at as a child.
Challenges Faced Due to Cultural Transitions

Three of the women were born in Canada, one born Muslim, two
converted. Each of the other three women were born in Afghanistan,
Pakistan, and Abou-Dhabi respectively. The woman from Pakistan had lived
in Canada for six months, the other two women had both lived in Canada for
five years. The woman who required the help of a translator had lived in
Canada for five years. When asked about hardships in moving to Canada, of
the three women who were born in Canada two of them independently,
without the suggestion of the interviewer, selected to rephrase the question to
‘have you experienced any hardships since you have (a) started covering up
and wearing the hejab?’ and (b) ‘since you’ve been Muslim?’ and the third
woman said she felt the question didn’t apply to her. Both of the women who
chose to rephrase the question spoke of discrimination from family and
people that they knew prior to covering, as well as discrimination from people
they did not know such as store clerks.
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Aasiyah: “So I mean when I decided to start covering up I did experience
hardships in the way that people started treating me. I noticed it was a big
difference, people who knew me knew that I could speak English perfectly but
then they decided to stop talking to me. It’s like maybe they felt they couldn’t
talk to me anymore...A lot of times we tend to stereotype different cultures
and different races. And things like ‘oh this race does this’., you know so
unfortunately with the fact that some people misinterpreted the religion the
wrong way, but everyone should not be blamed for that. And I have some
friends in Ottawa, I moved down to Windsor shortly after September 11, 2001,
and it was like they were saying they were getting yelled at and it’s like, I
didn’t do anything wrong, it wasn’t me!”
Jennifer: “So I’ve been in Canada my whole life and I’ve been totally secular
my whole life up until three years ago, then I had a total change of lifestyle so hardships? Yeah, a lot, oh yeah. People like, I don’t know, people treat you
a bit differently when you are wearing a scarf. Sometimes people even treat
you better though, that’s the thing I am surprised about. Some men,., well
okay, most men, I have to say most men respect me two hundred percent
more than they used to. No men, I have never caught a man trying to check
me out since I have been wearing what I wear. Never have I felt
uncomfortable walking down the street, I never felt threatened, I’ve never felt
that a man is trying, when he had a conversation with me, I never felt like he
is trying to...I don’t know, have something inappropriate, any inappropriate
desire about me. Um, but then there’s the other hand where women, women
are different, like sales clerks might treat you differently.”
Interviewer: “Like how ‘differently’?”
Jennifer: Just kind of like a little more like you’re not very my priority person
to help right now. Not always, there’s really good sales people but then
there’s others...And then most of the hardship is with my family and my
internal people that, like you know I lost some of my friends because I’m not
‘fun’ anymore, I don’t want to club anymore and a lot of my friends were
partiers, cause I was a partier you know.”
Though the third woman born in Canada who converted to Islam did not
speak of hardships when asked this question she did, later on in her
interview, comment on how she also noticed a change in the way men and
women treated her once she began to cover and her comments almost
directly paralleled those of the other convert.
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Stacey: “Oh I notice that the men are different...I wouldn’t say ‘all men’
because I don’t know ‘all men’ but in general I would say I used to get a lot
more comments from men when I dressed..like I used to wear tight jeans and
a t-shirt or something and I would get a lot more comments. Like sexually
related comments from men maybe at school or just walking down the street
or at the mall. I would get more of those comments or more kind of glances
like that. And I do notice a difference that way, that I don’t get those looks
now obviously
I have had people who have treated me kind of rudely at
first because they think that I don’t have any intelligence. And then after
awhile when they speak to me they kind of totally change their attitude and
they are totally different towards me...I just find that people find it very
confusing, especially if I’m with my mother because they’ll be like ‘oh well,
you guys have different backgrounds’ and I’m like ‘no, she’s my mother’ and
they’re like ‘no way!’ and then I say ‘well I converted to Islam, so I was born
here and everything and my roots are British and Scottish, I’m British by my
roots but I’m a Muslim in my religion’.”
Of the three women who had immigrated to Canada, two said the greatest
hardship that they had faced was not knowing the language while the other
woman who had only been living in Canada six months said that finding a job
had been her greatest hardship in moving. In addition to not speaking the
language, one woman also described being lonely as she did not have her
citizenship for the first few years and therefore could not travel back to
Afghanistan to visit family.
Farishta: “Urn, yeah, I was lonely. Because of the language I couldn’t talk to
anybody, and because of it I didn’t know my way around, that was the hard
part. And I couldn’t see my family because I didn’t have my Canadian
citizenship and I couldn’t drive, that was the hard part. But now it’s a piece of
cake.”
The woman who required the translator said she felt she should be speaking
better by now, having lived in Canada for five years.
Role o f YMCA Swim Program in Transition

When asked if this program at the YMCA had helped at all with any
hardships faced by these women due to either a) their choice to veil or b) their
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immigration to Canada, all the women agreed that it did help. Of the three
women born in Canada who chose to start wearing a veil, one said the
program helped by providing her with an inexpensive place where she could
go with her children and it gave her a place to exercise outside of her own
home. The other two women born in Canada both said that the program
provided them the opportunity to go somewhere and just ‘swim’.
Jennifer: “Just because I wear this doesn’t mean that I have to be totally
locked up with no opportunities to do fun things anymore. I’ll modify anything.,
but people don’t think that, they just think we are locked in the corner of our
basement or whatever wearing black [laughs]. Yeah but the Y has helped
because it offers us something fun to do and say ‘hey, we’re going to girl’s
swim’ and then people can’t really point that finger.”
For the three women not born in Canada, the YMCA program had helped
them by providing a place to learn the language (3); to meet people and make
new friends (2); and to be active (1).
Only two of the six women had ever participated in or used the other
facilities offered at the YMCA. One of these women participated in the
aerobics and free gym time that was offered concurrently with the Sunday
evening swim program and the other had belonged to the gym during the
summer months. This woman had dealt with the mixed gendered nature of
the gym by using it early in the morning when the space was not busy.
Daifa: “I had a gym membership at the club, also at the YMCA, but I stopped
it now because it is the winter time, I only go every Sunday now for swim.
When I did go though I tried to go early when nobody’s there still, like very
few people there, and even if one person or like two males walked in it won’t
be a problem...It’s not as comfortable as when you are there having
[women’s time] without a cover but it’s not that big a trouble, you can
_____________
___________
_________
manage.”
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When asked how this all-female swim program was different from other
recreation programs in which they had participated, three of the women
focused on the fact that it was female only and this meant that they could be
less inhibited in their actions as well as be more comfortable being able to
wear a swim suit rather than a baggy t-shirt and pants in the pool. Two of the
other women said that they did not currently participate in other programs
because they were too busy and the third had been a member of Goodlife
Fitness where she said she felt comfortable working out. The woman who had
belonged to Goodlife Fitness was the only woman of the five who did not
wear a hejab or covering clothing in her daily life outside the home. Prior to
moving to Canada, though, she had always been covered and lived in a
heavily gender segregated culture where she had never heard or known
about women going swimming.
Interviewer: “Did you notice a difference because when you’re there do you
feel different because Goodlife is men and women and the Y is just women.
Does that make any difference to you?”
Farishta: “No, not at all, I feel comfortable.”
Interviewer: “Is that something though when you first moved to Canada, did
you notice a difference...did you grow up with everything being men and
women very separate?”
Farishta: “Yes, yeah, well I find that at first I find it very annoying, but after a
little while when I was working and I was getting to know people I didn't find it
so annoying so I think it was fine.
Interviewer: “When you say ‘annoying’, do you mean you weren’t used to it?”
Farishta: “Yeah, it was kind of strange and weird because we didn’t have that
back home you know so that just took a little bit of time getting used to.”
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Islam and Recreation

All six of the women answered

‘y e s ’

to the question: Would you describe

yourself as Muslim? When asked if being Muslim and female affected her
ability to go swimming, one of the women said that in her family it only
affected the older women and those women who still lived in Afghanistan. All
the other women (5) said that they interpreted Islamic teachings and text to
encourage swimming and other forms of physical activity, but they all also
said that the proper code of conduct and dress must be followed when
engaging in these activities.
Fayza: “It does encourage about you know physical activity, like praying five
times a day is a physical activity, so working out is an integral part of our
religion, like of Islam. But definitely the proper code of conduct is there, like
you don’t, we aren’t supposed to go in there (pool) and show off our bodies
____________
___________________
out to the public.”
Stacey: “We are actually supposed to, like um, encouraged actually to keep
fit and keep your body in good shape and things like that, you know, exercise.
It’s just that we’re not encouraged to do them with men, we are encouraged to
do them separately.”
____
Jennifer: “There’s a lot of traditions that the prophet Hadid, Hadid are like
verses of the Bible, things that the prophets have said about things you
should eat and things you should do and you’d be surprised at how many
things he touched on when he was on earth about exercise, about finances,
about relationships with...yeah everything and absolutely exercise, and
healthy lifestyle was something that the prophet was a very good teacher at.”
One woman even cited the verse in the Koran that specifically encouraged
teaching your children to swim.
Daifa: “Yes, there is a verse, like a speech to the Mohammed prophet,
through the Hadid; so ‘teach your children swimming, and shooting, ah, fire
shooting, uh, archery and horse riding’ this is important.” ____________
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Five of the women wore a one piece bathing suit while swimming, the sixth
woman wore a two-piece swim suit. Two of the women said they wore a swim
suit because they were told it was required. The woman who was not
currently attending the swim program said that if she was attending, she
would wear a more covering suit:
Aasiyah: “Well Islamically even if you are among women that is ah, I think
you have to have from this [neck area just above chest] to just below your
knees should be covered, so I mean usually if I wear anything I would wear
like a diver’s swim suit. You know the ones that are sleeveless and they come
down to your knees.. .Just so that you’re not offensive to anybody else.”_____
The only woman who did not wear a hejab or covering clothing in her daily
life had worn this clothing her entire life up until immigrating to Canada, at
which point she chose not to cover. The other five women all said that they
wore a hejab and long loose clothing that covered all but their hands and
face. When asked why they covered, all five women said that this was a
guideline for all Muslims.
Stacey: “ Because as a Muslim in the Koran, which we believe was revealed
by God himself as a divine revelation, it says that we are to dress modestly,
as modestly as we can and we are to cover our beauty, just to show I guess
that beauty is coming from the inside, not the outside. And people aren’t
judging us on our appearance, like they are not judging us in a sexual way,
more so for the person we are inside and things like that.”_________________
When asked if being female and Muslim affected their ability to engage in
other recreational activities, all six women said that it did not. When further
probed about the possibility of participating in recreational activities with men
present, one woman said it would not matter to her; three said that it would be
better if there were no men around but if there were they would cover and it
would be all right; one said that she had never attempted to participate in
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recreational activities with men around and one said that it would be
impossible for her to participate if there were men present. Of the three who
said that they would participate covered if men were present, two of these
women said they would not participate in contact sports or activities with men.
Fayza: “Only women. Like I’m coming for women only swimming program.
Right? So if it’s basketball for women only I would definitely love to play.
Interviewer: “But if they don’t specifically make it women only?
Fayza: “Definitely I can’t play then.”___________________________________
Perception o f Canadian Attitude Towards inclusive Recreation

When asked what they thought of the general Canadian attitude towards
providing appropriate recreation programs for Muslim women, the opinions
were divided. The three women who were new to Canada said they thought
the general Canadian attitude was very good. Two of these women spoke
about how wonderfully the lifeguard/swim instructor treated them, and one
woman mentioned that my research showed that Canadians were interested
in helping them. The third woman said she thought it was great that the
YMCA provided a program like this. When further probed about what she
thought of people’s attitudes outside the YMCA she said:
Fayza: “I don’t think people are, you know they have their own apprehensions
about it and then you know they are questionable - ‘okay, if you want privacy
why do you want privacy?’ So at times it is difficult to explain to people right?
So in that regard people have their own apprehensions about it you know. It’s
just a matter of perception I guess, they don’t have that perception then they
definitely don’t perceive it. So definitely if I don’t know anything about their
code how am I able to respond to their activity or to their lifestyle...I guess
that’s the point, the point should be understood, the point is that they don’t
know about the Muslim religion.”
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The three women who had grown up in Canada were more critical of the
general Canadian attitude towards providing appropriate recreation programs.
All three of these women felt that the general Canadian attitude was not very
receptive to them and that most people either never gave it any thought or felt
they should participate in mixed gender programs like everyone else.

Stacey: “Oh I don’t think they think about it, no. No and I think a lot of people
think ‘well if you want to put your money into it and pay for the facility that’s
fine with us but we’re not going to help you in any way, shape or form to pay
for it if you don’t want to be there for that’. Right, like they would say ‘okay,
we’ll use your tax money for certain things in the community’, but they
wouldn’t say ‘lets have a community service where we help the Muslim
women’. They’re not going to say that, if you want separate then you have to
pay for everything yourself.”_________________________________________

Aasiyah: “I think they think it’s a hassle, why do I have to make certain ah
you know? I mean it’s just a fact, yeah. So like for example we can’t eat
certain types of foods. ‘Why? A food, is a food, is a food’. It’s like you know
food has to be a certain way, or certain products we just don’t eat and that’s
just a personal belief. I think you have to look at it from their perspective too
you know they say ‘why can’t we just do things together?”’
Interviewer: “It’s easier just to make everybody the same?”
Aasiyah: “Exactly. But not everybody is the same, we’re all individuals, we’re
all unique?___________________________
______________ _________

Jennifer: “ You know I don’t want to speak on behalf of the general Canadian
attitude but I can guess it’s not really people’s priority yet because they think
we are just being overly extreme and they think well why should they be any
different, we have our swimming programs, if they want to take part they
should take part but why should we cater to their needs? But I think some
people do want to cater because being Canada we’re so multicultural.”______
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Influence o f Male Family Members

When asked if male family members have any influence on these women’s
ability to go swimming, all six women had at least one male family member
who did or could influence them. Two of the women said that they did not
have male family members living in Canada who would influence them. Of
these two women, one woman was not married and did not have any male
family members living in Canada, but she did say her brothers living in her
homeland would expect her to attend a women’s swim, just as they attended
men’s swims.
Fayza: “Yeah it should be for all women. Like my brothers will never go for
[laughs], they are going for men’s swimming, they wouldn’t go for you know
men and women swimming....We have the same code of conduct for both
Muslim women and men and so it’s not like a man is allowed to do what a
woman is not allowed to do, it’s not like that.”____________________________
The other woman was married and lived in Windsor with her husband. Her
father still lived in Afghanistan, but she had brothers living in Canada. She
said that her husband and brothers did not mind where she went swimming
but that her father would.
Farishta: “I don’t think they [her brothers] would be like ‘oh no, you can’t go
swimming, you have bathing suit, we can’t look at you”
Interviewer: “How would maybe older people in your family [mind]?”
Farishta: “Yeah, older people like maybe my uncle or maybe my father, or
maybe some other member of my family if they would be older I think they
would have mind but..”
Interviewer: “Like if you still lived in Afghanistan do you think your father
would care if you went swimming?
Farishta: “Oh of course he wouldn’t let me go first.”
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I Interviewer: “But if he knew it was just women would he let you go?”
j Farishta: “Maybe yeah, yeah.”_______________________________________
Of the other four women, the three who were married (2)/engaged (1) said
that it mattered to their husbands/fiancee that they went swimming during all
female swim times, and the woman who was not married said that it mattered
to her father. One woman said that her husband had to go and see the pool
for himself.

Daifa: “As long as there’s no males around the place, no male is looking at us
or watching us there is no problem at all with the males in our family”
Interviewer: “Okay, so they know that the pool you go to, that no one can see
you and it’s okay?”
Daifa: “[My] husband did not believe it in the beginning that there is a place
like this in Canada where women can have their own privacy until he went
and saw it for himself [laughs].’’

Both of the women who had converted to Islam and had married Muslim
men said that their husbands were glad that there was a program for them to
go and swim and they encouraged them to attend.
Analysis of Findings
This portion of the research is strongly guided by the theoretical framework
of a Third-Space Double Panopticon. While the intentions and methods
described earlier by the architects and recreation professionals was well
meaning and to a certain extent well informed, it is through presenting and
analyzing the findings from these interviews with the Muslim women attending
the all-female swim program that the gaps between the design process and a
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specific user group become apparent. To begin to understand why women
from ethnic minorities living as immigrants continue to be such a heavily
marginalized group, research about important indicators of social and
physical health such as recreation participation and access to programs
needs to be more fully understood. I think the concept of a Third Space
Double-Panopticon helps to describe how actual facility design, in addition to
other factors such as socio-economic constraints, can inhibit the participation
of Muslim women and potentially many other groups with concerns about
body objectification.
Through the course of this research project I have attended the all-female
Sunday evening swim program at the YMCA twenty times. During this time I
have kept a weekly journal chronicling my own learning experiences as well
as descriptions of significant events. These experiences provide a more full
illustration of the lived recreational swimming experiences of these women
and will compliment the information gathered in the interviews for this portion
of the research.
Before beginning,

it is important to distinguish the two levels of

surveillance that are being discussed in this research. The first, discussed in
the following section, is the actual visual surveillance of recreation spaces,
facilitated by design, that allows people outside the pool to see into the pool
space. Because women of the Islamic world resist the surveillance of their
bodies by na-mahram males, and Islamic societies are heavily divided by
gender, this becomes a point of conflict for these women living in Canada,
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since the dominant Canadian culture encourages western

notions of

femaleness and public space that is mixed gender. This leads to the second
level of surveillance, which is the observation of the individual by the
community,

with

community

members

either

rewarding

or

punishing

behaviours in keeping with how they align or fail to align with socially
accepted cultural norms for gender and ethnicity. This is the level of
surveillance that is being discussed in relation to the theoretical construct of
the Third Space Double Panopticon in the section following this one. At this
level of surveillance behaviour is monitored by both imposed (external
persons) and internalized (self) surveillance.
Actual Surveillance in the Swimming Space: Constraints and Coping
Strategies

Through the course of the interviews, all of the women expressed concern
about having their bodies viewed by males. Even the woman who no longer
chose to veil and was a member of a mixed gender fitness club described
feeling uncomfortable swimming at her gym’s pool due to the number of
windows that looked in. Other women gave specific examples in their
interviews such as times when the window at the YMCA was left uncovered;
the use of a lock on the front door of the facility to compensate for an
uncovered window; the sense of trust they had in the pool staff towards
warning them of a man’s approach; and the nature of other city pools with
regards to the use of windows and curtains. All these examples are evidence
of a strong awareness of, and resistance to, surveillance opportunities for
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persons outside of the pool space. Directly related to this are the constraints
these women faced in accessing appropriate recreation. In addition to
challenges facing women in general, such as child care and a busy schedule,
these women could not provide an example of another program that catered
to their religious requirements in the way that this YMCA program did and it
was only offered one time a week for a period of two hours. Unlike the women
described in Wigmore (1993) and the teenage girls in James (2000), the
women I interviewed were not willing to concede their discomfort in being
viewed by males and go swimming in mixed gender space as Wigmore’s
(1993) older women did. Nor did they give examples of going to pools outside
the community where they could enjoy swimming from a position of
anonymity the way James’ (2000) teenage girls did. The amount of control
exerted by male family members for several of the women seemed to occur at
arms length, especially for the women who did not have immediate male
family members nearby to influence them. As such, the control and societal
surveillance coming from the Islamic community regarding the actual
surveillance of these women as they swam seems to be highly internalized.
Anonymity to others in the recreation space does not protect oneself from the
behaviours dictated by self-surveillance. Similar to the high performance
athletes described by Shogan (1999), who train hard even when the coach is
not watching, so too these women assume the responsibility for making sure
the swimming space meets Islamic requirements regardless of men’s direct
influence.
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Some of the women did provide examples of coping strategies that they
adopted in order to access some form of recreation. Examples of this include
wearing covering clothing and using gym equipment in mixed gendered space
during quiet periods of the day and participating in rollerblading while wearing
long, loose clothing. One woman also described attending a mixed gender
swim while wearing full covering clothing but said that the experience was so
negative that she would never try it again. In general, though, the woman did
express frustration that the swim program was only offered once a week and
that there were minimal other opportunities for them to access appropriate
recreation.
The Double-Panopticon: Surveillance and Conflicting Cultural Norms

At some point in each of the interviews with the three women who were
born in Canada, they all described experiences of receiving negative
treatment from members of the general Canadian public, acquaintances and
even family members due to their choice to veil. These women were also
more critical than the women who were newer to Canada about general
Canadian attitudes towards providing appropriate recreation programs for
Muslim women. They said that in their opinion many people felt they were
being overly extreme in their behaviour and that they should just go along
with what was already offered by current recreation programs. Conflicting with
this pressure to conform to Canadian norms about mixed gender public
swimming space, was these women’s own desire and the encouragement
from their Islamic community to use all-female swimming space. The three
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women who were immigrants to Canada spoke much more positively about
the general Canadian attitude towards providing appropriate recreation to
Muslim women. These women also did not mention any examples of
discrimination in their interviews. This finding has helped me to rework part of
my vision of this Third-Space Double Panopticon model. I suggested in the
directional propositions that the women who were newest to Canada and
were perhaps the least integrated into Canadian society, (i.e., through
interactions provided by employment or non-lslamic social networks such as
volunteering at their children’s public school), may experience the greatest
amount of pressure in negotiating a Third Space identity.

Based on these

interviews I believe that it is the women who are closest to the middle ground
between the two Panopticons that experience greater pressure from both
sides. As such, it is these women who stand to benefit in the most tangible
way from programs such as this all-female swim. By living portions of their
daily lives surrounded by an Islamic community, and other portions
surrounded by the dominant Canadian culture, these women are faced with
more conflicting pressures than the women who predominantly associate with
the Islamic community. Opportunities such as this YMCA program provide
public recreation spaces that do not pressure these women to conform to the
mixed gender, and often male dominated, public recreation space norms of
Canadian society.
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Motivations to Participate

The motivations to participate in the weekly swim program included
learning to swim; having fun; providing fun for their children; getting exercise;
and meeting new people and socializing. Connected to these motivations to
participate was a sense of feeling good about oneself that the women
described, often due to improvements in their swimming skills. This finding
supports Toohey & Taylor’s (1995) assertion that sport may act as a vehicle
to improve self-esteem for Muslim women the same way that it does for
Aboriginal people.
In the questions surrounding motivations to participate, I did include a
question on attending the swim program with family members. The question
was “Do you bring any family members swimming with you?” Based on my
own experiences attending the swim, I knew that many of the women brought
their family with them some weeks (i.e., children, sister, mother) and came on
their own or with friends other weeks. In addition to this, there were several
occasions where a woman commented to me that this weekly swim was her
time for herself. This suggests that, while women of eastern cultures tend to
value family oriented leisure time over more western feminist associations
with individually oriented leisure time (Paraschak & Tirone, 2003), the
connection between family and leisure may be more complex than simply
saying western women value individually oriented leisure time and eastern
women value family oriented leisure time. While I was interested in revealing
motivations for desiring individually oriented recreation time, all of the women
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answered the question saying that they do bring family members swimming
with them. Due to my inexperience as an interviewer, I failed to use that
opportunity to deliver prompts based on my own observations. As such I
cannot comment on the motivations for why these women did engage in non
family oriented recreation. But, I will say that for many of the women attending
the swim, including those who I interviewed, there were many occasions
when they attended the swim without family members.
In addition to the motivations for recreational swimming that might be
seen amongst women in general, these women had the added motivation of a
religious connection

between

physical fitness and

Islamic guidelines.

Consistent with Walseth and Fasting’s (2003) research with Islamic women in
Egypt, five of the six women said they interpreted Islamic guidelines to
encourage physical activity. Walseth and Fasting (2003) were able to make a
correlation between style of dress and the degree to which the women
interviewed made a connection between Islam and physical activity (see
literature

review for this

discussion).

Because there

were

only

six

interviewees for this section, and five of the six dressed very similarly, a
conclusive statement cannot be made. However, the woman who did not
make a strong connection between Islam and physical activity was also the
woman who did not wear a veil in public.
The Value o f Gendered Space

Spain (1992) asserts that by degendering space, women have the
opportunity to gain access to the socially valued knowledge that is transferred
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in male space. While I do not challenge the value of this idea, I do think that in
cultures heavily divided by gender lines, where women possess socially
valued female knowledge that is distinct from male knowledge (Mazumdar &
Mazumdar, 2001), providing public recreation spaces for these women to
meet and interact with other women may be more effective in developing
support networks and community outside of the family. Failure to provide all
female public space may lead Muslim women who are newcomers to
Canadian communities with few opportunities to meet other women and
access information.

The compounding effects of language, ethnicity and

gender may contribute to the social isolation that many immigrant women
from Islamic countries experience (Khan, 2002) upon moving to Canada.
Social isolation of individuals in their homes is an incredibly powerful way to
keep people marginalized (Massey, 2001). All-female public recreation space
facilitates the development of women’s networks, which is crucial in elevating
the status of immigrant women.
Consistent with the directional propositions for this section, I found many
examples of socially valued knowledge related to Islamic culture, as well as
the general Canadian culture, being transferred in all-female space. These
examples ranged from store sales and recipes to job opportunities and guest
speakers at the local mosque. While something as simple as a recipe or sale
may seem trivial, it provides women with access to ways to improve the home
life and health of their families, which is important due to its connection with
the important role women play as mothers and domestic providers.
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As

mentioned in the literature review, one important role women play in Islamic
society is that of marriage broker and in a social system rooted in pastoral
exchanges, marriage alliances are an important way for a family to maintain
wealth and status. While I did not expect to see any examples of this
exchange in my research, I was surprised to encounter two instances where
women at the pool engaged each other, or myself, in an inquiry about a
potential marriage partner. All of these examples of knowledge being
exchanged are important due to the role they play in potentially elevating the
status of these women in the Islamic community and in the larger Canadian
society.
The Third Space: Formation o f New Cultural Identities

Bhabha’s (1994) description of a Third Space, the place existing on the
margins of two dominant cultural forms where new cultures form, aptly
describes the experiences communicated both formally and informally to me
by these women. In the course of the interviews, the women who were new
to Canada spoke about the value this program had in helping them to meet
new people, learn about Canadian culture and practice speaking English. I
discussed informally with one woman her frustrations over her marriage,
which was arranged for her when she was sixteen and still living in her
country of birth.

She now felt cheated by the direction in which her family

guided her, and was struggling to negotiate an identity for herself outside of
an Islamic culture.
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In addition to this, through the interviews and my own experiences
speaking with women at the swim, I came to know that about ten of them had
been born in Canada and converted to Islam at a more recent time in their
lives. One woman convert who was interviewed spoke about learning things
from other women at the swim that helped her to deal with resistance she
experienced from her non-lslamic family and friends. We also discussed the
challenges she faced in incorporating elements of the Roman Catholic, Italian
culture of her immediate family into her upcoming marriage to an Islamic man.
Three of the women mentioned in their interviews about going swimming at
all-female pools while living in (2) or visiting (1) Islamic countries. And both of
the women converts said that they swam at mixed gender pools and beaches
before converting to Islam. As such, it seems that regardless of whether they
were new to Canada or new to Islam, the absence of appropriate swimming
spaces where there had previously been options was something that five of
the six women experienced. Whether the women were new to Canada, new
to Islam, or even for the women working as lifeguarding staff, the interaction
between all of them, facilitated by this weekly swim, provided an actual
tangible location where new cultural identities were constantly being shaped
and reshaped.
The Third Space Double Panopticon

Based on my literature review and early experiences attending this swim
program, I incorporated elements of Foucault’s Panopticon (1977) and
Bhabha’s Third Space (1994) into the theoretical model of a Third Space
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Double-Panopticon to describe the experiences of the Islamic women
attending this all-female swim program. Through interviewing Muslim women
and participating in the weekly swim over an extended period of time (eight
months) I have come to realize that this model holds up well in not only
describing the experiences of these women, but also in helping me to
understand why something as simple as a culturally appropriate all-women’s
swim is so vital to women and the larger Canadian community. The
opportunity to have fun and develop social networks in a space consistent
with Islamic requirements is provided through a recreation space that is
visually sheltered from the male gaze. While in this space, women have
opportunities to meet and interact with other women of different backgrounds,
including non-Muslim staff and participants. Social networks and new cultural
identities

are formed,

and

socially valued

knowledge

is transferred,

contributing to participant’s abilities to access resources. All of the women
gave examples of ways that they encountered challenges to accessing
recreation space based on the pressures placed upon them by conflicting
Canadian and Islamic cultural norms. One woman described the value of the
women’s swim as a place where women could just goof around, have fun and
not have to perform in certain ways to impress men. Another said that it
helped to counter the stereotype her non-Muslim family members had of
Islamic women veiled in black and hiding in dark corners of their basements.
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Conclusion

Through qualitative interviews with six women who have participated in
the culturally appropriate all-female swim program at the Windsor YMCA, the
value of a space that can facilitate a program such as this becomes apparent.
The challenges to accessing recreation, created by conflicting cultural norms
for gender and ethnicity between Canadian and Islamic society, make it very
difficult for Muslim women to enjoy public recreational swimming spaces. The
rationale for their absence cannot be explained away as a lack of interest or a
form of control imposed on them by men, as all of the women interviewed
connected a proper Islamic lifestyle to recreation and swimming in particular.
Rather, recreation providers need to become more aware of the ways that
surveillance opportunities, provided by a design catering to the stimulation of
revenue generation, push Islamic women, as well as other women (James,
2000; Wigmore, 1993) out of public recreational swimming spaces. These
spaces are valuable places in the Canadian urban landscape where Muslim
women who face the challenge of seeking an identity within an environment
of conflicting cultural norms, may develop networks with other women, gain
access to socially valued knowledge, develop self-esteem, and develop new
cultural identities within the third space double-panopticon. It is in spaces
such as this that women become ‘chorasters’, individuals who inhabit the
space of the ‘chora’47 and contribute to the reshaping of that space based on
their interactions with themselves and others while within it (Grosz, 1995 in
Wearing, 1998).
41 See footnote 41 for a description o f the ‘ch o ra' and ‘ch o rasters’.
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VII. SUB-QUESTION THREE: DESIGN PROCESS RECOMMENDATIONS
What recommendations could be provided to create a design process
protocol for the social programming aspect of public swimming pool
design?

L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Review of Literature
Identifying the design requirements of competitive swimming spaces is
fairly straightforward. Information as to the specific spatial requirements of
sports such as competitive synchronized swimming, diving or racing may be
found simply by consulting the appropriate sport governing body or an
architectural standards book (De Chiara & Hancock Callender, 1980). Since
all participants in these activities conform to the standardized requirements of
each activity, it is relatively simple for an architect to research these
requirements and incorporate them into the design. Designing spaces for
recreational swimming can prove to be much more challenging, as the
diverse range of user groups are not uniformly committed to a standardized
design. Age, gender, ethnicity, body composition, religious beliefs, sexual
orientation, socio-economic standing and many other factors affect the spatial
needs of individuals and groups within the community. Social meanings are
attached to built form based on an individuals life experience and hence if the
facility design does not incorporate the needs of various user groups, then
once the pool is built it may not be able to facilitate particular programs
(Taylor & Toohey, 2001/2002).
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Critical engagement with issues of equity and access
as they relate to recreation opportunities is a key
component in exploring the ways in which dominant
groups interfuse society, legitimate particular cultural
structures which serve to meet their needs, and in the
process, disadvantage or marginalize other groups.
Creating a better understanding of the systematic
institutionalization that perpetuates this disadvantage
affords us the opportunity to challenge current
structural biases and provide environments that
minimize inequities and, as a consequence, result in
more inclusive recreation provision (Taylor & Toohey,
2001 / 2002 , 86 ).

Inclusive recreation requires the creation of inclusive48 spaces. One of the
most powerful ways to ensure that issues of accessibility are addressed in the
design phase, is through the development of policy guidelines and facility
planning standards that require consideration of these issues from the
beginning of the design process. The implementation of government policies
requiring accessibility for the disabled has been incredibly effective in
reshaping the design of public swimming facilities over the last thirty years
(Adair, 1979; Mazumdar & Geis, 2003). Documents such as the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) passed in the United States in 1990, and the
Ontarians

with

Disabilities

passed

in

(http://www.qov.on.ca/citizenship/accessiblitv/enqlish/act2001 .htm),

2001
have

been used by individuals seeking legal recourse for discriminatory design of
public spaces (Mazumdar & Geis, 2003). Unfortunately, it seems to take the

18 Inclusiveness is defined in the W alking the Talk governm ent handbook. “Inclusiveness o f all girls and
w om en m eans that they have a variety o f appropriate choices for participation in sport in their
com m u n ities.. .Inclusiveness im plies an appreciation for, and an accom m odation of, girls and w om en with
differing preferences and needs. It encom passes all w om en, regardless o f ability, age or ethnicity” (Vail &
B erck, 1995,34).
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threat of a lawsuit to get the attention of architects and recreation
professionals, and the result has been a naturalization of the ‘universal
design’49principle in public swimming facilities.
In reviewing some of the Ontario government publications on sport and
recreation I am struck by the failure to connect women’s issues in sport to
recreation facility design. Walking the Talk: A Handbook for Ontario Sport
Leaders about Full and Fair /Access for Women and Girls, was published in
1995 by the Ontario Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Recreation (Vail &
Bercyk, 1995). This document clearly outlines the need both legally50 and
socially to provide accessible sport and recreation opportunities for women
and girls. The existence of organizational practices that favour men, or that
fail to consider the needs of women and minorities constitutes “’systemic’,
‘constructive’, or ‘institutional’ discrimination [which may] at first glance, not
appear discriminatory - but nevertheless are discriminatory in effect” (Vail &

49 ‘U niversal design’, originally form ulated by Ron M ace at N o rth C arolina State U niversity, is a design
principle that guides the creation o f structures “that are conceived, designed and constructed to
accom m odate the w idest spectrum o f users, including those w ith disabilities, w ithout the need for
subsequent adaptation or specialized d e sig n .. .B efore the universal design m ovem ent, architects rarely
addressed the m obility and com m unication needs o f people w ith d isab ilities...L eg islatio n m andating
universal access led to extensive retrofitting with ram ps, elevators, talking signs, and oth er access devices.
But retrofitting is expensive, often aesthetically disastrous, and usually inadequate in m any ways. U niversal
design provided a new and better approach. A rchitects realized that by considering the needs o f their
b u ild in g s’ potential users at the outset, they could subtly integrate universal accessibility into the fabric o f
the bu ild in g ’s design. As universal d esign’s concept o f access spread to areas such as civic engineering and
com m ercial product design, an unanticipated benefit becam e apparent: A d d ressin g the divergent needs o f
special populations increases usability f o r everyone.” (R ose & M eyer, 2002, online version). I w ould argue
though, that while this design principle has been instrum ental in im proving accessibility for the special
populations w ith physical constraints, it does not seem to have im proved accessibility for special
populations that require m odest recreation space, such as M uslim w om en. A s such, I feel that the term
‘universal access’ is perhaps inappropriate. W hile the concept o f ‘universally accessib le’ space is
w onderful, it may. in practice, be im possible, as the spatial needs o f one group m ay conflict w ith the
requirem ents o f another.
50 T he handbook refers to The O ntario H um an R ights C ode and the right o f all persons to “ freedom from
discrim ination in the areas of: services, goods and facilities; accom m odation; contracts; em ploym ent;
m em bership in vocational associations and trade un io n s’’ (V ail & B erck, 1995, 66).
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Berck, 1995, 67). I argue that the open concept design of many leisure and
lifestyle pools built, and continuing to be built, in Canada are discriminatory
towards individuals who for varying socio-cultural reasons require more
private recreation space.
After reviewing Guidelines for Developing Public Recreation Facility
Standards (Johnston, 1976), a document published by the Ontario Ministry of
Culture and Recreation Sports and Fitness Division, I was impressed by
many features of the document. When outlining the planning process for new
facilities, the value of including community members

and

recreation

programmers in the design process from the early stages is clearly stated on
several occasions. Researching census data, population trends and “general
information about the community, (i.e., employment levels, ethnic background
and neighbourhood structures)” (Johnston, 1976, 7) is recommended prior to
the design phase so that appropriate user groups may be consulted. In the
planning stages for a new facility some common principles of recreation
facility planning are suggested. Of interest for this discussion are:
1. All people should have access to activities and
facilities regardless of interest, age, sex, income,
cultural
background,
housing
environment or
handicap...
4.
Facilities should be adaptable to future
requirements...
6.
Citizens should be involved in the planning
process throughout all stages.(Johnston, 1976, 6)
For all the strengths of the manual, though, there are some definite issues
that need to be addressed. While the guide suggests that preliminary
drawings and working drawings of specific design elements are examined to
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ensure that requirements are met for many needs including “suitable facilities
for use by special age, sex or handicapped groups” (Johnston, 1976, 41) the
manual fails to clearly state the significant ways that gender and ethnicity
affect recreation participation. If this document is intended as a main
reference point for recreation professionals engaging in facility planning then
its failure to identify women as a group for special consideration may have
serious effects on the user groups consulted in the design process. As seen
from the above quote, gender accessibility is mentioned briefly, but it is not
expanded upon later in the way that other special populations, namely the
aged and the physically challenged (Johnston, 1976), are. The failure to
recognize gender differences in any significant way may be due to the
masculine perspective of the document including a statement that refers to
the recreation authorities and policy makers as male! (see pg. 11).
There is a need to connect the values and policies discussed in Walking
the Talk, that so clearly make the case for inclusive female sport and
recreation opportunities, to the planning process described in Guidelines for
Developing Public Recreation

Standards.

Recreation opportunities will

become more accessible through improvements in recreation spaces for all
women, but especially minority women. Through improved policy and
planning guidelines, pool spaces may become re-shaped and re-imagined to
include accessibility for women of ethnic minorities such as Muslim women.
While my review of government guidelines was brief, I planned to extend this
later on in my research. By identifying the policy guidelines and publications
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that are/have been consulted in the design process of the facilities discussed
in the methodology I could then review these documents and consider how
these documents may have affected the design process.
In addition to a review of the actual documents, it is also important to
consider how effectively these documents/guidelines are used to disseminate
the information contained within them. “As a rule, [policy makers] tend to
spend most of [the] time developing a policy, product or programme and very
little time thinking about how it will get into the hands of the people who need
to understand or use it” (Vail & Berck, 1995, 48). Identifying the best ways to
inform recreation professionals engaged in facility planning as to the
importance of addressing the social programming needs of all potential user
groups through all stages of the design process is crucial. This may be
through more user friendly access points such as internet sites, concise but
brief articles in recreation magazines, or at recreation professional workshops
and seminars. Awarding architects, recreation professionals and communities
for well planned, inclusive public pool designs will help to bring positive
attention to the value of design spaces that accommodate a broader range of
‘special populations’.
Directional Propositions
Through

interviewing

three

sets

of

architects

and

facility

programmers/municipal decision makers I expected to find three very different
ways of approaching the design process for each of the facilities in question.
As involvement in facility design would likely be a once in a lifetime
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experience for the programmers/municipal decision makers (Cohen, 2000)
the way the process unfolds would likely depend largely on each individual’s
way of approaching a problem. Personal experiences, knowledge of the
various community groups, creative ways of dealing with time and financial
constraints, and individual motivation might all affect the degree to which this
process is carried out. Similarities in the three design processes may be due
to the adoption of the guidelines provided by government publications such as
the manual listed above. Additionally, I expected the architects to have a
large influence on the design process phase as they will have been turned to
as an expert in this aspect of the project.
I expected there to be many commonalities in the design phase steps
followed by the three architects I interviewed, as they have professional
standards and protocol to follow, as well as more experience in this process. I
was unsure if the responsibility for consulting with user groups would fall into
the hands of the recreation professionals or the architects. Depending on the
amount of importance placed on this by the key decision makers, I expected
to find varying ranges of financial and human resources devoted to
identifying, locating and consulting with the various user groups. I expected
that the policies that I would review (that are referred to me by the interview
participants and considered well used documents) would address diversity,
but may, like the aforementioned guide (Johnston, 1976) and other literature
(Mills-Senn, 2002), fall short of making a strong connection between gender
and ethnicity. I did not expect that the concept of ‘universal access’ would be
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applied to Muslim women in the same way that it is applied to disabled
persons and increasingly, to the elderly. I hoped that recommendations from
both architects and facility programmers/municipal decision makers would be
combined to create suggestions for a design process protocol that may inform
the social-programming aspect of the design phase.

Results

Demographic Profile
In working towards answering this portion of the research, information was
gathered during the interviews with the six Muslim women from the YMCA
swim program, as well as the three architects and three municipal decision
makers/programmers from the three specific pools. The specific demographic
makeup of each group is provided at the beginning of the findings for sub
questions one and two.
Findings
The goal of this portion of the research is to understand how the design
process currently occurs for community pools in Canada and to make some
recommendations to improve this process to be more inclusive of groups with
specific spatial needs, such as Muslim women. A variety of questions in each
of the three interviews were directed at developing this understanding. The
questions for the Muslim women centered around attitudes towards providing
feedback as well as a brief photo-elicitation discussion of design preferences
and then feedback on this process. The questions for the architects and
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municipal decision makers/programmers were directed at revealing patterns
in the design process so that strengths and weaknesses may be identified to
inform the recommendations. The findings for this portion will be divided into
the information provided by each of the three groups.
Muslim Women

When asked what would be the best way for a city to find out about the
building style preferences and programming needs of the Islamic community,
five women said that going to the local mosque would be the best way to
access this information. One woman said going to the local university to
speak to Islamic students would be best. The only other suggestion made by
one woman was to conduct a phone survey.
Jennifer: “Yeah, I’m sure if any Muslim was asked they would take five
minutes out of their time., if they got a call about that they would love to tell
you about it.”______________________________________________________
When asked what would be the best way for an architect to find out about
the recreational swimming pool needs of Muslim women two of the women
said that it would be okay for a Muslim woman to come and speak out at a
community meeting as long as she was properly covered.

Fayza: “Muslim women can go out for working, then they can come for
meeting as well. Most of the Muslim women, they are working these days.
Interviewer: “Yeah? So they would feel comfortable saying ‘we would
like...’?”
Fayza: “Yeah, yes. I guess they should have no problem as long as they are
in proper veil and you know [indicates arm covering].”
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Three of the women said they did not think that she or other women would
speak out if men were present.

Aasiyah: “And I think that’s again, worrying about saying the wrong things.
As a social factor, it’s like you don’t want to seem stupid because
unfortunately even though the religion say men and women are equal, the
culture - you have to differentiate, there’s the culture and there’s the religion
- the religion says equal footing, equally judged before the eyes of your Lord,
the culture says men are superior to women..”
________
Similar to this comment, one of the women who said that she thought it would
be fine for a woman to speak out also mentioned that an individual’s
likelihood of commenting may depend on their knowledge of that topic.

Stacey: “Well I probably wouldn’t do it anyway because that’s just my nature,
but I wouldn’t say it’s anything to do with my religion. And other women,
probably it depends how much they know about the topic too you know. Like
if it’s something that they really know something about then they might feel
free to say something, but if you don’t know much about that topic then you
might hesitate to say anything.”_______________________________________
The sixth woman said that it would probably be easiest for an architect to
speak to a female Muslim staff member [in recreation] as this person could
speak for all Muslim women.
Jennifer: “Okay, say if there were a staff member at a place or ah, I don’t
know, anybody that’s working in the area that is Muslim, you could ask them
and they’d have easier access to that. And you wouldn’t even have to ask the
community because it’s pretty much consensus. Is that the right word? It’s
conformity and everyone believes that. I don’t think that there is a Muslim girl
that, well there are some lenient ones that they don’t care, but most Muslim
girls have the same requirements, the same personal requirements.”________
All six women interviewed said that if a community was designing a new
public swimming pool they would be interested in providing feedback about
their design preferences for this building. None of the six women knew of a
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group of local Muslim women who were currently organizing themselves to
improve the recreational swimming opportunities for themselves and their
fellow Muslim women and girls. One woman provided an example of an all
boys indoor soccer league and the attempts to organize an all girls team.

Stacey: “Well my husband used to run it, they used to have indoor soccer
and they would have just the boys come and they would play soccer against
one another. Whereas you know most of the teams in the city are mixed. And
even my kids play soccer on the mixed teams but this league was just for
boys. And they were supposed to next year have one for girls but it didn’t
seem to work out because sometimes the funding is not there, and we’ll say
all we need to do is rent it so we just need like twenty dollars from each player
but some people..
Interviewer: It’s hard, people just aren’t sure it’s going to work out?
Stacey: And sometimes people just can’t afford to pay, especially when they
are just getting started and they are at university.”________________________
The Photo-Elicitation interview

During the middle portion of the interview each woman was shown three
sets of photographs. The first set was of different change room and shower
stall options ranging from an open galley shower and change area to a single
unit with a locking door. The second set was of exterior photographs of
windows and walls looking into a pool area. These included pictures of a solid
brick wall, a brick wall with high windows, a wall of street level windows with
blinds and a glass block wall. The third set was of interior photographs of pool
areas. One pool was very private with only one high window, and two of the
pools were composed of many glass walls with one also having high windows
(see Appendix G).
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When asked about the changing room photos two women preferred the
closed door single changing unit, and four said they felt comfortable changing
in a cubicle with a curtain to cover it. One woman said the open galley shower
was all right for getting rinsed off to enter the pool but not for showering
afterwards. All six of the women said that they would

not like to

change/shower in an open galley shower and changing area.

Stacey: “That’s one thing about the YMCA, they have a couple of curtain
change rooms and that’s, my daughter says ‘oh I don’t mind going there
because I can change in there’, and she does change in there.”____________
The conversation for the next two sets of photos blended together in all of
the interviews as there was an exterior high window and an interior high
window that were shown together by the interviewer. When asked about the
different types of wall/window combinations that could be used all the women
said that high windows which would allow natural light to enter, but not allow
people to see in, would be appropriate for them.

Stacey: “I think that would be fine because as long as nobody could get up
there then it would be. [It’s] not like there is a roof level where people are
going to be, or another floor where people are looking down. Like this one
here [YMCA pool window photo] there is the floor, the window is high but see
there is people looking down.”________________________________________
Though I did not have a photograph of this, two women suggested
skylights as a way to let in natural light. Two women said that using glass
blocks would be fine with them, but all the other women ranged from being
unsure if this would meet their needs (1), to being definite that they would not
be comfortable swimming at a pool with glass block walls (3). When shown an
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exterior photograph of a window with slat blinds on it and asked if any kind of
curtains or blinds would make a swimming space more comfortable one
woman said it did not matter to her, one woman said yes and four of the
women wanted to know more about the curtains. Concerns included the cost
(2); maintenance of the curtains to ensure they did not have any holes or
openings (2); as well as the possibility that children inside the pool may in
their playing move the curtains and expose the inside space of the pool to
outside eyes (2). Of these four women, one said she might feel comfortable
going swimming at a pool with blinds, and the three other women were
unsure.
The photographs showing street level windows looking into and out of the
pool got the most consistent response from the women. Only one woman said
that she felt a little uncomfortable having open windows looking into the pool.
This was also the woman who had been swimming at Goodlife Fitness and
did not wear intentionally covering clothing or a hejab in her daily life. All the
other women (5) said that they definitely would not go swimming at a pool like
the ones in the photographs with street level windows.

Fayza: “It’s a busy street too you know. Whosoever you know, ah doesn’t
even,..like even if you don’t care you will definitely look, ‘oh, it’s a swimming
pool cool, cool’.. You can’t even blame people about it, it’s just interesting to
look at. I would definitely look [laughs].”________________________________

Interviewer: Okay so this one here, you know if you covered the window is it
okay [pointed to YMCA interior with high window]?
Daifa: “Yeah”
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Interviewer: But these pools, [interior/exterior photos two pools], would you
go to them?”
Daifa: “No. And that’s not only my own answer, I can talk for other women
who feel the same way, Muslim women.’’
Stacey: “And I know it’s [refers to photograph of pool Y] quite bright and
cheery but at the same time it’s very, you’re very visible to the., like at [pool
Y], you’re very visible even to the people walking on the street downtown you
know so.”
When asked how effective they thought the photographs had been in
helping them to demonstrate what design features were consistent or
inconsistent with their religious requirements all the women said they felt that
they were very effective.

Fayza: “Oh they are quite helpful, that’s the best way to explain to people
what’s going on and how different ideas can be generated through them...it
helps people to trigger their thoughts instantly and get the right frame point.
Most of the time people don’t know right away what you are talking about so
you know a picture can make it more clear.”
Aasiyah: “ I think they were (helpful), especially because they were focusing
on the walls, windows and things, the specific things, they were very useful.”
All of the women, including those who spoke English as a first language, said
that they felt that the photographs helped to bridge any language barriers that
may have existed.
Architects

When asked about their general design process, all three architects
focused on listening to the client and developing a program out of those
needs. When asked how this general process compared to the design
process of developing a community use facility, two of the architects said that
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it differed in the number of people whose needs must be considered, but that
the basic format was similar.
Ian: “Well, I think generally our process is that we gather information, and the
programming stage for us is probably the most important part of the project so
that we understand what it is that we are designing. Ah, not only that we
understand the project, but that we also understand the client and what their
needs are. So in determining that process, or in developing that process you
have to determine those factors first thing and obviously from there then you
begin a schematic design which then you can conceptualize what it is that this
thing is going to be,...
Interviewer: “Okay. Part of why I’m asking too is I guess is, .. when you are
dealing with private clients, when you’re dealing with you know building a
facility for a company or something and you have people who are speaking
for that, um, would it be any different when you are dealing with a
community? Is there more of an opportunity to access user groups or do you
kind of rely on the people who are speaking as the client to do that and then
come to you and say ‘this is what we found we needed’?”
Ian: “Um, I think the process is a little different in that with a private client, ah.,
use a house as an example, you’re dealing with a very focused group, a
family, and probably the parents are usually the principal people, but they are
designing this thing for an evolving future in the house, and maybe resale
value, ah, where as with a municipality or a larger client base you do have to
focus in on the needs of the community obviously which is translated through
the people that you are dealing with, but I think that yeah, the process is a
little bit different. Um,... even how you make your presentations, or how you
develop your ideas, all of those things lend to two types of processes. When
you are designing though I think the process is generally the same, ah I think
the outcomes might be a little different, .. you know the presentation of them.”
Another architect explained how, in the case of a community facility, the
needs of the community were vocalized through the municipal employees.

Marc: ” Well, you do have a client which is the City, and the City has the staff
that represent the community, now, that you can limit it to just that, we have
done projects, and I don’t recall, we didn’t do it for this project except for one
meeting, we have done projects where they’ll open it up for what’s called
workshops, and they’ll invite the community to come in and listen to us, and
we’ll listen to them, they begin to develop a wish list. It’s a longer process and
that wish list then gets focused by the staff, but what often happens is that’s
already been done by the staff, their needs have been assessed by previous,
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ah let’s call them consultants. Because there is a number of people who can
do it, architects can do it and survey companies can do it, that take the
community desires and wishes and translate them into a document that then
becomes the basis of the RFP [request for proposal]51that goes to the
architects. So as an architect you don’t necessarily have to go right back to
the beginning, that’s already been done by the staff...And that forms the basis
of the design.’’
____
____
____
____
____
Communication

Two of the architects said that in their experiences on this project they felt
that communication between the various parties was effective and that the
staff effectively represented the community. The architect with the most
experience said that in general the biggest challenge in working on
community facilities was getting the different groups to listen to the needs and
interests of others.

John: “They won’t listen [laughs]. Well some of them have got specific ideas
that you have to have this and there is not compromise. The best facilities you
get are all compromise.”
Interviewer: “So that everybody is giving a little and getting a little?”
John: “Yeah, but you get more. Everybody gets a bit more.”
He explained that he dealt with the challenge of helping user groups to
understand the value of compromise by having members of specific user
groups attend the focus groups of other user groups. This helped to develop

jl W hen m unicipalities begin the process o f developing a new facility th ey will issue a R equest for
Proposal (RFP) that contains all the item s they w ish to house in this facility as w ell as budget projections.
This RFP m ay then be responded to by any and all firm s w ho w ish to p ro p o se a building design. The idea
behind an RFP is that m any firm s will respond and the b u y er w ill then h av e the ability to select the best
architecture firm for the jo b (Request for Proposal
http://w w w . google.com /se3rch?hR en& Ir= & o i= defm ore& q = define:R equest+ fo r+ P ro p o sal+ (RFP) retrieved
M arch 2, 2005)
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an understanding of the diverse needs and interests being served by the
facility that allowed for compromises to occur.
When

asked

how

language

barriers

were/are

addressed

in

the

communication process between design professionals, recreationists and
user groups, one architect talked about the need to use simple language. This
same architect had experiences working with groups where an actual
translator was required.
John: “Actually we did a job in Korea, the ultimate I think. And there were
fourteen people around the table and there were two of us that spoke English
and a translator. So a meeting that could have probably taken an hour took all
day.”
Interviewer: “Wow. Do you think that generally happens in Canada though?”
John: “No. It may be that ah, you talk about the Muslims and the other
groups and it may be that they are embarrassed to try to say something or
whatever and they may not be able to get their point across because of that.”
Another architect stressed the importance of using visual aids when working
with user groups.

Marc: “You may have some lay person language barriers in terms of
architectural language but that isn’t really a big stumbling block. Maybe not in
this situation but we have had community centres for instance that were in
more ethnically intense areas like that are Asian or Oriental, where it wasn’t
so much language but it was perception of space. And we’ve done community
centres in Markham for instance where we’ve had to address ah how space is
perceived in terms of Feng Shui or in terms of ... now in terms of [university
A] you have to address in terms of language, a space is visual, appearances
of space, but I don’t think that’s what you are asking, you’re asking about
language.”
Interviewer: “No, no I think that’s...”
Marc: “Or are you talking about language of the building?”
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| Interviewer: “Um, no I’m talking about, ah., it could be challenges, I think
that’s a very good example of a situation where you would have difference in
a cultural understanding of space.”
Marc: “right.”
Interviewer: “And how do you communicate with those people in a way that
they are communicating to you what they need?”
Marc: “Oh, okay that’s.. I see .. ok... you rely on the staff and then if you do
have workshops, even in [university A] they do bring in the students, and the
students are represented by that particular group, they would have a
representative....Ah, because I don’t think there was a situation here that
would reflect exactly what you are asking. Um, and they would then read the
drawings or listen to your description of the drawings and then they would
react to that, so the communication I think had to be one on one with the
drawings in front of them for them to understand what’s going on and then
respond back to you, so that is the crucial part. If they don’t have part of that,
they’re not part of the stakeholders, then they’re gonna come in here one day
and see it and it’s not going to be representative of what they thought was
going to happen. So it does take a focus group of some sort.”______________
The third architect said that in the case of non-English speaking user groups it
would be unlikely to target any one particular ethnic group unless it was a
church or facility specifically built for that community. This architect also gave
an example of a communication challenge that occurred during the design
process.
Ian: “He felt very, very strongly that this roof you know, they just didn’t need
this roof, it was an additional cost. Obviously we won out, the roof is curved
and I think he is happy with the result so in terms of you know, we., we talked
to him in an architectural language I guess and he couldn’t understand why it
was that the building had to have this curve.”
___________
All three architects said that the procedure for assessing the success of a
facility design was generally a very informal one. All three said that they
returned on a regular basis to facilities that they had designed in order to
show potential clients through them. During this time they had the opportunity
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to see what elements of the design were working well and what elements
were not. The architect with the most experience in facility design said:

John: “Well, as I explained early, it’s informal, we go back and watch. Sit and
watch, we’ll sit and watch for hours. And that’s how we have developed all
this.”
Interviewer: “Do you think that that’s a general practice or that that would
be..?”
John: “No, I think most guys say okay, that job’s done and they never see it
again.”
Interviewer: “And do you think maybe that’s a function of the kind of
workload that architects have or it’s just a...?”
John: “Oh I think it’s that some architects just do one pool and it’s the one
pool that they do in their lifetime.”_____________________________________
Two of the architects said that the main form of analysis came from feedback
from the clients.
Marc: “Well quite quickly you’ll get feedback from the users as to what’s
working or not. Um,.. and we’ve been back at least once a year because what
happens is that these things generate talk amongst other communities and
you’ll be taking prospective clients here and you’ll get the ah, the applauds
and [laughs] the criticisms. Ahm,.. and usually they are fairly minor, that you
could have dealt with and sometimes they are, they’re quite fundamental in
concept, but everybody shared in that, so it’s an informal process where you
keep in contact with people like [municipal employee] and say, well how are
things going? Or he may ask you for advice on something and he’ll share with
you what’s working and what’s not.”
Ian: “No, we didn’t really do an analysis, if that’s what you mean, afterwards.
You always have a little bit of dialogue as you’re finishing the project for
deficiencies and things like that so, you know we are involved when the user
begins using the space. Ahm, and so my recollection, I believe that they were
generally happy with the overall physical space, I think it was a pool that is
not difficult to monitor, the viewing areas are quite good..”
This same architect stressed the value of criticism in architecture.
Ian: “But you know there is a number of ways to gauge ah if it’s a successful
building and I think one of the ways is criticism, if the building is criticized in
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any way, whether it be positive or negative, ah you know people are looking
at it and you get some of the most important buildings in the world and they
get criticized... No one person has a positive view about everything. So
criticism in architecture is really important and in fact school ah it’s one of the
principal ways that we know if we have been successful or not ah, the
professor looks at it and says it’s a piece of junk or it’s a pretty decent piece
of architecture, but you know so that type of feedback and ah, I think
obviously if it’s used by the public it’s a success.”
For the two pools that were built and in use by their respective communities,
both architects felt that they had been successful in achieving the original
design objectives. They both also said that were they to do the project again,
there were certain design elements that they may have changed, but they felt
that the pool had successfully been able to meet its programming needs.
Envisioning Client Needs

When asked what they thought the greatest challenge was to designing
spaces that are universally accessible, all three architects focused on the
challenge of meeting the needs of diverse groups.
John: “Well you’ve got to cater to everybody, that’s the whole point right?
And think that’s been our challenge all the way through these things to break
the mould of always catering to the competition swimmer and then realizing
that there are other people out there as well.”_________________ ________
Two of the architects emphasized the importance of really knowing and
understanding the specific needs of all of the user groups.
Marc: “Finding the compromise for everybody and not... I think, because
there is only so much that can go around and um, that’s the challenge is
to....you know you don’t want to compromise the use of the entire thing for
one group of people so., and you also though at the same time to listen to all
the detailed information that they have because in the end the details do
affect their daily use of the pool or the building or whatever. So, I would think
that’s one of the challenges, I mean there are many other kind of straight
forward challenges in managing budget and time and all that sort of stuff. But
specifically for pools and community centres it’s listening to the detailed
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requirements of all the groups and hoping that you manage to somehow filter
them all in without somehow compromising the whole.”___________________
Ian: “Well I think that, you know when we started talking, one of the things
that I think that is key as an architect is understanding what you are
designing. Um, understanding who the client is, what the client’s needs are,
architects are notorious for sort of developing images of architecture that they
like rather than images of architecture that the client likes. And, you know as
a result in order for you to be successful, the various challenge really I think is
understanding what it is that you are designing and who you are designing
for. Taking that step forward you have to interpret their ideas and obviously
you’re the vehicle that they use to design the facility, and you have to have a
strong knowledge base and obviously you have to be able to research and
understand what you are researching...”________________________________
When asked how he goes about envisioning the needs and perspectives of
different user groups, listening to and communicating with staff/clients (2),
user groups (3), including children (1), and colleagues (1) were all
emphasized.

Marc: “Well, again the staff feedback, again it’s experience, if you have not
done one before you could easily ignore what that user group would want,
ah... it’s feedback from previous community centres and seeing what other
community centres have done, talking to your colleagues, ah, architects are
fairly open with their experiences so you do imagine sort of, things, and you
go back to them and say well that could have been bigger or better, or you
know you use them yourself, so those are the sort of practical things. You
read, there is a lot of conferences and magazines on this topic.”
John: “We talk to them. I think one of the big things is talking to kids. Ah, I
enjoy talking to kids, going to schools and showing them stuff and listening to
what they have to say.”______________________________________________
Design Ideas and Tools to Solicit User Group Feedback

When asked what tools were used to solicit feedback from user groups on
design ideas, all three architects said that they used drawings and sketches
as well as photographs of pools when working with user groups. The use of
computer animation was mentioned by two architects, but one said that he did
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not normally use this until the design phase was near completion as it was
costly to utilize. The other architect said that his firm used three dimensional
design programs for the initial phases of the design.

Ian: “I think that there is a lot of different ways to really reach out, but for us
the best way is through pictures. Pictures really give you a sense of..
Interviewer: “So when you say pictures, do you mean pictures like that kind
of thing [pointed to pictures on the office wall] or say scale...?”
Ian: “Well we use various methods and depending on who we are talking to,
or who we are trying to reach out to. If it’s one on one it usually is hand
sketches or two dimensional plans, possibly hand sketched three dimensional
plans. When we sort of do larger groups, when we present to larger groups
obviously those don't work as well, so right now our greatest asset is
Powerpoint, 3D images and animation, we do all three...the computer has
been able to really enhance our ability to communicate with clients. We
generally now use three dimensional design, not for the final phase, but for
the initial phases so that when we start two dimensional images we are
already beginning to model the building.”_______________________________
The other architect, who had the most experience in pool design, said that he
favored using overheads (which he could layer together), photographs and
drawings when working with user groups. Over the years his firm had put
together two books, one of drawings and plans and the other of photographs,
of all the different pools they had done. He used this along with a website full
of photographs to show clients and user groups. He said that he felt fancy
three dimensional

presentations

and

computer animation were

more

intimidating for the user groups. By using a slide projector of photographs and
an overhead projector he could layer different transparencies together and
sketch on them in a non-intimidating manner as he worked with the user
groups.
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Design Phase Budget

When asked how much of the overall resources for this project were
devoted to researching community needs prior to and during the design
process, all of the architects spoke in very general terms about this portion of
the process. None were able to give more specific estimates of the time,
money or human resources devoted to research. Once again, it was said by
all three architects that they relied on the client to direct this portion of the
process.
Professional Guidelines

When asked if there were any government policies or professional
guidelines that they consulted in the design process, the architects referred to
the Ontario Building Code (2), the standards provided by the Royal Lifesaving
Society (1), and the guidelines for disability access provided by the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). When further probed for any
documents that provided guidance in the social/programming aspect of
design all of the architects said that there was nothing available that they
were aware of.

Marc: “Government policies would be the ADA, or the handicap
scenario...Accessiblity...Other guidelines are industry conferences and
industry magazines and things like that.. .I don’t know of any, no one has ever
brought one up to me and said you’ve got to follow you know Ontario
guidelines on community centres or anything like that. I mean they’re all
pieces like I just said but there’s not one document.”______________________
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The architect with the most experience in pool design said while there was no
one document to consult, he had in the past written articles and gotten phone
calls from other architects seeking his input.
Previous Experiences

All three architects said that they felt their previous professional and
recreational experiences affected their perceptions while going through the
design process. The two architects that had more experience with public
pools said that going back to pools that they had designed, either alone to
observe or with family to participate, had helped them become better
designers.
Marc: “Professional experiences is that I joined a firm that already had that
experience or the firm had developed that experience over time so they
nurtured it and they kept it alive so that they could meet the challenges of
building buildings like this and responding to clients. Personal recreational
experiences were not great, I mean I’m not an athlete, but um, I have kids, I
do swim [laughs] and I do use them, um, so if you have an interest in them
and you feel connected to them that you’re better for it.
Interviewer: “Do you ever go to the... bring your kids swimming to the pools?
Marc: “Of course.”
Interviewer: “And do you generally find that you think oh this is what I was
thinking when I did this and....”
Marc: “Yes, and you’ll get feedback from your kids and you’ll get feedback
from your wife so [laughs].”
Interviewer: “Do you ever get any negative feedback?”
Marc: “To be quite honest the kids are.. I mean they go right for the big
picture, or they’ll... slide, this that.. I mean, and then they are now getting old
enough to realize what dad does but they’re not looking at the thing...or you
take them through and you think well where the heck do I bandage, where do
I put the stroller? And so you have to do it at least for every facility and I do try
to do it at least once or twice and come back all the better for it because I can
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I speak confidently to the next user group because it’s like you know buying
i clothes where the guys says I’ve got one of those in my closet... yeah right
you have buddy,. ...but you do it to experience it yourself and that works, ah,
but I’m not a champion swimmer but I have swum them, but... It’s not the
swimming, it’s going there right...”
Interviewer: “Exactly, it’s feeling the space once it’s there and seeing how
you interact as a user?”
Marc: “Yeah, exactly.”
The third architect said that while his perceptions affected the design, the
team nature of his firm’s approach meant that it was not only him filtering the
ideas of the clients into the final product.

Ian: “Yeah, I think so, you sort of have preconceived ideas and notions of
how things should go. Each architect would probably approach it a bit
differently, as a result you get different buildings which is great. You have a
variety of things to look at, images that architects create or, in my view I like
looking at architecture especially other architect’s work. So yeah, I think that
my background certainly helped me but I shouldn’t focus on that either
because we don’t design buildings singularly here, we sort of design it as a
team so that I may be the one leading the team, it’s not necessarily all of my
ideas. So we really develop projects and designs through a team effort and
taking that even a little bit further, mechanical, electrical, structural issues
dictate what the design, where the design might go or how it might be
formalized later.”
The Municipal Decision Makers/Programmers

When asked about any positive or negative feedback that they had received
on the design of each of these pools, the two municipal decision
makers/programmers who were involved with a pool that was already built
focused on the ways that design lead to a need for more lifeguards in the pool
area. Both mentioned an example of a design element that created a visual
barrier.
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Jeff: “Okay well in terms of overall design, ah the amount of that staff that we
need to put on the facility just to open the door is high, based on the design
that we have. There is one thing in hindsight that we may not have put in and
that’s the banana..That’s where [we had] the bubbler in behind and that
added another visual barrier and you need staff right there.”_______________
The recreationist involved with the pool that was not yet built said that they
were already receiving some negative feedback from the surrounding region
who strongly wanted a fifty meter competitive pool.

None of the municipal

decision makers/programmers had an example of negative feedback based
on the open concept nature of the pool design. All three said that in general
the feedback about each of the facilities was very positive.
For the two pools already built and in use, the two municipal decision
makers/programmers said that aside from small issues with some visual
barriers (2) and change room size (1), they felt that the pool was servicing the
user groups in a way that they had intended it to during the design phase.
When asked what kinds of programs had not been possible to facilitate at
these pools due to design, one municipal decision maker/programmer said
that other than maybe Muslim women he could not think of another group that
could not be accommodated. The other interviewee said that competitive
groups could not really be facilitated due to the small number and size of the
lengths swimming area. When asked if they had ever programmed women’s
only swimming he said:

Peter: “Well in an area like that which is all, that whole complex is glass,
you’d never be able to do a selective Muslim ladies group.”
Interviewer: “But all-female in general even?”
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! Peter: “Ah., yeah. I mean you could. People can still see through the glass
| which would be an issue for the Muslim population but you could do an all
I women’s or all men’s.”
The third municipal decision maker/programmer was not asked either of these
two questions as the pool with which he was involved was not yet built.
Each municipality went through a different process in selecting the
architect and firm to develop this project. Two sent out a request for firms to
present ideas (either via a request for proposal, RFP, or an expression of
interest). From this the one municipality got six responses to their RFP.

Jeff: “There was a process where a request for proposal went out and
different firms were brought forward and basically presented their ideas. And
there was schematic drawings that would come and in some cases small
models, etcetera. And they started to show us the types of things that they
were thinking and how they might work with the land base to maximize these
benefits, etcetera. So we went through that process and interviewed them
and ultimately through that evaluation process selected one firm”
The other municipality got thirty eight responses from their request for a five
page ‘expression of interest’ proposal.
Mike: “Out of the thirty-eight they were evaluated and we got it down to six.
Those six companies were interviewed and out of the six we selected two.
Then out of the two we asked them to do two proposals for us. One was to
talk to us and in writing present what they thought we should build, and ah all
of their expertise. And that was phase one and phase two was that the project
management team then went and visited a number of the facilities that that
architect had built. So we interviewed their client, and we visited the facility to
match up, to say did they build what they say they built, did they build it on
time, was it on budget, and what was the client’s experience with the architect
through that whole process.”

At the time of the interview the third municipal decision maker/programmer
could not remember how the architectural firm was selected. After following
up on this, he informed me that the firm had acted as the local liaison
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architect for a larger local building project that was financing this recreation
facility. Rather than conduct an RFP, the municipality selected this firm based
on their connection with the larger project. When asked what difficulties
occurred in dealing with various groups in the design process, two of the
municipal

decision

makers/programmers

said

that generally they felt

communication between all the groups had been good. One of these
mentioned that there was a small group of community members who had
voiced some concerns in the local paper about what they purported was the
municipality’s failure to divulge adequate information about operating and
staff costs for the facility. The other municipal decision maker/programmer
said that while in general there had been no real difficulties in dealing with the
various groups during the design process, there had been a small issue with
the architects over where to place the wheelchair ramp.

Jeff: “ A’ it was the designed piece and how we did that, but also the
relationship between the architect, designer and the city. So the two points
collide there. So the first one in terms of design was to have the ramp right in
front of the primary viewing area was I guess the farthest away from the main
change rooms I guess in part...and also put more so on display people with
potential need for use of equipment or just in general, a little bit more selfconscious entering the pool, would have to go right in front of everyone. And
then there is the visual distraction of a ramp or a railing, etcetera, and it took
away from the ability to have that teaching area.”
Interviewer: “Okay, so the., so the ramp was supposed to be in front of the
glass area and you wanted it by the change room where it is now?”
Jeff: “Yeah, I wanted it pushed back, I didn’t know exactly how or where but it
ended up being where it is now.”
When asked how cultural and language barriers were addressed in the
communication process between design professionals, recreationists and
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user groups, the two

municipal decision

makers/programmers whose

municipality had used some form of selection process said that the architect
they chose was selected in part due to their ability to communicate easily and
effectively with all involved parties.

Mike: “Yeah, and the most intelligent person can be challenged when you
start looking at drawings cause you know some peoples can visualize things
in 3D, other people can’t figure it out until they get into the building, all of
those. Part of the selection process of the architect was that they had to be
pretty common sense people. We didn’t want, um, in a sense lofty architects
that could come in and wax poetic about the architectural process, and the
buildings and the things like that. We got architects that are very down to
earth, and I think can speak common language , um, and have a great ability
to listen. So when we were doing our community meetings with the architects
and even with our own staff um the architect’s communication style was
pretty,... it’s isn’t at street I would say street level, but I’d say, you know it’s
there that everybody understands it. I don’t think there’s a lot of jargon in
there that would trick somebody or go, ‘I have no idea what they’re talking
about’.”
He went on to provide an example of an attempt where an actual language
barrier was accommodated for.
Mike: “Now when we move into the specialized areas or the concept of
language barriers and things like that in all honesty we have not done that in
any way other than it has been open to the community too at large. We have
when we put notices out to the schools to our kids to take home we have one
French school and some of the notices were done in French.”
The other municipal decision maker/programmer said that while he did not
really conduct feedback sessions with user groups, the committee that was
assembled to work with the architect was a diverse group that represented
the community’s concerns and that when issues arose they were quite
comfortable telling the architect if something needed to be changed or added.
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None of the municipal decision makers/programmers could think of any
government policies or professional guidelines that they consulted in the
design process.

Jeff: “We would have done our typical building codes and those kinds of
things, and the health regulations for pools, etcetera were certainly brought
into the mix of the conversation. But beyond that is not all that,., there is the
physical building component that you need to deal with and there is
guidelines for that. We don’t really have guidelines that talk about use of a
facility and program mix you know and those kinds of things, that’s...[pause]”
Interviewer: “More the kind of thing you have to find out on your own?”
Jeff: “Exactly.”_____________________________________________________
When asked what steps were taken to assess the success of the facility
after it was built and in use by the community, the municipal decision
maker/programmer of the facility that was not yet built said he could not
answer this question. Both the other municipal decision makers/programmers
said that a comparison of projected numbers and revenue was used to
assess success. One of these interviewees said that he also handed out
evaluation forms for users to complete and provided an opportunity for
ongoing comment cards to be handed in. When asked what type of feedback
was provided on the comment cards he said:

Jeff: “Well the design, we didn’t get a lot back so much on ‘the design’ since it
was really constructed. There was positive feedback for having the
multipurpose facility and the components and the opportunities there. Where
we started to get more interest, direction from them, was other types of
programs that they’d like to see in the complex."_________________________
He also mentioned that when the pool first opened there were some concerns
verbally expressed by the women who attended the aqua-fit classes who
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didn’t like how open the pool area was, but he said that these women now like
the pool and were used to the openness. The other municipal decision
maker/programmer said:
Peter: “We didn’t have a formal survey or anything like that, um, just people
saying you know it’s a great facility and it’s really nice and we love coming to
i t ”_______________________________________________________________
All three municipal decision makers/programmers said that they felt this
facility has been very successful in achieving their original goals for a public
swimming pool.
Analysis of Findings
The goal of this section of the research is to combine the information
gathered from all of the interviews and provide suggestions about ways to
improve the design process phase so that it is more inclusive of various user
groups. As Taylor and Toohey (2001/2002) describe, developing a better
understanding “of the systematic institutionalization that perpetuates this
disadvantage” (p.86) provides ways to develop improved access for
marginalized people. The end result of a more inclusive design process is a
facility that is better able to accommodate diverse programming, including
activities such as a culturally appropriate all-female swim.
Muslim Women Swim Participants
The participants of the weekly swim program said that they would be
interested in providing feedback on their wants and needs if a community was
designing a public swimming pool. All six women suggested the mosque as
the best place to contact Muslim women in order to seek their feedback. One
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element to be considered here is the role that the trust relationship between
interviewer and interviewee played in securing these interviews and in the
level of honesty that was provided in the answers. As one woman suggested,
it may be best to have a recreation staff member who is Muslim conduct this
user group research. The problem here lies in the fact that the staff may not
represent the diverse user groups present in the community. As such,
consideration of ways to facilitate comfortable opportunities for marginalized
groups to provide feedback may assist the process. I conducted all of my
interviews with the women in locations chosen by the interviewee.

These

places included local restaurants, the YMCA, and the woman’s home or place
of work. I think this contributed to a level of comfort for both of us due to the
non-threatening, non-academic setting of the space and made it more
convenient for the interviewee. I would recommend not only using a place
such as a mosque to contact users, but also to host feedback sessions. By
identifying user groups and then seeking their feedback in their spaces within
the community, a greater level of comfort in providing honest feedback may
be facilitated. While individual interviews may not be feasible for researching
the needs of all user groups in the community, conducting a group feedback
session for Islamic women in a meeting space connected to a local mosque
may achieve a similar level of comfort. Feedback sought in an environment
that is comfortable (familiar space and absence of potentially intimidating
persons) for the user group will likely result in more honest and forthright
comments.
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Seeking out potential user groups that do not currently participate in
recreational swimming programs is a way to increase community involvement
and revenue generation.

In urban areas with diverse populations, seeking

feedback during the design process as well as offering information about
programs in a variety of languages and at a variety of different non physically
active recreation locations (such as malls, churches, mosques, community
centres and libraries) is one way to attract groups that may not have
previously been facility users. The recreation professional interviewed for the
pilot and the individual currently involved in the design process of a swimming
facility both discussed their attempts to seek out non-users in the community
and solicit feedback from them. This is vital to servicing marginalized groups
in the community, as it is often these groups that do not have access to
networks associated with those in decision making (i.e., power) positions.
Hence they are not identified as a user group, not consulted in the process
and the end result is a facility that does not meet their requirements.
The Use o f a Photo-Elicitation Interview

All of the women interviewed said that they felt the photographs that were
shown to them helped them to express their specific needs with regards to
design preferences. While all the architects did mention the use of
photographs to solicit feedback from user groups in the design phase, none of
them mentioned that they used photographs of specific elements that may
concern a particular group (e.g., photos of ramps and entry points to show
individuals in wheelchairs, or photos of windows looking into the pool for
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Muslim women). While one of the women interviewed said that Muslim
women’s needs were consistent with regards to pool design, through the use
of photographs I was able to find some preferences that were fairly consistent
(i.e., window height and size) and others that varied (i.e., changing cubicle
design). Prior to showing the sets of photographs, the women were asked
what they liked and disliked about the actual design of the YMCA swimming
pool. The answers they provided in this section included some comments on
design, as well as comments on pool temperature, chlorine levels, and
programming elements. In the following section I asked questions about
specific design features using photographs. In comparing the two sets of
answers, the use of photographs allowed for a much more design focused
discussion about specific likes and dislikes, rather than the previous set of
answers, provided without photos to reference, that were much more
concerned with general likes and dislikes. The photographs were also
effective in garnering information about attitudes, perceptions and symbols
attached to structural form, in addition to specific design information. One
concern here, in relation to extending this to a design process in general, is
that my ability to provide photographs that honed in on specific needs was
based on a considerable literature review researching the religious and
cultural guidelines of Islam.

Perhaps through presenting a large set of

general pool photographs to a user group, the individuals in that group could
work through the photos and identify elements within them that were
consistent or conflicting with their needs.
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In addition to this, one woman suggested taking a group of Muslim women
to some different pools. That way the women could stand in the space and
feel how various design features affected their comfort level. While two of the
municipal decision makers/programmers mentioned visiting other pools with
member of the building committee, none mentioned taking user groups to
different facilities. By developing an understanding of the user groups in the
community, especially those that are more marginalized, a few members of
each user group could be brought forward to act as representatives and visit
other pool spaces to provide feedback.
Architects and Recreation Professionals
The analysis for this portion will combine the findings from the interviews
with the architects and the recreation professionals. Based on the findings
from sub-question one, that define the recreation professional as the key
person guiding the design process, and the findings from this section,
recommendations will be made to create a design process protocol for the
social programming aspect of Canadian public swimming pool design.
Design Process

The architects interviewed said that while their presentation style differed
depending on the size and type of group or individual they were presenting to,
the general design process of a public facility did not differ from a project for a
private client. The architects noted that in listening to the client’s needs, they
were able to develop a concept of what the space should look like. Again, it
was mentioned that the responsibility for filtering the needs of the community
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was left to the recreation professional.

The architects said that they were

able to envision the needs of the different user groups through listening to
them. Hence, the architect is unable to envision the needs of groups that are
not involved in the process. All the architects emphasized the value of using a
variety of visual tools, such as three dimensional video presentations,
photographs, overhead projections and sketches, to solicit feedback from
user groups.
Based on the interviews with the six Islamic women, I think the value of
taking time to work through specific design requirements with different user
groups has become apparent. While the general needs of particular groups
may be voiced through the recreation professional, the nuances in certain
details that can greatly affect the comfort level of some user groups may only
be

communicated

by the

individuals

themselves.

Research

by

the

municipality, such as going to other pools and speaking with other recreation
professionals

and

architects,

should

compliment,

not

supplant52, the

information gathered from working with actual community groups.
Professional Guidelines and Researching Community Needs

None of the architects or municipal decision makers/programmers were
able to provide a set of professional guidelines such as a government
document or industry manual that would build on the work of Johnston’s
(1976) Guidelines for Developing Public Recreation Facility Standards. In this
52 Several o f the interview ees described going to other facilities and seeking out inform ation on w hat
w orked and w hat did not. W hile this is o f definite value, it should not replace research conducted in the
com m unity w here the facility is being built. U nless the dem ographic m akeup o f the various com m unities is
identical (w hich it is not), then im portant inform ation about com m unity needs m ay be overlooked by
sim ply researching the experiences o f other facilities in different com m unities.
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guide, suggestions concerning which members of the community to involve in
the design process, as well as ways to identify general information about the
community, are provided. One worthwhile suggestion is the use of census
data and populations trends to reveal “employment levels, ethnic background
and neighborhood structures” (Johnston, 1976, p7) prior to the design phase
so that appropriate groups may be consulted. This may also be an excellent
way to reveal non-users in the community53, investigate their reasons for
being non-users, and seek them out during the design phase. None of the
recreation professionals described using census information in their research,
a finding that I find surprising as cost recovery is such an important focus for
these municipalities. The more diverse the range of community members
involved in the design process, the more capable the facility will be in
attracting a variety of participants. Two of the interviewees in this section
mentioned that while competitive groups continue to be the most vocal,
municipalities are listening to their needs less and less because they have
realized that a competitively focused pool does not achieve cost recovery. By
diversifying to the leisure interests of the community, the facility stands a
much better chance of recovering operating costs through gate revenue.
Additionally, accessibility for marginalized groups, who do not have formal

33 F or exam ple in the C ity o f W indsor there m ay not currently be m any M uslim w om en partaking in sw im
program s offered by the recreation departm ent. A s such, they m ay not been seen b y the Parks and
R ecreation departm ent to be a viable u ser group. C ensus data reveals though that in 2001 there w ere 10,745
M uslim people living in W indsor, w ith 5,025 o f them being w om en.
(http://w w w l 2.statcan.ca/english/profilO l/D etails/details l r el.cfm ?S E A R C H = B E G IN S & PS G C = 35& S G C =
35559& A = & L A N G =E & Province= 3 5& P laceN am e= W indsor& C SD N A M E = W indsor& C M A = & S E A R CH =
B E G IN S & D ataT vpe= l& T vpeN am eE = C ensus% 2 0 M etro p o litan% 20A rea& ID = 9 2 7 R etrieved M arch 2. 05)
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legislation (e.g. the Ontarians with Disabilities Act) to protect their interests54,
is more likely to be served through the provision of some reminders to
recreation professionals as to the role of public facilities in serving the needs
of all community members.
The development of an updated version of Johnston’s (1976) Guidelines
for Developing Public Recreation Facility Standards would be an incredibly
useful tool for the staff of any municipality beginning the task of developing a
new community leisure pool facility. The lack of such a manual may be due to
the decrease in all levels of government funding for recreation in Canada
since the 1970s. During this boom time in sports and recreation, consultants
were also commonly used to conduct research on facilities (Heit & Farrell,
1979). None of the recreationists involved in these three projects described
using consultants, and their own role as researcher and community liaison for
this project was tacked on to other responsibilities they had prior to the
particular project. As such, a user friendly guide that places all relevant
information in one concise document would allow for a much more effective
process, one in which the ‘wheel’ does not need to be reinvented for each
architect and municipality who endeavors to develop a new facility.
The Evaluation Process

In the case of each facility, feedback from users was gathered informally
by going back to facilities, watching participants while they made use of the
,4 All three recreation professionals m entioned that a m em ber o f the local ‘A ccessibility C om m ittee’ was
involved in the design process right from the beginning. This individual acted as a spokesperson for the
disabled com m unity and m ade sure that the facility design w ould be consistent w ith guidelines provided by
the relevant accessibility legislation. This is an excellent exam ple o f the naturalization o f accessibility for a
group w ith particular spatial needs.
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pool space, and speaking with the recreation staff. One of the two facilities
that were built had provided an opportunity for patrons to fill out feedback
cards. I think that, similar to the design phase, efforts must be made to gather
feedback anonymously from users and non-users of the space. Distributing
anonymous feedback forms at other community pools and non-aquatic
locations (malls, community centres, etc.) may be a way for persons who are
not comfortable with the new facility to speak out. Then, even if the new
facility cannot be modified to meet the needs of these non-users, efforts may
be made to accommodate them within the umbrella of service delivery
provided by the municipality55. One of the architects mentioned that criticism
of a building design was the best way for gathering insights that contribute to
future design improvements. He explained that, while in school, architecture
students gained insights into the strengths and weaknesses of their designs
from the critiques provided by their teachers. Upon entering the working
world, a formal process of seeking out positive and negative criticism seems
to give way to an informal process. Learning only occurs for those individuals
who are committed to returning to facilities after they are built, but even then
they never receive feedback from persons who remain absent from the space
due to discomfort they may experience within it. Results from both an informal
and formal evaluation process could be combined into a small report that
could be submitted to the authors of the aforementioned design process

33 Tw o m unicipal decision m akers/program m ers described how the various m unicipal pools were
program m ed to cater to different user groups (e.g., T he w ater at one facility w as kept cooler for com petitive
groups to train in. and w arm er at another that catered to the senior population).
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manual. As such, successes and failures in the design of each new facility
could be easily shared with municipalities working on future projects.
The Route to Accessibility

One way to ensure that the accessibility needs of particular groups are
met is through legislation. As discussed in the literature review, since the
1970s, huge strides have been made in disability access due to the
implementation of government policies making public recreation facilities
legally responsible for providing this. Two of the architects discussed the
challenges these legal guidelines present when designing public spaces, and
both said that in working with disabled groups they had been able to
incorporate accessibility into their designs in ways that were more cost
effective and user friendly than the guidelines provided by disability
legislation. While I agree that creating legislation with regards to access for
every imaginable group in society would restrict the design process, it is also
too risky to leave it up to the competence of the recreation staff to ensure that
all user groups are considered. While all of the persons I interviewed seemed
to be very competent and knowledgeable, it is clear that the two pools that
were built and the designs of the third pool could not accommodate a
culturally appropriate all-female swim. As such, I think that strong guidelines
need to be developed that encourage truly universal access. While legislation
may seem extreme, a middle ground between this and the current lack of
guidelines needs to be developed. Perhaps in addition to consulting with a
member of the local accessibility committee, representatives of other special
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interest (i.e., marginalized) groups such as a local multicultural council,
women’s group, senior’s group and child welfare group should also be
involved.
The Canadian Commitment to Diversity

The responsibility to service the recreational needs of all community
members, regardless of age, gender, ethnicity and religious affiliation, is an
integral part of Canada’s commitment to valuing the diversity and health of its
citizens. Through the course of the interviews with Islamic women attending
the culturally appropriate all-female swim at the Windsor YMCA, very practical
and real ways that gender and ethnicity intersect to affect recreation space
needs has been demonstrated. The complex ways that life experience and
social determinants affect the public recreation spaces where different people
feel comfortable is something that needs to be communicated strongly to the
recreation field both at the educational and at the working levels.

When

asked how the increasingly diverse Canadian population affected them as a
design or recreation professional, the responses ranged from a poor ability to
answer the question, to token appreciation for diversity, to a few individuals
who seemed to really have an appreciation for how diversity affects design
and programming in recreation. It seems to me that ‘diversity’ is a word that
gets used a lot without many people truly understanding what it means. While
it may be that cultural diversity is more prominent in urban areas, the role
gender plays in this is also important. Assuming that diversity will be better
served once there is ‘more of it’, is similar to assuming that women will be
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treated equally once there are equal numbers of men and women! In order
for diversity to be truly served, I think that the individuals making decisions
must be representative of the community. In the case of public swimming pool
design, the key person directing the needs of the community is the recreation
professional. As such, it is important that municipalities hire a person that
really believes in, and can access, a diverse community. Equally important is
that the municipality provides this individual with the resources (i.e., time,
financial and human resources) required to really engage the community in
the design process.
Conclusion

Based on the findings from this portion of the research it seems that, while
research is conducted prior to public pool design, a guide directing the
process towards more inclusive involvement of all community members would
serve to greatly improve the consideration given to marginalized groups such
as Muslim women. Through the use of census information, and an awareness
of the local community, groups that are not currently users may be sought out
and included in the design process. Through understanding the constraints
and challenges to providing input faced by marginalized community members,
(eg., socio-economic factors and ethno-cultural norms), creative ways to
include these groups may be developed.

The architects interviewed

recognized the ways that their individual experiences contributed to their role
as designer and stressed that they were only able to envision the needs of
others through communicating directly with different user groups. Yet, two of
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the architects mentioned that they did not conduct in-depth workshops with
user groups during the design phase. Because our relationship with a current
space is intricately linked to our past spatial experiences, the same space
means something different to each of the parties involved in the design
process. Interaction between user groups and the designer is crucial if the
final product is to be suitable for the user groups. In addition to this direct
interaction, the findings suggest that the use of photographs to pinpoint
specific user group needs are effective in facilitating design focused
discussion.

As the municipal staff member is responsible for voicing the

needs of the community, it is important that she/he is provided with the
knowledge and resources to conduct inclusive research into community
needs.

The

effective

dissemination

of

a

document

guiding

the

social/programming aspect of the design process may aid the recreationist in
this task.

In addition, education as to the intricate ways that social

determinants intersect to create different spatial needs for different user
groups within the community must be included in the curriculum at college
and university recreation management programs. Finally, at the most
fundamental level, municipalities need to demonstrate that they value
diversity through employing staff members who represent the diversity within
the community.
Recommendations for Improving Design Process Protocol

Based on the information gathered for this research it becomes clear that if
potential user groups are not included in the design process, the end result
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may well be a facility that is unable to accommodate the programming needs
of this group. In order to develop a more inclusive design process I
recommend the following:
a) The development of an updated version of Johnston’s 1976
document, Guidelines for Developing Public Recreation Standards.
Included in this updated version should be a better description of the
ways that gender and ethnicity intersect to create special design needs
for minority women.
b) Increased education in recreation management programs about the
ways that diversity contributes to differing recreation programming
needs.
c) The addition of a sociologist to the design process team. This
person could consult on the social impact of facility design. This would
provide expertise in the social programming aspect of the facility
design, similar to the structural expertise provided by a mechanical
engineer.
d)

An increase in the number of women and people of different

cultural backgrounds in recreation management and municipal decision
making positions.
e)

The use of more creative strategies to solicit input for the design

phase, as well as for the formal evaluation process, from the melange of
non-organized, leisure focused groups within the community. Creative
strategies (e.g., approaching cultural groups within the community, and
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seeking feedback in malls, grocery stores and non-recreation sites) must
be developed with an understanding of the factors working to inhibit or
restrict participation in the design process (i.e., lack of time, discomfort or
cultural guidelines discouraging individuals from speaking out in a public
forum, lack of an organized forum to voice concerns, etc.).
f)

Along with this need for a more creative approach to soliciting

community input is the need for adequate resources (i.e., time, financial,
and human) to be provided to the recreation professional coordinating the
interaction between architects and user groups.
g)

The use of photographs to focus design discussions on specific

needs when working with user groups that may have specific spatial
requirements.
h)

The

effective

dissemination

of knowledge,

about

trends

in

immigration and population demographics as they relate to design, to
architects and recreationists through industry journals, newsletters and
conferences. Appropriate journals and organizational newsletters might56
include Athletic Business (www.athleticbusiness.com). The Ontario Red
Cross Society, Parks and Rec Business (www.parksandrecbusiness.com),
Ontario
Architect

Recreation Facilities Association (www.orfa.com), Canadian
(www.cdnarchitect.com).

Architectural

Record

(http://archrecord.construction.com) and Award Magazine.

M) The journals and w ebsites listed here w ere provided to m e by the architects and recreation professionals I
interview ed. I requested this inform ation at the sam e tim e I requested additional inform ation about their
educational and cultural backgrounds. T hese are the jo u rn als these individuals referred to m ost frequently
in their ow n work.
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VIII. SUMMARY
The design of public spaces is not often given much conscious thought by
the people who move through them. But the way that spaces cater to the
needs of dominant groups in society, while simultaneously failing to meet the
needs of marginalized groups, contributes to the (re)production of unequal
power relations. In the Canadian context, where diversity, multiculturalism
and recreation for all are officially promoted through government policy, the
role

that

the

design

of

public

recreation

facilities

plays

in

encouraging/discouraging these values needs to be explored.
Public indoor swimming pools are a common fixture in the landscape of
recreation facilities found in Canadian urban centres. Like other recreation
facilities, a pool provides a public space for local community members to
come and access physically active recreation, social networks and, through
these, to access socially valued knowledge. But the open-concept design of
many public swimming pools, combined with the vulnerable nature of
swimming attire, makes these spaces difficult for many marginalized
members of the community to access. Included here are Muslim women.
Open concept pool design and mixed gendered programming conflicts with
their religious and cultural requirements for modesty. This research explored
the relationship between facility design (and hence the design process) and
the lived recreational swimming experiences of Muslim women.
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Qualitative interviews were conducted with three sets of architects and
municipal decision makers/programmers involved in the design process of
three more recently built public pools in Ontario. These interviews were aimed
at exploring the role of the various parties (architect, municipal decision
maker/programmer and user group) in the design process, and from this,
developing suggestions toward creating a design process protocol.

In

addition to this, six Muslim women from a culturally appropriate all-female
swim program hosted by the Windsor YMCA were also interviewed. These
interviews were

aimed

at exploring the

lived

recreational

swimming

experiences of these women and the benefits associated with participating in
this swim program.
Through the interviews the recreation professional was identified as the
key person responsible for communicating the needs of the community to the
architect. The architect requires the input of all potential user groups in order
to ensure the design is representative of the needs of all user groups. But,
through the interviews with the Muslim women, it became clear that while all
the women would like to provide input as to their design needs, the
conventional ways that community feedback is sought (i.e., town hall meeting)
may not be appropriate for these women. Suggestions about how to improve
this

process were

provided.

Additionally,

it was found

that through

participating in the culturally appropriate all-female swim program the
participants had the opportunity to meet other women, gain self-esteem
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through developing swimming skills, and access socially valued knowledge
within an all-female space.
IX. CONCLUSION
What is the relationship between the design of public recreation facilities and
the lived experiences of various user groups?
i

I___________________________________________________________________________

This research demonstrates that the design of public recreation facilities
can greatly affect the lived experiences of various user groups. Within public
recreation space social networks develop, socially valued knowledge is
exchanged and individuals have opportunities to develop self-esteem through
the development of different skills. But when public facilities are designed to
cover operating budgets and stimulate revenue generation via the creation of
surveillance opportunities, marginalized groups that resist the objectification
of their bodies may remain absent from these spaces due to an inability to
negotiate their discomfort (i.e, via coping strategies). In remaining absent,
they miss out on the tangible and intangible benefits associated with
participating in these public recreation spaces. For Islamic women living in
Canada, conflicting cultural norms (created by a double-panopticon) for what
constitutes appropriate female recreation space between the dominant
Canadian culture and the culture of their Islamic community makes accessing
appropriate recreation very difficult for them. The nature of clothing worn in
swimming pools, combined with mixed gender programming and open
concept design (that is commonly used in newer swimming pools), makes
recreational swimming an activity that is not possible in most public pools for
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Muslim women. In order to develop public recreation spaces that can
accommodate the needs of diverse user groups, such as Muslim women,
more inclusive participation of these user groups must occur from the start of
the design phase. Marginalized groups exist on the ‘margins’ specifically
because they do not resemble those at the hegemonic centre of society. As
such, they experience challenges in negotiating an identity and accessing
knowledge that will elevate their status within the larger culture. The provision
of a culturally appropriate all-female swim program, such as the one hosted
by the Windsor YMCA, is an excellent example of the ways that facility design
allows for special user group programming. Participating in such a program
enables individuals to gain access to a space that allows for the formation of
new cultural identities, and the transfer of socially valued knowledge; a
sheltered third space within the double-panopticon.
X. REFLECTION
In reflecting upon my experiences moving through this thesis research
from start to finish I am struck by several reoccurring themes that emerge. As
they do not really fit within any specific area, and are more a result of overall
impressions I developed over the course of the research, I have decided to
include them here as a reflection.
Since I began the independent study that led to this thesis, people I know
have often asked me about my research and its topic. When I tell people
about it I have noticed that, in general, depending on the gender of the person
to whom I am speaking, I get a far different response. When I tell women, I
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receive all kinds of understanding responses and the sharing of personal
experiences about when they feel the most uncomfortable (e.g., one woman
felt most uncomfortable getting out of the pool after swimming as her suit is
now wet and clinging to her body, and another talked about not going
swimming until she lost her ‘baby weight’), yet men do not seem to have the
same level of interest or comprehension of the issue. In general it seems that
women, not just Islamic women, understand the power that the design of a
recreation space can have on the level of comfort they experience within that
space. Perhaps because decision making in sport and recreation continues to
be male dominated, and males are socialized to be the flaneur rather than the
object of the gaze, designing public pools to allow for a ‘view in’ that
generates participation and thus revenue has not been questioned by
recreation professionals up to this point.
Another observation I have made through this research is the powerful
effect the media has on how we construct our opinion of the veiled Muslim
woman. Going into this research I am not sure what I expected to find, but I
do know that I was constantly surprised at how much I had in common with
the women I met and interviewed. Rather than the oppressed, male
dominated images of ‘the Muslim woman’ presented by the media, the
women I met were well educated, independent and incredibly committed to
actively engaging in a lifestyle of their own choosing. Their beliefs just made it
hard for them to access recreation opportunities in Canada, where mixed
gender recreation space is the norm. Aligning with the biases I held going into
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this

research,

I found that several of the architects and recreation

professionals also shared similar opinions. Since I had come to know and
learn so much about these women through attending the weekly swim, by the
time

I was conducting

interviews with the architects and

recreation

professionals I had changed my opinions based on my experiences. At the
end of many of these interviews there was a brief period of discussion about
my research, as interviewees inquired about what had led me to this research
question. I noticed in transcribing the interviews that I found myself defending
these women and their choices to the interviewees. It was not so much that
these individuals disagreed with designing facilities that catered to these
women, but more that they believed that given the choice, these women really
would not want to cover or ‘be controlled’ by men. The role the media plays in
communicating images of the veiled Muslim woman seems to contribute to a
flattening of all these women (from different countries, cultures and branches
of Islam) into ‘the Muslim woman’ making it difficult for westerners to
appreciate the complex and varying ways that Islamic texts are interpreted to
create a diverse range of viewpoints within the Islamic world.
Finally, one last observation that I noticed over the course of the months
that I attended the weekly swim program was the number of times the women
with whom I was speaking made comments about my body shape. I suppose
I was surprised by this because I assumed that due to the loose, covering
clothing these women wear they would not have the same preoccupation with
body size and shape that western women have. This did not seem to be the
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case, though and, compliments on my ‘athletic’ shape seemed to come up in
casual conversation again and again. I am not sure if this is due to the
influence of western culture and the overabundance of ‘fit’ female bodies that
are splashed across magazines and on television that contribute to
surveillance from the dominant culture, or if cultural elements of Islamic
countries also encourage women to be thin and ‘look good’. One woman did
mention in her interview that for women of her country, looking good and
dressing with the ‘right’ clothes was almost an obsession. Even though these
women wear covering clothing in public spaces, they would not dare leave the
house without wearing makeup and nice clothes. This is definitely something
that should be further explored as it seems to provide further support for the
importance that appropriate, physically active recreation spaces have for
Muslim women living in Canada.
XI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
From this research the theoretical and practical ideas introduced and
developed here may be applied to future research in order to further extend
our understanding of the ways that the design of public recreation spaces
contributes to the marginalization of certain community groups.
Theoretical
Future research within this area should further explore the role family and
community values, versus individual values, contribute to the surveillance and
subsequent actions taken by Muslim women in their negotiations of recreation
space. All of the women I interviewed gave examples of family members who
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could, and did, influence where they went swimming. But, for many of the
women this influence seems to come from indirect sources, suggesting that
internal values strongly influence their choices. Future research that involves
interviewing family and community members, in addition to the women
attending the swim, would develop a better understanding of the specifics of
the panopticon coming from the Islamic side of the model.
Body image, and the desire to conform to particular notions of beauty, is
another element of this study that future research should explore. The interest
in body shape and size is something in which many of the women at the swim
demonstrated, but in a religion where women are ideologically not valued for
their physical attributes by na-mahram males, it would be interesting to
explore from where this influence comes. From which side of the DoublePanopticon does pressure to conform to a thin body shape come? By
interviewing women exposed to varying amounts of western culture (via the
media or by living in Canada), about their body shape ideals, a better
understanding of the role of cultural pressures regarding body image may be
developed.
Some of the women attending the swim program were converts to Islam.
As such, rather than entering the Third Space Double-Panopticon from the
Islamic side of the model, they actually entered it from the Canadian side of
the model. The information gathered here showed differences in attitudes and
perceptions between the women who had immigrated from Islamic cultures
and those who had grown up in Canada. Further research aimed at exploring
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the differences and similarities experienced by these women, as each
negotiated a cultural identity within this recreation space, might contribute to a
better understanding of the role of recreation in the development of cultural
identities.
In addition to future research concerning Muslim women and recreation
space, research regarding other groups who remain absent from public
swimming space should also be explored. While the theoretical framework of
a Third Space Double-Panopticon was developed with the idea of conflict
created by opposing cultural influences, it would be of value to test this
framework for individuals living within the dominant culture. Conflicting values
within the dominant culture (e.g., ‘exercise, such as swimming, is good for
you and makes you healthy’ and ‘the ideal body should be thin, and muscular’
creates conflicting influences for a person who is obese) may lead people
who do not align with accepted body beautiful norms to avoid public
swimming space. Included here should be an exploration of the relationship
between gender and level of (dis)comfort created by public pool design that
allows for surveillance.

Foucault’s (1977) flaneur is a male figure, with

women being the object of his gaze. Theoretical ideas about surveillance and
the panopticon are related to a power group/individual (male) being able to
control a group/individual who lacks power (female) through the perception
that the power group/individual (male) could be watching at any time. Future
research should consider how this affects people who do not conform to
traditional notions of gender and sexuality. For example how do gay, lesbian
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and transsexual gender identities affect one’s role as flaneur or object of the
gaze and subsequently their level of comfort in recreational swimming spaces
designed to allow for surveillance?
Practical
Future research exploring the practical elements of this thesis should be
aimed

at: the creation of facility design

planning

manuals and the

development of better ways to disseminate knowledge about the value of
inclusive design to recreation professionals; facilitating more inclusive ways to
solicit feedback from community user groups, especially marginalized groups;
researching ways to identify and access less visible user groups in the
community; and developing ways to reward and encourage individuals
committed to designing inclusive facilities.
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Appendix A: Diagram of Third Space Double Panopticon
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Appendix B: Sets of Interview Questions:

The interview questions for the three different groups were structured to
reveal personal opinions and experiences. Each set of questions was
developed specifically for the particular group. While there is some overlap
in the questions directed to the architects and municipal decision makers,
each set has been developed specifically toward the group in question. The
interview questions directed towards the architects and the municipal
decision makers/programmers aimed at exploring sub-question one. The
interview questions directed towards the Muslim women case study group
aimed at exploring sub-question two. All three sets of interviews included
questions aimed at exploring sub-question three.
Interview A: Recreation Facility Architects
This interview explores the ways that interaction between the various parties
involved in the design process of a public swimming pool affect the final
design. As such, the questions are mainly concerned with the ways that
communication occurs between the different groups, and how this
communication affects design.
What is the role o f architects, municipal decision makers/programmers
and user groups in the process o f designing an indoor public
swimming facility?

1) How many community swimming pools have you designed?
2) What role did your previous experience play in securing this project?
3) What was your role as architect in the design process o f_________
facility?
4) Who were the key members of the recreation department that you dealt
with during the design process? Please indicate their name and job
description.
5) What were the main design objectives for this public swimming pool?
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6) What is your general overall design process? Is there anything different
about this process when dealing with pools?
7) Did the recreation department’s familiarity, or lack
of familiarity, with the design process of a recreation facility affect the way
the process occurred?
8) Which user groups tend to be the most vocal about their needs in the
design process phase? How does this affect the outcome of the design?
9) How were (are) the community needs for this facility (being) researched?
(i.e., who is conducting the research, how is communication between the
various groups facilitated?)
10) What difficulties with communication have occurred when you are
dealing with other groups in the design process?
11) How are linguistic barriers addressed in the communication process
between design professionals, recreationists and user groups?
12) How is the success or failure of elements of the overall design
assessed? Is the procedure formal or informal?
13) How successful were you in achieving the original design objectives of
this public swimming pool?

What recommendations could be provided to create a design process
protocol for the social programming aspect o f Canadian public
swimming pool design?

14) As an architect, what do you think are the greatest challenges to
designing spaces that are universally accessible?
15) When designing a facility the needs of many different user groups must
be considered due to differences in age, gender, culture, physical ability,
and other factors. How do you go about envisioning the needs and
perspectives of these groups when designing a space?
16) How are user groups or potential user groups identified in the
community?
17) How are these groups contacted and consulted in the design process?
18) What tools are used by design professionals to solicit feedback from
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user groups on design ideas?
19) What steps are taken to assess the success of a facility design after it is
built and in use by the community?
20) How much of the overall resources (i.e., financial and human) for this
project were devoted to researching community needs prior to and
during the design phase?
21) Is there any government policies or professional guidelines that you
consulted in the design process?
22) The growth of sports architecture has led to the development of many
international firms. To what extent do international influences,
particularly American, affect the design of Canadian recreation spaces?
23) How do you think your previous professional and recreational
experiences affect your perceptions while going through the design
process?
24) How does the increasingly diverse Canadian community affect you as a
design professional?
Interview B: Municipal decision makers/programmers
What is the role o f architects, municipal decision
makers/programmers and user groups in the process o f designing an
indoor public swimming facility?

1) Did (do) you have any previous experience in the process of designing a
public swimming pool prior to your involvement in th e --------------------project?
2) Do you think your previous experience, or lack thereof, affected (affects)
your involvement in this project?
3) Describe your role in the design process o f_________ ?
4) What was your job title and description at the time you were involved in
the design process of this project?
5) What were the main design objectives for this public swimming pool?
6) How was research on the user groups in the community conducted for
this project?
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7) How were the community needs for this facility researched? (i.e., who
conducted this research, how was communication between the various
groups facilitated?)
8) In your experience what user groups tend to be the most vocal about
their needs in the design process phase? How does this affect the
outcome of the design?
9) Do you feel that your role in the design process was significant? Please
explain?
10) What feedback have you received on the design of -------- ? (+/-)
11) What connections can you make between the design process phase
and the experiences of user groups who now enjoy this facility?
12) What kinds of programs have not been possible at this pool due to its
design?

What recommendations could be provided to create a design process
protocol for the social programming aspect o f Canadian public
swimming pool design?

13) How was the architecture firm that designed----------- selected?
14) What difficulties occurred in dealing with other groups in the design
process?
15) What challenges did you encounter with community user groups?
16) How were cultural and language barriers addressed in the
communication process between design professionals, recreationists
and user groups?
17) How much of the overall resources (i.e., financial and human) for this
project were devoted to researching community needs prior to and
during the design phase?
18) Was (is) there any government policies or professional guidelines that
you consulted in the design process?
19) What steps were taken to assess the success of th e
it was built and in use by the community?

design once
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20) How successful do you think this facility design has been in achieving
your original goals for a public swimming pool?
21) How does the increasingly diverse Canadian population affect you as a
recreation professional?

Interview C: Case Study Group of Muslim Women
These questions explore the lived recreational swimming experiences of the
Muslim women who attend the culturally-appropriate all-female swim
program at the Windsor YMCA. The questions are ordered so that easier,
‘ice-breaker’ questions are asked at the start. More personal questions
regarding religious beliefs and life experiences will not be asked until later
on in the interview when a greater comfort level is achieved.

What are the lived recreational swimming experiences o f Muslim
women attending the culturally appropriate all-female swim program at
the Windsor YMCA ?

1) How long have your been coming to this Sunday evening swim program?
2) Why did you start coming to this swim?
3) What are the reasons you continue to swim here?
4) Are there other pools in Windsor you been swimming at? What things at
that pool made you feel comfortable or uncomfortable?
5) Are there other pools in your homeland where you have gone swimming?
What things at that pool made you feel comfortable or uncomfortable?
6) Are you aware of other places where women can go and swim with other
women and their children?
7) What are some of the positive benefits of this program for you?

8) How important is it to talk to other women while you are attending the
swim program? Have you met new friends/people here?
9) Have you ever talked to other women about things going on in the local
Muslim community while attending this swim program?
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10) Have you ever learned about something from another woman at the
swim that has helped you in your daily life?
11) Have you improved your swimming skills by coming each week? How
does that make you feel?
12) Do you bring any family members swimming with you?
13) Can you tell me some things you like about the way this swim program
is organized?
14) Can you tell me some things you do not like about the way this swim
Program is organized?
15) Can you list the things that you like about this swimming pool design
(this includes the changing rooms, deck, and actual swimming space)?
16) Can you list the things that you dislike about this swimming pool design
(this includes the changing rooms, deck area, and actual swimming
space)?
17) I am going to show you a set of photographs of different pools. Please
take a moment to look at each photo and then point out the things you
like and don’t like about these areas. Which parts, if any, of the
swimming pool design in each of these photos would make it difficult for
you to go swimming there? Which parts, if any, of the swimming pool
design would encourage you to go swimming there?
18) How long have you been in Canada? Have you experienced any
hardships in moving to Canada?
19) Has this program at the YMCA helped you at all?

20) Are there things in the other YMCA programs that you like?
21) How is this all-female swim different from other recreation programs that
you have participated in?
22) Would you describe yourself as Muslim?
23) Does the combination of being female and Muslim affect your ability to
go swimming?
24) What type of clothing do you wear at the pool? Can you explain why you
choose to wear this type of clothing when swimming?
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25) What type of clothing do you wear in your daily life? Can you explain
why you choose to wear this type of clothing?
26) Does the combination of being female and Muslim affect your ability to
engage in other recreational activities?
27) What do you think the general Canadian attitude is towards providing
appropriate recreation programs for Muslim women?
28) What influence do male family members (i.e., fathers, brothers,
husbands, etc.) have on your ability to participate in programs such as the
Sunday evening swim program at the YMCA?
What recommendations could be provided to create a design process
protocol for the social programming aspect o f Canadian public
swimming pool design?

29) If you were in a city that was building a pool what would be the best
way to get input from your Islamic community about the building style
preferences and program needs?
30) If a community was designing a new public swimming pool would you be
interested in providing feedback about your preferences for this
building?
31) How effective do you think photographs, such as the ones I have just
shown you, are in helping you to demonstrate what design features are
consistent or inconsistent with your religious requirements?

32) Do you think these photos help in bridging any language barriers that
exist?
33) What other ways could be used to help communicate your needs?
34) What would be the best way for an architect to find out about the
recreational swimming pool needs of Muslim women?
35) Are you aware of any group of Muslim women in the community who
have, or plan to, organize themselves to improve the recreational
swimming
opportunities for themselves and their fellow Muslim women and girls?
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Background information:
Name:_________________
Age:___________________
Country of Birth:__________
Number of years in Canada:
First language spoken:____
Other languages spoken:__
Highest level of education:_
Marital status:___________
Religion:________________
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Appendix D: Consent form to participate in research for architects
and m unicipal decision makers/programmers.
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C o n sen t Form for Architects and Recreation P rogram m ers/M unicipal Decision M akers

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
Title of Study: Gender, Culture and Space: An Exploration of the Relationship Between Public Swimming Pool Design and
the Lived Recreational Swimming Experiences of Muslim Women.
You are asked to participate in a research study conducted by Leigh Tynan, from the Faculty o f Human Kinetics at the University
of Windsor towards the completion of a master’s thesis. This project is being s p o n so red by a grant from the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada.
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel to contact Dr. V icto ria Paraschak in the Department of
Human Kinetics at the University of Windsor at 253-3000 ext. 2445 or p a r a s c h @ u w in d s o r .c a .

$

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study is to explore the relationship between the design of pu blic swim m ing pools and the programs
and user groups that may be accommodated in these facilities. Muslim women a re an exam ple of a particular user group
with specific spatial requirements for recreational swimming space. Through in terview s with public swimming pool
architects, facility programmers/municipal decision makers and women from an a ll fe m a le swim program hosted by the
Windsor YMCA, a better understanding of the design relationship may be achieved.

$

PROCEDURES

If you volunteer to participate in this study, we would ask you to do the following things:
Participate in a one time interview session with the student researcher. During th is interview session you will be asked a
set of questions directed at learning more about your opinions and experiences in relation to this topic. With your
permission the interview will be tape recorded so that it may be transcribed at a la te r tim e by the student researcher.
The interview would take approximately an hour to an hour and a half to com plete. Each interview will be conducted
individually with the interviewer. The interview will be conducted at a time and p la c e th a t is most convenient for you, the
interviewee. Upon completion of the research project a copy of the final document w ill b e provided via an email attachment
or a printed hard copy to any participants who request it.

POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS
There is minimal risk that you may find some questions too personal to respond to . If th e re are any questions that you do
not wish to answer you are free to refrain from responding to them. All information th a t yo u provide in the interview will be
keep confidential to all parties beyond the student researcher. Names and o p in io n s will be disguised to protect the
confidentiality of each participant
There are no foreseeable physical or psychological risks to the subjects. If significan t ris k s arise during the process of the
research any participants who may be at risk are free to terminate their involvem ent in th e study.

$

POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO SUBJECTS AND/OR TO SO C IETY

By participating in this study you may benefit either directly or indirectly from this research. In your professional role as an
architect or recreation programmer/municipal decision maker the opportunity to re fle c t on past practices, as well as learn
more about a user group you may not know a lot about, may contribute to im p ro v e d future practices. By potentially
improving your knowledge base you can become a more effective professional. T h is may lead to the creation of more
accessible facilities and programs, and in turn the respect and esteem of your profession al colleagues, as well as the
communities you service.
Through developing a better understanding of the relationship between the d e sig n process and the lived recreational
swimming experiences of Muslim women, more accessible public swimming spaces m a y be developed. Access to modest
recreational swimming space Is of value to many groups in Canadian society. In a d d itio n to the Muslim women that are
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considered in this research, modest recreation space may also be of value to w o m en in general (including older women
and teenage girls), victim s of abuse, individuals with eating disorders, individuals w ho are obese (including children),
males with body im ag e concerns and other groups with concerns about body objectification. Recreation is the right o f all
Canadian citizens. By developing awareness of the relationship between recreation space and user groups, municipalities
may improve access to recreation for the diverse needs of their user groups. This in turn will contribute to healthier
individuals and communities.

$

PAYMENT FO R PARTICIPATION

There will be no paym ent for participation in this research.

$

CONFIDENTIALITY

Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified with you will remain confidential and will be
disclosed only with your permission.
Upon completion of each interview the audio recording of the interview will be keep in a locked box in the home of the
researcher. The name o f each Interviewee will be disguised by the researcher as w ell as any identifying characteristics. The
transcribed interviews will also be kept in a locked box in the researcher’s home during the course of the research project
Upon completion o f th e research project all hard copies of the transcribed interview s will be destroyed. The data of
participants who provide written consent to use their information for future research will be stored in disk format in a
secure place in the researcher’s home. If you do not wish to allow the researcher to use your information for future
research beyond this study, all data you have provided will be destroyed. The in terview will be tape recorded. Other than
the individual participant, only the student researcher will have access to listening to your recorded interview. Upon
completion of the research (approximately March of 2005) the audio recordings o f each interview will be destroyed. No one
other than you and th e student researcher will have access to these audio recordings or the transcribed versions.

$

PARTICIPATION AND WITHDRAWAL

You can choose whether to be in this study or not. If you volunteer to be in this study, you may withdraw at any time without
consequences of any kind. You may also refuse to answer any questions you don’t want to answer and still remain in the study.
The investigator may withdraw you from this research if circumstances arise which warrant doing so.

$

FEEDBACK OF THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY TO THE S U B JE C TS

Upon completion of this research a copy of the student researcher’s final thesis do cu m en t will be available for viewing in
the Human Kinetics office o f the University of Windsor. In addition to this copy, th e researcher will provide a full copy of
the research to any participants who request i t This document will be provided via an em ail attachment or, when required,
in paper form

SUBSEQUENT USE OF DATA
It is possible that the data collected in this study may be used in future research b y th e student investigator. Only with my
written permission can data that I, as the interviewee, provide be used in future research.
I agree that this data can be used in subsequent studies.

$

RIGHTS OF RESEARCH SUBJECTS

You may withdraw your consent at any time and discontinue participation without penalty. This study has been reviewed and
received ethics clearance through the University of Windsor Research Ethics Board. If you have questions regarding your rights as a
research subject, contact:
Research Ethics Coordinator
University of Windsor
Windsor, Ontario
N9B 3P4

$

Telephone: 519-253-3000, ext. 3916
E-mail: lbunn@uwindsor.ca

SIGNATURE OF RESEARCH SUBJECT/LEGAL R EPR ESENTATIVE

I understand the information provided for the study Gender, Culture and Space: An E xploration of the Relationship Between
Public Swimming Pool Design and the Lived Recreational Swimming Experiences o f Muslim Women as described herein.
My questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I agree to participate in this study. I have been given a copy of this form.
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Name of Subject

Signature of Subject

$

Date

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR

These are the terms under which I will conduct research.

Signature of Investigator

Date
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Appendix E: Follow-up email to architects and programmers

H i_______ ,
I am working on the final write up of my research and was wondering
if you could answer a few quick questions for me in the attached file.
I realize from re-reading the interviews that a little more
information about your background experience will help to provide a
better description of the members of this interview group.
Once again, all the information will be anonymous, it is more to
give a general idea to the reader of the makeup of the interview
group.
Thanks for your help,
Leigh
Background Information Questions
Municipal decision maker/programmers:
How many years have you been working for this municipality?
What other municipalities have you worked for?
How many pool building projects have you been involved with (either with
this or other municipalities)?
How many years have you been working in recreation and aquatics?
Can you describe briefly your career path leading to the time you were
involved in this project, and the path since you involvement?
What is your educational background?
What is your cultural/ethnic background?
Are you a Canadian citizen?
Architects:
How many years have you been an architect for?
What is your educational background?
Do you mainly specialize in community pools and recreation facilities?
What other types of projects do you work on?
What is your cultural/ethnic background?
Are you a Canadian citizen?
For both:
Also, could provide me with the name of some industry journals and
websites that you refer to frequently in your work? (I would like to be able
to make suggestions of specific places for information to be
disseminated). Thanks again.
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Appendix F: Consent Forms for Muslim wom en
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WINDSOR
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
Title of Study: Gender, Culture and Space: An Exploration of the Relationship B etw een Public Swimming Pool Design
and the Lived Recreational Swimming Experiences of Muslim Women.
You are asked to participate in a research study conducted by Leigh Tynan, from the F a cu lty of Human Kinetics at the
University of Windsor towards the completion of a master’s thesis. This project is b eing sponsored by a grant from the
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada.
If you have any questions or concerns about the research, please feel to contact Dr. V icto ria Paraschak in the Department of
Human Kinetics at the University of Windsor at 253-3000 ext. 2445 or p a ra s c h (5 )u w in d s o r.c a .

$

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study is to explore the relationship between the design o f p u b lic swimming pools and the
programs and user groups that may be accommodated in these facilities. M u slim women are an example of a
particular user group with specific spatial requirements for recreational swimming space. Through interviews with
public swimming pool architects, facility programmers/municipal decision makers an d wom en from an all female swim
program hosted by the Windsor YMCA, a better understanding o f the design relation ship m ay be achieved.

$

PROCEDURES

If you volunteer to participate in this study, we would ask you to do the following things:
Participate in a one time interview session with the student researcher. During th is in terview session you will be asked
a set of questions directed at learning more about your opinions and experiences in relation to this topic. With your
permission the interview will be tape recorded so that it may be transcribed at a la te r tim e by the student researcher.
The interview would take approximately and hour to an hour and a half to complete. E ach interview will be conducted
individually with the interviewer. The interview will be conducted at a time and p lace th a t is most convenient for you,
the interviewee. Upon completion of the research project a copy of the final d o c u m e n t will be provided via an email
attachment ora printed hard copy to any participants who request it

POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS
There is minimal risk that you may find some questions too personal to respond to. If th ere are any questions that you
do not wish to answer you are free to refrain from responding to them. All inform ation th at you provide in the interview
will be keep confidential to all parties beyond the student researcher. Names and o p in io n s will be disguised to protect
the confidentiality of each participant
There are no foreseeable physical or psychological risks to the subjects. If significant risks arise during the process of
the research any participants who may be at risk are free to terminate their in volvem ent in the study.

$

POTENTIAL BENEFITS TO SUBJECTS AND/OR TO SO CIETY

By participating in this study you may benefit either directly or indirectly from th is research. There are currently very
few newer pools that are closed concept enough to accommodate an all-female sw im program. Through this research
it is hoped that an awareness o f the need for more modest public pools is developed. The results of this research will
be provided to public swimming pool architects and recreation programmers/municipal decision makers in your local
area. Thus, it is possible that future pools in this area may be designed to b e tte r accommodate all-female swim
programs. This could result in a greater number of pools providing all-female sw im program s more often throughout
the week.
Through developing a better understanding of the relationship between the design pro c ess and the lived recreational
swimming experiences of Muslim women, more accessible public swimming s p a c e s may be developed. Access to
modest recreational swimming space is of value to many groups in Canadian so ciety. In addition to the Muslim women
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that are considered i n this research, modest recreation space may also be of value to women in general (including
older women and te en a g e girls), victims of abuse, individuals with eating disorders, individuals who are obese
(including children), males wit h body image concerns and other groups with c o n ce rn s about body objectification.
Recreation is the r ig h t of all Canadian citizens. By developing awareness of the relation ship between recreation space
and user groups, municipalities may improve access to recreation for the diverse n e e d s o f their user groups. This in
turn will contribute t o healthier individuals and communities. [State the potential b e n efits, i f any, to science or society
expected from the research.]

$

PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION

There will be no paym ent for participation in this research.

$

CO NFIDENTIALITY

Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be identified with yo u will remain confidential and will
be disclosed only with your permission.
Upon completion of each interview the audio recording of the interview will be keep in a safe place in the home of the
researcher. The interview will be transcribed into written format within the week fo llo w in g the actual interview. The
name of each interviewee will be disguised by the researcher as well as any identifying characteristics. The transcribed
interviews will also b e kept in a secure place in the researcher's home during the c o u rs e o f the research project Upon
completion of the research project all hard copies of the transcribed interviews w ill be destroyed. A backup file
containing the interview transcriptions will be saved by the researcher and stored on a computer disk. This file will be
saved for potential fu ture research by the student investigator. None of the interview inform ation contained in this file
will be used in fu ture research without the permission of the individual who provided th is information. The interview
will be tape recorded. Other than the individual participant, only the student researcher w ill have access to listening to
your recorded interview. At your request, I will provide you will a taped copy of y o u r interview along with the written
transcription. Thus, you may compare the written transcription with the recorded in terview if you so wish. Upon
completion of the research (approximately March of 2005) the audio recordings o f e a ch interview will be destroyed. No
one other than you an d the student researcher will have access to these audio reco rd in g s or the transcribed versions.

$

PARTICIPATION AND WITHDRAWAL

You can choose whether to be in this study or not. If you volunteer to be in this study, you m ay withdraw at any time without
consequences of any kind. You may also refuse to answer any questions you don’t want to an sw er and still remain in the study.
The investigator may withdraw you from this research if circumstances arise which warrant doing so.

$

FEEDBACK OF THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY TO THE S U B JE C T S

Upon completion of this research a copy of the student researcher’s final thesis d o c u m e n t w ill be available for viewing
in the Human Kinetics office of the University of Windsor. In addition to this copy, t h e researcher will provide a full
copy of the research to any participants who request it This document will be p ro v id e d via an email attachment or,
when required, in paper form

SUBSEQUENT USE OF DATA
It is possible that the data collected in this study may be used in future research b y th e student investigator
I agree that this data can be used in subsequent studies.

$

RIGHTS O F RESEARCH SUBJECTS

You may withdraw your consent at any time and discontinue participation without penalty. T h is study has been reviewed and
received ethics clearance through the University of Windsor Research Ethics Board. If you h a v e questions regarding your rights
as a research subject, contact:
Research Ethics Coordinator
University of Windsor
Windsor, Ontario
N9B 3P4

$

Telephone: 519-253-3000, ext. 3916
E-m ail: lbunn@uwindsor.ca

SIGNATURE OF RESEARCH SUBJECT/LEGAL REPR ESEN TA TIV E

I understand the information provided for the study Gender, Culture and Space: An Exploration of the Relationship
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Between Public Swimming Pool Design and the Lived Recreational Swimming Experiences of Muslim Women as
described herein. My questions have been answered to my satisfaction, and I agree to participate in this study. I have been
given a copy of this form.

Name of Subject

Signature of Subject
Date

$

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR

These are the terms under which I will conduct research.

Signature of Investigator
Date
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Appendix G: Photographs used in photo-elicitation interviews
Photo-elicitation interview: change room and shower options
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Photo-elicitation interview: Exterior view window options
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Photo-elicitation: exterior/interior view pool window options continued
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Appendix H: Step by Step Guide to Methodology
1. Literature review
-D evelopm ent o f research question
-Developm ent o f theoretical fram ework
2. Began attending YM CA all female swim
-Participant observation
-Kept a field study journal of my experiences and reflections.
3. Identified three newer pools
-Selected on the basis of their open concept design.
4. Identified the architect and recreation program m er involved in the design
process
-Contact appropriate persons via email and in some cases followed up with
phone calls.
-Solicited the possibility of interviewing them for my research pending
ethics approval.
5. Developed a written research proposal
-Literature review
-Theoretical and practical objectives of the research
-Developed a set o f interview questions for each set of interviews
(architects/recreationists/swim partiticipants) based on theoretical and
practical underpinnings of the research.
6. Submitted research proposal
7. Submitted ethics approval form s
8. Presented research proposal
9. Obtained ethics clearance for architects and recreation programmers.
10. Conducted interviews with architects and recreation programmers (3
architects/3 recreationists)
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-Participants signed a consent form
-Interviews tape recorded
11. Obtained ethics clearance for Muslim women from all fem ale swim
12. Solicited and conducted interviews with women from the weekly swim
(6 Muslim wom en)
-Participants signed a consent form
-Interviews tape recorded
-For the interview that required a translator I met with the translator (hired
from the Multicultural Council o f W indsor and Essex County) prior to the
interview and w ent over the goals of research and each interview question.
-All interviews were transcribed from the tape recordings
13. Transcribed interviews were analyzed for emerging patterns
connecting to the guiding theoretical and practical directions of the
research
-All responses from each interview group were organized together (e.g. all 6
women’s responses to question one were printed out together and so on)
-Responses were described in the findings
-A color coded chart of the main theoretical framework and associated ideas was
developed for each interview group
-Using matching color coded tags the transcriptions were re-read and flagged in
the appropriate places when interviewee’s discussions pertained to a certain
theoretical idea
-Findings were analyzed in relation to the theoretical framework under sub
headings that grouped various information pertaining to theoretical ideas together
14. Write up of final thesis docum ent
-Presentation of findings
-Analysis of findings
-Reflections on findings and research experiences
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Appendix I: Researcher autobiography

As I little girl I vaguely remember taking swimming lessons at a local pool
in Dublin, Ireland, but it was not really until I moved with my family to Canada
at seven years of age that the local public pools became a part of my daily
life. My mother decided that learning to swimming was a necessity for the
Tynan children in Canada, thus we were enrolled in swimming lessons during
both the winter and summer sessions. My mother’s goal was that we would all
gain employment as lifeguards to successfully support ourselves financially
through university. To improve our swimming skills, we joined the local
competitive swim team as a way to build our confidence in the water. When I
joined the swim team at nine years of age, I swam only three nights a week.
By twelve I had moved on to nine practices a week, which included thrice
weekly morning swims in addition to every night and Saturdays. This intense
program led me to many great travel experiences, both for training camps and
for competitions, and gave me an incredibly healthy physique. Painfully shy
as a child, I found that swimming helped me to develop self-confidence, a
sense of mastery, as well as a love of my body that is not common in teenage
girls.
At sixteen, completing the necessary lifeguard requirements, I was hired
by both the City of Burlington Parks and Recreation Department and Bronte
Creek Provincial Park. I worked at the city pools part time during the winter
(while I juggled school and my competitive swim schedule) and at Bronte
Creek full time during the summer months. My involvement with the city pools
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(between training at them daily and working there) was more extensive, but it
was my job at Bronte Creek that really opened my eyes to the recreational
benefits of swimming as well at the diverse Canadian population’s draw to the
water.
Situated in a provincial park that borders Burlington and Oakville, the
Bronte Creek pool is an enormous facility with 2 acres of actual water space,
and an additional several acres of patio and grassy areas. The capacity of the
pool is 2000 persons, which is reached several times during the summer on
hot holiday weekends. The sheltered picnic areas in the park attract large
family picnics. On any given weekend you could smell the cooking of foods
from pretty much any country in the world blowing on the breeze to tickle your
nose as you sat guarding the pool. Due to the multicultural makeup of the
park visitors, the people we dealt with in daily encounters and emergency
situations often spoke little to no English. The cultural norms associated with
swimming and attire were also an issue at times, as many people swam in
clothes or underwear. One particular group wanted their young boys and men
to be allowed to wear small knives on a belt around their waist while
swimming. I worked at this pool for six summers, my first four as a lifeguard
and my next two as the aquatic programmer.
My experience working at Bronte was a success for many reasons. One
benefit of course, was that it helped me to achieve my mother’s goal of
financially supporting myself through my undergraduate degree. Another
benefit was that it opened my eyes to the diversity of Canadians and their
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love of recreational swimming. It greatly contrasted with my experience at the
local city pools where I saw primarily white Canadians of European descent
involved in more prescriptive and competitively oriented forms of swimming.
During my time working at Bronte Park, I transitioned from my heavy
involvement in competitive swimming into competitive running. At the start of
university, after ten years of competitive swimming, I hung up my suit and
joined the cross country and track team. For the first time in years I did not go
to the pool at all during the winter, and only when the summer began did I go
back to the pool for my job. As I finished university, I decided I wanted to try
triathlon and began to swim again. For the two years between my
undergraduate degree and the start of my masters I trained seriously for
competitive Olympic distance triathlon and trained and raced all over the
world. This inevitably brought me back to the pool on a year round basis. My
involvement in triathlon was wonderful at times, but it had its share of conflict.
While I experienced a high degree of success in triathlon, the expenses were
hard to cover and I was forced to move back to my parent’s house to try and
save money for training, racing and travel expenses. Through my triathlon
experience I met many people, including my parents, who were frustrated by
the lack of federal funding for high performance athletes in Canada. While I
struggled with my financial worries, I did not share the belief that I deserved
any money from the government or sponsors. I felt that it was a selfish pursuit
and not one that contributed to the community in any way that justified
funding. This made it difficult for me to seek out sponsorship with any real
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conviction, and contributed to great inner turmoil as I sought to justify to
myself what I was doing.
Eventually, after two years of living the life of a semi-professional triathlete,
I decided to return to school at the University of Windsor to pursue a master’s
degree. I gave up the serious level of cycling and swimming that I had been
pursuing and spent my energy running on the cross country team. In my
efforts to engage in more leisurely recreation, I began swimming at the
university pool a few days a week ‘just for fun’. I was less than thrilled to find
that in order to enter the pool area I had to walk down a corridor from the
women’s change room to the pool, past the varsity weight room. Although I
had never experienced discomfort at a public pool, I started covering myself
with a towel as I passed the weight room. The male athletes training in the
weight room would subconsciously give me (and I’m sure every woman who
passed) the up and down glance as I walked past. This experience, and the
comments of a classmate with similar concerns about entering the university
pool, got me thinking about the ways in which the design of public facilities,
especially pools (that can be such a vulnerable space due to the clothing
worn) could actually prevent people from using them. This thought process
has led to the focus of my research which investigates the ways that public
recreation facilities are designed to favour particular dominant groups, who
are more likely to use these spaces due to their comfort level in them.
I very strongly believe that recreation and leisure are the right of every
person, and that in a country such as Canada, the needs of diverse groups
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must be met when designing public recreation facilities. In moving to Windsor,
one thing that has struck me is the number of Muslim women I see on a daily
basis both on the university campus and out in the community. One place that
I never see any Muslim women, though, is at the St. Denis Centre fitness
facilities or pool. On a university campus that includes this group as a
significant segment of the student body, why are no provisions made in the
recreation facility for their needs? My own experiences swimming at the St.
Denis Centre, combined with my exposure to so many Muslim women, a
group I had not previously given much thought to, has triggered my curiosity
about the challenges these women face in engaging in recreational
swimming. I greatly appreciate all the wonderful experiences I have had
through swimming, as well as the ways that it has shaped my identity.
Coming to Canada from Ireland (a country with similar cultural norms) was
difficult enough for me; my involvement in swimming greatly helped in my
adjustment. I think the social interaction found at the pool and the opportunity
to know oneself through the water made my transition to this country easier.
While my involvement in swimming was at a highly organized and structured
level, my personal experiences with high performance sports have led me to
be more interested in recreational sporting. I have seen the value it holds for
a broader section of the population, especially adults. I am interested in
exploring how recreational swimming can be accessed and enjoyed by
Muslim women in Canada.
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VITA AUCTORIS

Leigh Tynan was born in Bray, County Wicklow, Ireland. She moved to
Canada when she was seven years old and was raised in Burlington, Ontario,
Canada. She graduated from Notre Dame Secondary School in 1996. From
there she went to McMaster University where she obtained a Bachelors of
Kinesiology in 2001. She is currently a candidate for a Master’s degree in
Human Kinetics at the University of Windsor and hopes to graduate in Spring
2005.
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